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CONTRIBUTORS
D. H. LAWRENCE is today one of the figures of assurred permanence in the literary
traditions of England and America. The collection of Lawrence manuscripts
recently exhibited by the Los Angeles Public Library and in Jannary of 1937 in
the Harvard College Library Treasure includes 118 separate items, including
nineteen novels, eleven short stories, twelve books of poetry, five plays, and more
than fifty articles, essays, and travel sketches. In the Introductory Note to the Descriptive Catalogue, Jake Zeitlin, the exhibitor for Mrs. Lawrence, describes the
manuscripts as a revelation of "the breadth an~ depth of the intuitive universe."
Aldous Huxley in his Foreword calls Lawrence l'a thinker of first thoughts." The
present poem, "0 Americans," is listed as item No. 63 in the Catalogue, "Holograph manuscript, eight pages. ruled and punched paper (8% x 11), in ink.
Dated by agent's stamp May 28, 1924." It is published from a typed copy, the
gift of Frieda Lawrence of Los Pinos Ranch, Taos, New Mexico.

)

T. M. PEARCE is a regional critic and ;eviewer, author of, America in the Southwest
and Lane of the Llano. "Folk Lore .and Fascism" is a paper read at the joint
meeting of the Texas Folk Lore Society and the New Mexico Hispanic Institute
in EI Paso, April 20-21, 1988.
NORMAN MACLEOD has lived in Taos, Santa Fe and Albuquerque. He is a gradnate of
the University of New Mexico where he once taught as a graduate fellow. Editor
of a number of small magazines, author of several books of poetry, Macleod is well
known as an experimental poet and essayist. He is now in New York City.
CARLE8S JONES is a dramatic critic and producer who will next year be associated with
the Department of Dramatic Art of the University of New Mexico. He is at present conducting a series of dramatizations of famoUs characters in the novels of
Dickens, 'for the Radio Theatre of Station KOB in Albuquerque.
_ ALICE GILL BENTON lives in Albuquerque and has published poetry in the QUARTERLY,
New Mezico Magazine and elsewhere.
GEORGE MEYER is the winner of the Marcella Reidy Memorial Poetry Prize for 1938,
offered by the Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority at the University of New Mexico.
l

MAROIll: JAY BAK.JIAN is an employee of the Los Angeles Public Library, but his true
vocation is writing, as readers of "The Stallion" will discover. He has been enCOUraged by William Saroyan.
GLEN BAKER, of Hutchinson, Kansas,' is one of the best young poets in the Middle
West. His poetry appears frequently in the UnwerBitu Remew of Kansas City,
the QUARTERLY and elsewhere.
.
VmGINIA WILHELMSON is a newcomer to this magazine, but she has published considerable poetry in other magazines, Frontier, Midland, Prairie Schooner, Poet11l
Magazine. Vers Libre. among them. She lives in San Francisco.

i

KATHLEBN SUTTON is associate editor of Man~cript, and has published stories in that
magazine and in Prairie Sclwoner and Story. She was awarded scholarships at
the Colorado Writers' Conference for 1938., Her home is in' Anniston, Alabama.
JOHN C. NEFF is a Cleveland architect who has been giving serious attention to writing and now is in New York City with literary occupation as his chief concern.
Two excellent articles by Mr. ,Neff have appeared in the QUARTERLY, the sketch of
Frieda Lawrence in May, 1937, and the arqcle on William James in Febrnary, 1938.
GEORGE ST. CLAm is Dean of the College of Fin~ Arts at the University of New Mexico.
He is author of a play, Star of Madrid, which has heen produced in Albuquerque
and Laguna Beach, California, and has translated plays by Calderon, Lope de Vega
and other Spanish dramatists. The present poem is part of a longer poem,
"Whence Is This Beauty," appearing in a mimeographed volume just issued by
Dr. St. Clair. An earlier book of poetry, Young Heart, was published by Henry
Harrison in 1934.
The cover nameplate was cut by Mary Stewart. art student, and the border
design by Thelbert Exter, former student
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O! Americans!
By D. H. LAWRENCE

.
,
.
AmerIcans

\,
The word $tands""'for something, carries its own patent, and
.
its 0 n obligation:

t'

Amer cans 'are the people of America.
The d tiny of America is in tlleir hands.
The living Amer,ica is in the hearts of Americans.

. '"

What the America of the futul,"e will be, we don't know.
What we know is, that the future America is a germ lying
in the hearts of Americans, there and nowhere else.
,

a

Not in dollars, nor in banks, nor in syndicates, \:por in Washington,'
.
But a germ in the hearts of men and women, Americans.
"
We can't know what the future of America
will be.
But the germ of th~t future
, is inside the- American people, in
.their hearts.
It is their responsibility, their Point of honour.
Politicians may be b~d, industrial magnates may be' at fault,
Scandals may destroy man's faith in maJ.1:
~

And yet, there is a speck, a germ of American future in the
heart of every intelligent American, whether he is politician '
or magnate or plere individual.
' ..
,
.
And for the sake of this nascent, unborn, as-yet-unknowable
.
American future
There is, I believe, ~carcely one intellig~nt American who
~ . _ , /-"(
will shirk, or fail in point of honour.
The old countries have a past, to be faithful to.
America still has only an unrevealed future.
[ 75]

'.
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And it is much more difficult to be true to: an Ujllborn future,
than to a~ accomplished ilpast.
:.
Tradition, tradition, tradition, it is easy enough to be faithful
to a ~raditiQn,
But to be faithful to something that has not yet come to pass,
that does not yet exist, save as a subtle, struggling germ in
individual hearts,
.
Not a mob thing, -nor a mass thing, nor a class thing, nor"
a hundred-per-cent thing
But a subtle, struggling little germ struggling half-unrealised
in individual hearts, and nowhere else,
That is a difficult thing to be faithful to.
Yet it is a'point of honour.
And so, when the outside world calls upon America to, act in
certain ways, perform certain sacrifices,
Why should Americans immediately acquiesce?
America will have to find her. own way into the future,
the old ligpts won't show the way.
But if, taken at its very best, the title,American is a
patent of nobility,
As it must be, taken at its very best,
Then noblesse oblige.
It is a point of honour..

And at the moment, there is an obligation...
It is the obligation of the citizens of'this colllntry
towards the
.J
aborigines of their country.
The American Indian lingers here, ward of the American
govern~ent.
,
Now make up your mind about him, he is not a& we are.
He lingers on from an old, savage world, that still has its
treasures of consciousness, its subtle barbaric forms of .
civilization·r
"
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[ 77

He is, basically, a savage: it is a term of repJ;:oach, but also, it
is not a term of reproach.
,.
The American' Indian is, basically, a savage.
But be careful how you destroy him.
Because he is so absolutely in your power, that, before God,
. you must be careful.
Noblesse oblige/'
~Be careful, before you destroy him.
Be careful how you turn him into a hundred-per-cent
f
American.
He is the one thing that is aboriginally American.
Don't sentimentalize about him.
Realize.
j

Strlctly-don't forget it-he is a savage who has, for the m~t '
part, long ago entered the Roman Catholic Church.
But strictly, he is a savage.
,

~

'

.

is a. savage with his own peculiar consciousness, his own
peculiar customs ~nd observances.
.
Don't sentimel.ltalize his savage consciousness, customs and
obser~ances.·
.
But be careful how you utterly quash them.
He is absolutely at your mercy.
He is the last of the originally American race.
You are Americansll
And noblesse oblige.

~,He

Turn the Poles, the Germans, the ~nglish, the Italians, the
Russians,
.Turn them into hundred-pe;r-cent Americans.
What else have they come to this country for?
. '"
But the Indian never came.
It was you who came, Americans.
And before you put 'out the old savage light for ever, hesitate.
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The Indian does no harm.
He is far too few to cause any apprehension in any direetion~
Well then!
.

J'

The Indian question has, worse luek, become a politi
question.
It has been made a cause for strife, a Ca8US b'elli.
On your honour, Americans, what are you doing?
The Indian should never have been made a casus belli,
between conflicting political parties, and contending interests.
. Yet the clash has been started, the India:p is about to be
finished off.
-'

Today is Easter Sunday: Christ Risen! Two days ago was
Good Friday: Christ Crucified!
On Goo~ _~riday the big white men of the Indian Bureau,
and big ~te men from Washington drov~ out to tpe pueblo,
summoned the old Indian men, and hel<J a meeting behind
closed doors.
Then the big men of the White America~s told the old
American ~borigines that. it would be well if these· old
fathers abandoned their foolish, heathen· dances and ceremonies, and tilled. their land better, instead of wastingtime:
That the boys must stay at school, not be kept away at seasons to prepare themselves and to partake in these usless
practices ·of ceremonial:
That it would be far, far better for the Indian youth to
grow up true, hundred-per-cent American, than to remain
a dancing savage:
That the old dark fathers should not trust these artists and
long-haired people who pretend to espouse their cause,
because they, the artists and long-haired people, want to .
keep the Indian back, want to prevent his becom~g 11~
hundred-per-cent American; because they live
hiril:
Artists and long-haired people, rpainting the Indian and·

I

.

or
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.

c

writing about the Indian, make their living off him, 80
naturally they wan~ to keep him back, down, poor. If he
~ere a hundred-per.,eent Ameri~an citizen, he would go out
Into the world and become as rIch as anybody else, on the
same terms with thelwhite men, his brothers.
Furthermore the white big-men' said to the 'old Indians
,That the Indians ~othplained of being poor, of having short
~o~;
.
That the Indians wanted the White Man's Government to
supply them with. ~arm-implements, so they could have
'mor.e food.

•

so!
The White Man's Government was under no obligation to
give the'
Indians one single thin~, not one cent.
The Indians of the pueblos have land. ' - .
Let them lease their land to the Ame~ican Government,
as the Oklahoma .Indians have done;
,
And in return' the Government would supply them with
'
excellent farm-machinery.
But~why

-

So, the'speech in th~ pueblo,. on Good Friday, behind
'~
closed d o o r s . '
And when the doors were opened, the White Men drover"
;,
away.
And the old dark-faced men came out heavily, with a
greater gloom than for many years,
Though their souls have been growing heavy for centuries.
What does it mean, they say!
,That our boys must stay at school till they are eighteen, and
not be allowed to absent themselves for ceremonies and
ceremonial preparations?
Then our life is finished, our day is over completely.
Consummatum est!
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,
"

"

Consummatum est! Oh:J..
' d on Good Friday!
"It is finished!"
That we lease our lands and g t reapers
and binders in exchange? '
So, it is finished.
No, Americans, what about it?
,
The bit of land in question is a flea-bite, to this great nation.
Even' if there were oil, copper, gold upon these bits of
reserved land, it were a flea-bite, to this great nation. '
,

-

To make this bit of land, and water-rights, or oil or copper
or gold a cause for political action,
,This is going beyond the bounds of present honour.
It is your test;'Americans.
Can you leave the remanants of the old race on their own
ground,
To live their own life, fulfil their own 'ends in their own way?
.Can you? Can you?

Decide whether you can, because it is a test before the everlasting witnesses.
If you can, submit to it.
Submit to it, and let your American noblesse compel you
To draw a line around the Indians, beyond which line you
abstain from further interference.
That is all.
And that is a test of you.
J>

Solve t~r lndian question, finally.
Make it~ease to be a political question fGr ever.
Remove the Indians forever from the hands of the
politicians.
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Either make' the Indian Bureau into a permanent office,
endowed with a sufficient endowment, and ,controlled by
men of science, competent anthropologists, historians, and
. men of letters; :
Or transfer the control to the American Institute of
Ethnology;
,
Do anything, but do something .to draw this one delicate
line of non-interference.
.¥~~""''''~-

~

It is a test, Americans.
1

•

==But if you cannot keep politic~l, domineering hands off the
Indians,
Then destroy them, throw them out into the cities among the
negroes
.
¢
As hundred-per-cent Americans, well-educated.l<P
po it.
i ,!
i

•

i

Only know that, doing it,.you fail in point of honour.
And damage once more the frail quick of the future Ameri~,
that is in yoq.
(,

.,
i.

...

..
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Folklore and Fascism
By T. M. PEARCE

Lewis Browne, author of This Believing World,
spoke in Albuquerque in the spring of 1936, he called )
modern folklore movements the work of poets and dreamers; .
he said that such movements added picturesqueness and
preserved tourist values, but were sentimental and romantic .
attitudes. The forces of standardization are too great, he
said; the Russians no longer wear their long coats and the
characteristic hats but search the second hand shops for
- cheap American hats. Browne quoted someone"s smart
phrase when he explained that in a folk culture the sin was
mental incest because too mind reproduced itself on the
past, ' whereas a civilization like our own polyglot mixture
committed mental adultery. Folk movem~nts, in his judgment, were either idle but amusing pastimes or definitely
regressive social tendencies and one accompanimtfnt to
fascism.
It was the first linking of the two activities I had ever
heard-folklore and fascism. It set "me thinking. I sup-_
posed he had in mind Die F~ehr.er Hitler's c,onjuring with.
the racial Aryan folk myth 6r other out-croppi~gs of myth
about a "chosen people" familiar to Mr.~ Browne, wpen they
work hardship on minorities under their control. I couldn't see any connection with ordinary folklore
societies and their innocent but valuable interest in anecdote
and ballacis and vocabula~y of unusual peoples free from
standardized contemporary culture. Then a peculiar'light .
dawned while I was at work on a book about Mary Austin.
Mrs. Austin, in her book Everyman's Genius, distinguishes .,
between what she calls the "deep self" of an individual and
his "immediate self." Mrs. Austin's terms are sometimes .
a little obscure, but what she has in mind here is definite.,
The first or deep' self she calls the repository in each of us .
[ 82]

W

-

-'

HEN

0'
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•

of racial experience; the second or immediate self she calls
- the repository of our psychic experience from birth or before
birth as sense consciousness develops. She believed -that
genius flows in everyone as, below the chance recognition
of our "talents and their haphazard training, there flows the
experience of the race, a deep bosomed
stream which surges
.
upward when we find the mean§ of giving it release.
As folklorists, .when we look back at- older records of
, the group life we belong to, or at arrested stages of this folk. •
life in the contemporary scehe, aren't we searching for the· ,i
racial pattern, identifying ourselves with tbe deep stream
of racial experience rather than with our own immediate
activities, except as the folklore hunt may be an interlude in ,_~
.what
normally do? We don't consider ourselves folklore!
That is, o,ur immediate selves! We hunt out other groups as
they may explain our ancestral pattern or tl!e ancestral way
of some other folk.
It is partly curiosity with us, partly literary and artisti~ interest. We like the strangeness, the dash, and color of
unusual ,expressions.. When Mary Austin went -into the
•
California'desert and began to know Indians she realized
that she was in the Stone Age. She says, '~If a remnant of
. Europe's stone age were discovered, say In the Pyrenees,
they would all go there, ex-economists an social philoso- phers alike, with note-books and acu
". sity. But I was
there, in California, U. S. A., n nobody even wanted to
hear about it. Eighteen years followed that trail with
avidity, saw institutionalized marriage rise out of natuItal
monogamous ma~ing; the rise of capital, not out of' greed
and oppression, but out of the tehdency of goods to accuumulate around dominant personalities. Watched develop"ment of the city-state, and the inevitable evolution of republicanism into communism, and saw communism die of its
own inhib,itions."1
.
Here was a folklorist 'among the Indians, watching
them as a smalllaooratory of social experiment. They were
'

~

we

"I

1. "How.I Found the Thing Worth Waiting For," Survey, 61 :434. January, 1929. '
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a long seminar for Mary Austin in American culture, and
what she saw of them, with an under~writing of her interpretations of wh t she didn't see, she tried to fit in to American life as the Arne ·can way. The Indian concept of colp.munity life and res nsibility, community allocations of
land and water, com nity festival, and dance, the matriarchal right to prop y in the house and domestic goods,
the male role in religion and poetry-these" were good
models for us-good medicine for the American tribe.
Isn't Herr Hitler trying to find good'medicine for 'the
German tribe when he pronounces "Often men come from
other countries to ask for my 'recipe,' hut I tell them.1 have
no recipe, because myI movement is distinctly adapted to'
the German people.. :} There are certain basic ideas which,
I believe, are penetrating b~yond Italy and beyond Germany ... The basic idea which I'think will spread is that of
what I choose to call authoritary government, uninfluenced
by the fluctuatioh of parliamentary whims . . <s. For us in
Germany, especially, parliamentary democracy is a foreign
body.. It is not native to us, and does not' belong to our
tr~dition. The system has failed <here :"2
.
Here is the new folk symbol: Herr Siegfried Hitler in
, search of the RhIne gold if not the Rhine maidens; the Die
Fuehrer Lohengrin guided by an Aryan swa~. III the inv0cation of a fol~ destiny, he condones the most u~mitigated
inhum~nity.
,
And Signor Mussolini, what a master he is of folklore
as, standing beneath the Arch of Constantine, he glorifies
the "thousands-of-years-old civilizing mission of Italy" in
'Africa and reviews troops "guided by the sign of the Lictors'
Rods," and christens boys "Sons of the Wolf."
.
Thurman W. Arnold has recently given us a book .called
The Folklore of Capitalism where we find patterns for economics and industry as much of the deep stream of "social
, action as any racial prejudice or expression of temperame~t
in song and dance. The mythology of American Big Busi2.

,

Associated Press, Berlin, February 3, 1933.
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[85

.ness is the theme of Mr. Arnold; he speaks of ,the folklore
of 1937 in the literature of law and economics and the fight
over the Supreme Court. Here is a spread of the folklorist
search for culture patterns from archaeology and .literature
and music to money and investment and the stock exchange.
In the case of Mr.. Arnold, the analysis he makes of economic
mytlis is an antidote to fascism and conservative pattern
thinking. rather than an aid to it.
.
So it can be with other falklorists. If folklore can provide the patterns of the fascist, it can also provide the patterns of other traditions.
"I had a pattern hungry mind" said Mary Austin ~n her
. autobiography.3 Doesn't every folklorist? Didn't the-folklorist Plato, when he sought for the perfect Ideas or Forms
of thought and behavior? These patterns of our civilization
need not be stati.c forms; they can'.t be in a world of constant change. And the scientific or, honest folklorist's world
isn't static. 'No op.e knows better the variety ~of patterns
than one who works in folklore. Nor, I think, is there a
group more tolerant of variety in expression than folklor.ists, honest ones. Hitler doesn't' express the true folklorist,
nor MussoUni. They simply employ a narrdw direction of
.folk interpretation to their phrticular ends, yet one can meet
them at their. own practice. .
"
Fray Benavides wrote of New Mexico in 1630: ~
has always been a people of government and a republic; the.
old men coming together with the chief captain to confer
and judge the things that were suitable. And when these
had been determined, the capita,n mayor went forth in person proclaiming through the pueblo that which was ordered.
And this is, even today, an action of great authority, this
proclaiming by the chief captains what has to. be done in the
pueblo.'~ How modern for America it sounds" this Indian
folklore: "the old men coming together with the chief cap-.
tain to confer and judge the things that were suitable. And
when these had' been determined, Franklin D. Roosevelt
$
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spoke in a fireside chat proclaiming through the pueblo that
which. was ordered ... "
We have our precedents for democracy in the lor.e of
the- Aerind 'folk on this continent. But they
..,. run also tn
.
the Anglo-Sa~wn blood 'stream, the racial self which we can
instruct and tap, as Mary Austin believes, by a ritual of
suggestion. Aren't we practicing auto-suggestion when we
recite a pledg~ to Americanism or the Constitution? Don't'
we do s0mething like that to the "American deep self," when
we hoJd..patrio.tic meetings, sing the national anthem, try to
build a national consciousness? '-If Mary Austin had been a witch, she would have bewitched the progress of Boulder Dam, for she opposed t~e
isposalof so much .power and water, the rightful Property
, of the Upper Basin States, to Los Angeles,. the city which
ad already robbed Owens Valley of the Owens River and
Ie t the orchards ~f Inyo, Bishop, and Lone Pine to the
mercy df wind and sun. Mary Austin was conjuring 'with
a'myth that nature tal\es its revenge oil the hand that mistreats it. She was .arguing from her conviction th~t people
take their character from the land they live on, that the true
self of ·America lies in the character of its land and that its
people
will
be blessed by fruitfulness and ha:rmony when
.
.
they heed the ~igns of nature, an~ cursed by erosion, drouth,
and want whan they rob or abuse nature's resources. Of
Germany she, predicted such a course as Hitlerism; her
prophecy was made in 1918, seven years before Hitler's rise
to power. Ina book called The Young Woman Citizen sh,e
said: "r.Dhe whoie principle of nationalization among Germans has been a denial of the mother-right of the land. It
is
attempt to found states on the male principle only, to
oppose the natural modification of lands and peoples they
happen to live 'among, ang. remain determinedl~ German
Germans~.. Germany may. become a democracy, but if her
people c'" inue to resist the modificatio:qs of environment
in favor 0 a Teutonic ideal of life, she would be qui¥- as
much a ,menace to th~ world... It is pr?bable that we made
I

) ~
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too much of the imperialistic form of governmeIit in Ger-.
many. Without"a Kaiser, and with this primitive maleness
of mind unaltered, we COUld. not~ see Ger~s going into any
country in large numbers without knowing that it would
mean death to whatever contribution to civilization we have
a right to e~ect from that soil."4
Who' would not exchange Hitler for. the Kaiser? Concentration camps were unknown ih the Kaiser's ~ay. The'
Kaiser was a family man who used the firing squad for exe-'
cptions and not the chopping block. It may pave been Mary
Austin's famous psychic huncqi !ather than reasoning frolp
culture patterns, but she gave a good folklorist's prediction
when she forecast troubles for German democracy.
If folklorists are invoking the soul .pf~ -race, the
deep self of lour racial stream, what patterns that are best
do we call up in the Southwest?
From the individual Indian-'his sense of community
loyalty and 'group spirit and responsibility for the general
welfare.
From the individual Spaniard his grace and courtesy of
manner and his hardihood in adversity.
From the Anglo-American-his aggressiveness in both'
physical and intellectual spheres and his capacity for investigation and organiza~ion of nature and human experience.
. Of social patterns, what have we from "the racial
streams?
From Amerind S'ociety-a reverence for nature and a
planned economy.
From Hjspanic Society-'loyalty to personal leaders and
fine values in family life.
From Anglo-American Society-industry in enlarging "
the resources of material living an an evolving sense of
social justice.
Mary Austin asks the q.u~stfon, after reading '\\7aldo
Frank's Our America, "Isn't an Indian as autlientic an int~rpreter, of Americanism as a Jew? Would there be a
~ .

'

I

4. The Young Woman Citizen, 156. The Woman's Press, New York, 1918.
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difference in the emphasis upon values ? Wouldn't the deep
stream of race' here make its mark ?"5 I tl\!nk tl1~ answer
is' "Yes.'l ,Yet we cannot avoid, patterns, the patterns of
th~ immediate self and the patterns of the deep self, the life
activity pattern and the deep-set tradition patterns. But
with a mixed people w~ have to put them together, and ~o, .
'elements of the many
d~signs
must run, through the w ole.
'
.
. "to b~nd i~ to a q~y':a com~unity.·.·
. . '
....
LeWIs Browne IS as much a folklorIst as anyone, for he .
is engross'ed in culture patterns, as' his books show; but ~e .
seems today to b~ riding the crest of the progTe~s' wave 'as it
rolls toward some unseen shere. Behind the outer wave.Iies
.
the great stream Of, th~man race, its substance the labo1,
_st,ruggle, pathos, hum6'r, and wisdom of the masses of me~.
Two groups of folfIorists are at work upQn it, engineeripg
its torrential power. One consists of the stream-lined brittle
minds at play with the standardized little tools of international agression and class war;; the other consists of conL
structive minds employed upon the creative materials' in
any great national tradition. .
\.
.
If ;lny control of plass mil\d' an~ass prejudice can
be exercised, it will begin deeper ,in the stream than the
outer wave which rolls on avid 6f the pla~e in front· of it
and oblivious of the water behind. Folklorists are deeper
in the stream than Lewis Browne at the moment, and for
better or Worse will do' more to direct the curre~ts of our
'time. The author of This Believing World can see that folk
dreams an~ folk sentiment are .not so unrealistic when, employed by a Hitler or a Mussolini. He should s~e, too, that
good medicine can result from a folklore of human values
and ,social demo~cy.'
,
'
.
.
?
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Manby's Death in Taos
"-

~

~y,~ORM~N M~~~
The skY' was a bowl turned 'upsIde down

"
.
.A:,oove the'earth reflector to the sun: .
,Ih the- heat of noon the-fndians walked
In winding blankets of haze locked
.Through canyons where scrub cedar foughta"he fringe of rock. Beneath that' sun
Manby died of an axe struck,
"
pleavinglUs throat, and the clot .
Of his 'blood 'Y~. ·~dark. on the rock.
But his death was prQtected.\
As his life had;been. Manby was born
In silence" and his death see~
The slow pulse of the earth beneath
Residual bone ;»ver the glazed
Socket passed ~he hollow blaze
Of the sun. And ~he Indians moved
As the earth tur,ned to the night, .
Dark in the bowl of the sky
!
And-'black in ManbY's face and mind.

(
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Inventory at 'Thirt~
By CARLESS ~S

/1.

1

FORbed approximately
a year wore nothing but pajamas and lay
twert,ty hours a day. Twenty hours a
NEARLY

I

day, at least three of them spent in reflection and meditation
.on my thirty .years of existence ~ and as I now review those
meditations, I find that the subject whi~h stands out above
all the others and which occupied my thoughts almost con-';=
stantly was thi~: very few thing's in. life really matt~r... ~
fact, I can coun but. seven .
. J .
Some men ave the faculty of solving life's prottre~ s
they are met, promptly and decisively. An accurate sna
judgment of values-gives them confidence and verve, an~ if
they often h~ve difficulty explaining why they made p~r
ticular decisions; they are noticeably free from momen\s,
hours of the harassing uncertainty that puts so many silv~r
threads a oqg the gold. Medjiation'" for such men ,is :~
waste of t' e~and action is their .world and .their salvation.
I .
I belong to he other group-the men who want to knO~'hy ,
before they c and to whom first impulses or first ap earances mean If e or nothing. Meditation for us is 0 r only
ruse de gue~re, and it is ?ul\ wo~ld __a nd pur ·salvation. . ""
I know It has been mIne. And If those months of I1lne~
had not given me time from t~e crowding activities of my
normal world, I should never have caught up with.myself;
and I should have gone floundering on toward fruitless and
, undefined goals that I now know I could never have enjoyed
had I attained them. A chance to think has spared me-this
fate. My cognitive faculty has suppressed the appetitive,
and I can reason objective~ once again..
....
There is nothing new
startling about this chang~.
The thirtieth year in nearly every man's life is one of some reflection, just as the sixteenth year: is oile of marked reaction to pubescence and as the twenty-first is one of' gen[ 90]
1

•
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eral awakening and first doubts. What follows isrily own
order of preference concern.ing the values that ha~.I come
to mean most, to me, individually, and if the com 'nt Qn
them . i~ sometimes platitudinous or if the values re illchosen or i~-rl'l"ectlY rated, it is. because .1 ha,ve not l,ived
long enough or fully enough to recognIze these faults.
Those who are older than I may possibly, find my observa- .
tions amusing. Those who are youn.ger may find 'them a
. stimulus to thought; ·and perhaps they will be led to analyze
• Jhemselv;s and face facts, as I have t·ri~a.,--to do."'.,
1. Love (companionship). I include companionship
because that is what engenders love: Love doesn't just -4
happen; it grows warm,~.d it grows cold, depending upon
\the quality of the compan nship that fosters it. There can
be a kind of love without ctual- companionship, which may
be based on adoration, which is too' sanctified to be of mortal
~e, sex, which is not spiritual or intellectual enough, or
filial devotion, which is not sexual enough. The most desirable form is· that which is earned from an unrelated member of the. opposite sex through an association that has an
intellectual, a spiritual, and a physical character. Exist,ence
is not justified'unless one has a companion in whose welfare
he has a sincere and passionate interest. Wlithout
.. this interest life ~ecomes empty and meaningless, even for the hardshelled misa~thropes who pretend otherwise. Culture- and h .
civilization notwithStanding, man must mate, conventiontUy ~
or not, and until he does so successfully his world, is incom- .
plete regardless of his other accomplishments.
'
The oplf(,tragedy in a person's life that can not be
patched over and' largely forgotten is the realization tliat
\...
love has passed him by.
'.
2. Faith. .This is a mental 'activity whereas love is
sensuous as "well. I can base my existence ~m love and com\
panion~hip only, but. faith in other men or in God makes a
better man of me. I am still better if 1 can have faith in.
myself-and in a. work. Sincere, truthful sacrifice to a work
. 1 enjoy can ~ven sUbst~e for love for a time; ~nd when
I'

J

,
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I aJ}l at peace with myself I am at peace with all things.'
Many men rely upon God to give' them the peace of mind
they need, and for th!ls~ who find in, Him 'protection, stimulation!-Jlnd relief, religion is alive and meaningful. But
reljiiOri is synonymous with fajth, both of which represent
merely the union 'of belief and trpst. The object bf this
union may be either practical or abstract, natural or supernatural. I may find strength in the conviction that God will .
and does help me, but.the strength so gained can never '
compensate for the weakness caused by a lack of fait in
myself and in my work.
~
3. Health. Someone to work for (and with) and a
work to do provide the foundation for a good life, but good"
health makes it a pleasant one. A satisfactory, sex adjustment is of first importance and is, as we all know but sometimes blush to admit, the most ecstatic of our physical experiences. Only two values transcend sex harmony, and'
those are faith and love.
While it is true that the sex relation sometimes makes
and breaks love, it needn't, for where the companionship .
is strong enough in other ties, sex urges unanswered or'only
partly relieved therein may be satisfied elsewhere. In such
an arrangements a disruption of the companionship is not
likely, for the spasmodic gratifications of physical relationships leave gaps which only the lasting qualities of a'deeper
devotion can fill. IJence, we have marriages which are
apparently successful even though the romance in them has
long since ceased to be spontaneous.
.,
On the other hand we' have marriages whieh are 'de;.
cidedly not successful because)the loss of spontaneous romance has been allowed to sour the spiritual and intellectual
aspects. This souring is often due to an -adherence to outmoded Victorian morals and manners more modernly classified under the term "emotional matu~ity," in which normal
impulses are suppres~hroughfea~ of overstepping certain moral limits. E!tnOtional maturity is attained by some'
persons, but .almost never via the suppressing of normal
;

"
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impulses. Even .sublimatIon is not always a solution, as the .
energy sublimated does npt always follow healthful lines.
Sometimes sublimation is the shortest 'way to a neurosis.
, .' Sex health and ~dY physiqu~ are complemented by ,
mental health, and \their equation makes the normal man. '
The mind 'is aworId~itself. In the beginJ;ling'it is ne~tral
and colorless, and the Images
imprinted upon it are of our
"
own design. The ~ecur~y of perception that we'maintain
between our mind. and t~ objective world deter~ines the
clarity with which we view life. Needless to say, 'WE\ should ·
give our time and thought to those qualities that ass1}me the,
greatest importance in the outside world. Three ,of them
have already been mentioned-love, faith, health.
4. Money. Those who say that money is not important
either have plenty of it or are in poor mental health. It is
important, but only on three counts. Beyond that it is a
luxury and either a help or a hindrance, dep~nding upon
him who has it.
It is important, first, because it cal) supply the necessities of life; second, because it can provide the r,ecreations
,that quiet taut nerves and chase 'away. cares; and third,
because it .provides for unexpected illness and for helpless
old age. Conceptions of necessity, recreation, and security
vary, of course, but as a rule two people in a small town need
no more than twelve hundred dollars a year. . With this
amount ffe can be satisfying. There will be no trips to
Europe, ut trips to Europe really do not matter, regardless
of what e ads say.
' \,
"
,'"' 5.
home. All p,ersons, especially men, are egoists to
. a certain degree. Some are advanced cases, and to gratify
the ego they, do a number of silly things. The ownership of .
a home promdes fpr this same gratification, ~t least in large
·part. No matter
how I may be buffeted by my boss or' by
.
other men, when I reach home '~it may be ~ manor, a cottage,
or an apartment) I take on a new importance. I am always
welcome there.. The ones....\Vho; care for me and for whom I
work are there '; and to it I may anchor my entire being.
,

-
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~
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Here I 'may find a blend of love, faith, and health. Without
a horne I mus1: enjoy them separately.'
•
6. A gemJine respect for others. Without this attribute
I may lead a usefiIllife, and I may be so constituted as never
to miss the lack of it. But without it I live in a personal
-world-a world in which I am the hub rather than just a
spoke-and no man is that import~nt. I don't want to be
the neighborhood nurse, and my tenlperament doesn't a:llow
me to join in another's sorrow and like it. But I do want
to give th6; other fellow a break, as it were, and help him to
happiness in any little way that I can:
I want to judge people, not only by what they are, but
by what they are in the light of the advantages they have
had. Two men may be fifty-fifty partners in a large successful firm, but one may have coasted in on a college education
and a fat wallet; the other may have ended his schooling
with the eighth grade and fought his way up. To look super- '
ciliously upon those whose social graces aren't well cultivated
is only self aggrandizement. Most social graces are merely
"dogmatic formularies" that anyone with a flair for histrion~cs can master. If f' am always considerate and sincere, all the graces that I require will come automatically~
7. An understanding of ability and capacity. If I
know what I can do well and what I cannot, and how much
of anything I can stand without strain, I shall save myself
much disappointment. I must first know what my endowments are, and I must then take stock of the advantages
that I can expect from my environment The balance
between the two will result in what kind of man I am to be
-my character. Next, I, must realize that the level of
society upon which I can exist most happily may not be as
high as I would wish it tf!) be. Unless I am a genius, I must
resign myself to the fact that there will be men above me
and, if I am normal, men below me; and that my own level
is best for me if it enables me to .have
love, faith in myself,
.
health, a reasonable income, a home, and an interest in my
fellow men.

,./
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." This basis for judgment is not confining. Individual
initiative is i?:ot curtailed in the slightest; it is only guided.
So long as my desires can be fQlfilled I shall keep on climbing
as high as I can go,; and all of the material, intellectual, and
spiritual properties that I find attractive and useful I shall
strive to possess. But if, in the effort to attain a particular
end, I endanger tbe balance of any of the things that really
matter, I shall realize that I am straining beyond my capacity, and I ~shall retreat.
The inventory forced by my illness has given me a new
standard of values, and with' its help I am looking forward'
to a new life-to ,a satisfaction and contentment that I have
never known.

.

,

~

Song of a Tray ctrier
In San Francisco Chinatown
By

VIRGINIA WILHELMSON

Before I saw her leaning
from her red balcony in the
Alley of Ten Thousand Fish
" I had a hundred sorrows in my heart.. '
Indifferently I bore dinners and banquets
throug~ the .narrow streets of Chinatown
and came for dishes at the dawn.
But now that I have seen the steel blue butterflies
upon her little slippers I ask for nothing more
I
.".
.
than the moon for a tray on whIch to carlJTher
Pekin duck and jasmine tea ..at dusk.
.,
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Balm of Nature.
By ALICE GILL BENTON

"'/,

I cannot nurse an ancient grief,
When overhead a bird is calling;
When, down the wind, a golden leaf
Is gaily fluttering and falling.
Pale wraiths of buried wrongs slip by,
Lost in the ,shadows of the past,
When great cloud ships are riding highFlame sails aglow from every mast.
I cannot stay where love lies riven
And hate his score is reckoning, .
When, high against a turquoise heaven, .
Enchanting hills are beckoning.

Credo
By GLEN BAKER

. Seasonal change is on the land
The trees stand bare of leaves,
And crows fly over the brownjields
Where once we bound the sheaves;
Yet you will find no change in me
The man that 'once you knewExcepting I am surer of
Thos,e things I thought werel true!
t

[ 96
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The Stallion
By

MARDIE JAY BAKJIAN

broke clean. A crisp wind was dancing in
t~e vineyard. Dead leaves drifted lightly around like
birds in car.eless flight,circling wearily earthward and shuffling together in sad heaps on the slumbering soil. Driblets
of dew hugged the naked vines like rain, and glistened in the
early sun. Twisted, curving canes, the close-cut peduncles
,dryly sharp like thorns, weakly drooped, fingering the
c:rusty ground. Softly the vineyard murmured in the morning silence.
From the farmhouse the vineyard gracefully slurred
down and swept up a high hump to hide the low ~lfalfa field ;'
on ,the west end of the forty-acre .farm. Beyond the knoll
the distant pasture fields rose -abruptly intooview, the yellow
stubble shining in the cold sun.' But the swamps farther
out were not visible. Between·· the grazing ground and the
farm ran a rigid barbed-wire fence.
A figure suddenly emerged over the hump. It was Dick
Avery, a slim young man with a face li;ke leather. He was
hatless, wore overalls, and the collar of his shirt was unbuttoned. He had' on a light-blue work jacket with thin,
brass buttons. His' hair was thick and iull over the ears,
combed straight back, long,black hair that puffed out at
the sides.
He hurried towards the farmhouse in great haste, running through the Thompsons, ~arting across t~e Muscats,
zigzaging, sprinting, leaping oyer the murmuring skeletons
of the Muscat vines. As he neared the house he slowed down
to a light tro,t. He cut' off to the screened porch'in the back
and quietly disappeared into the house.
But his aunt, Mrs. Avery, was awake and heard him
come in. She rose at once, mumbling to herself, pulling on
a denim dress that dropped down to her ankles. When 'she
[ 97]
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stepped into her heavy clodhopper shoes, her husband
awoke. He ~moved, stretched, yawned indolently. "Up already?" he said. She grunted, going out into the kitchen.
She was a small woman, slightly gray, but not old. Her
hands moved with a positive strength. She started the fire
with dry vinebrush and then threwl1iin a-few pieces of peachwood. A few minutes she worked the water pump, playing "
the handle until the water came up, fresh and cold. She
wp.she~ out the coffeepot, filled it half full, carefully measlued off the coffee, and placed the .pot on the stove. When
the coffee gurgled she' called to her husband. "Coffee's
ready, Ben." Then she tiptoed to Dick's bedroom door,
listening.
"Martha," Benjamin Avery said, "how_'bout breakfast."
"Comin'," she answered, rushing back.
"Dick up yet?" he asked.
She paused, :made a laughing sound.
"Y'r nephew ain't feelin' s' good t'day."
"What?" he cried, wrinkling his brow.
Mactha
went about her
-,
. work.
"Hey Dick!" Benjamin called, "Dick! Get up!"
"Let 'im be," she said.
"Dick!" he repeated. "Why," he said, turning to his
wife. "Dick ain't had a bad day long's I know of."
Dick appeared, pale and morose. "G'morning'," he said.
"There," Avery said, "look't 'im."
Martha was silent. She was frying eggs.
"How y' feelin', Dick?"
Dick said, "Fine~"
Martha brought out a plate. for Dick.
"Never mind the eggs, Aunt Martha. Coffee'll be
'nough f'me."
"Say," Benjamin said, "y'got t'eat t'work."
"I'm not hungry."
"You fry them eggs, Martha."
For a moment Dick stared at his uncle; then he threw
back his chair.
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"Damn it!" he bawled out, "leave me alone!"
He ~tamped out of the kitchen.
Avery looked at his wife, perplexed, as though expecting her to offer him some explanation for his nephew's outburst. He finished his breakfast in silence, deeply thoughtful.
Outside, he found DIck in the corral, petting Spar~s, a large
black stallion.
Dick sa"id, "I'm sorry, Uncle Ben."
"Anythin' the matter, Dick?"
Dick shook his head. "Nothin'," he mumbled.
Avery sighE!d, looked out over the vineyard. After a,
while, ~e said, "Guess we'll start prunin' them Muscats this
mornin'."
.
Dick stroked Sparks' head.
"We'll not prune s'heavy this year," Avery went on,
as though to himself.
"Uncle Ben," Dick said,~ pausing, "there's somethin' ...
somethin~ I want . . . y'see, Uncle Ben, I'm old 'nough
now... "
..
Avery's eyes were on Dick.
.~
"Uncle Ben, I;m goin' t'leave the farm."
"What's that y're sayin', Dick?"
Dick said, "No use m'stayjtl' ~n ..."
"But the farm, Dick, where y'grew up, th~ only place
Y'know ... y'can't leave the farm, Dick." He drew closer
to the young rn:an. "Ain't nothin' -I won't do f'you, Dick,
the way y'been helpin' me like y'was m'own boy."
"I want t'be by rn'self, Uncle Ben."
,
Avery rested againsl the corral fence. "I see,' he said.
"Guess y'll be needin' so~ cash t'spend f'clothes :'~' things."
"A li~le," Dick said, running his hand down Sparks'
mane.
.
"When're y'aimin' t'leave?" ~.
Dick's voice was low.)'Mornin'," he said.
".
Avery walked slowly awa1 towards the toolshed.
"Dick," Martha called, "here's y'coat."
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As Dick came up to his "aunt, Martha said, "Where
y'been all night, Dick?"
"Town," Dick said, wearing his coat.
"Sure," he said, but his voice was shaky. "I had t'walk.
Y'know y'self it ain's no lessn' fifteen miles."
'. "Y'ain't no business leavirt' Monmouth'n trampin' t'
town."
Dick said, "I'm leavin' Monmouth f' good in the
mornin'."
"Y're talkin' like a tool," she cried, changing color.
She shook her head emphatically. "There'll be no leavin'
the farm f'you, Dick Avery."
He left her talking to herself. He spotted his uncle in
the Muscat patch.
"Y'll find y'r prunin' shears over by the stake there,"
Avery called out, pointing.
.Dick pic~ed up .the··shears. ·He started working, now
, and 'then looking up towards his uncle. All morning long
the two men pruned in silence, clipping the long canes, cutting off "the old ones, selecting the best branches. Clip,
clip, clip, in silence they worked, casting the brush in the
middle of the rows. Later, the brush would be dragged out
iJ;l piles and burned.
The vines were neatly pruned, each vine like an abnormal hand extending lo~g, crooked fingers. Each '.Q.nger
or stubby cane had from three to six nodes, depending on
the vine. The trunk of each vine was covered with dry, '
peeling bark. While the men trimmed the vines, working
without -rest, backs bent, pruning without a word between
them, the' clouds steadily gathered and gradually darkened
"
the sun.
Gray shapes crawled over the vineyard as the sun
slipped away behind ugly clouds. Everything was dreary
and dry, tightly still, for a storm was in the air.
By noo'n the sky was black. The men dropped their
shears and walked single file to the farmhouse for l~nch.
Unlike his uncle who was short and muscular, Dick was tall
~

.
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and thin, trud·ging slowly behind the old farmer, his long
arms swinging, his eyes fiXed to-the trail.
During lunch, nothing was. said about Dick leaving
the farm. Dick was unusually taciturn and strangely sad..
However, he ate ravenously. Not for a moment did his eyes
leave the table.
"y'd think some people'd talk 'n' act proper," Martha
grumbled to herself at the sink.
.Avery drew away from the table, settling down with a
sigh on the low padded bench near the stove. He took out
his pipe, filled it frill, lit it with a brand from the stove, and
silently smoked.
$
,
Martha said, "Ben, there's somethin' the matter withSparks."
Avery put down his pipe. "HoW d'y'mean, Martha 1"
"Ain't actin' natural like," she said.
Avery was thinking. "That's odd;" he said.
"Ain't odd t'me," Martha said. "Sellin' his mate is
, what's the trouble with Sparks." Her voice sank lower,
-assuming a grumbling tone. "Goin' round breakin' up the
best team we ever did have."
"I ought've sold'im 'long with Whitey," Avery said.
Martha spun round.. ."y'ain't thinkin' of sellin' Sparks, .
are y' Ben 1"
,"No use keepin~ a horse, l\1artha."
"Why, any farmer who'd sell a horse like Sparks is
plum' crazy," Martha cried. . "Spark's the best breedin'
horse in all the Valley .. -. I'm sayin' y'ain't sellin' Sparks."
Avery muttered, "With tractors 'n' trucks runniri'
cheaper'n horses' it's doin' somethin' wrong side round
.
keepin' a horse, Martha."
"Y'ain't sellin' Sparks," Martha said belligerently..
A silence fell upon them.
"Dick," Avery said, later,' "d'y'see what I mean about
keepin' a horse 1"
.
Dick moved back his chair. He crossed his legs, leaning forward and cupping his chin with a, hand.

•
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"Uncle Ben," he said, low, "Spark's somethin' like an
01' friend."
Avery scratched his head; a sigh escaped Martha.
"I used t'ride Sparks," Dick added slowly, "like I was
a knight'r somethin'." He stared at the floor, lost deep in
reflection, as though remembering his boyhood days as a
whole and suddenly feeling old. "Remember, Uncle Ben,"
he tried to laugh, "remember the day we hitched Sparks
t'the buggy-that 01' one we had with the red wheels-and ,
he tore off'n'away with us like the wind ?"
Avery listened, saying nothing, smoking, thoughtfully.
"It'd be like tearin' up the farm, Uncle.Ben, t'sell
.Sparks. Y'should never've sold Whitey-but Whitey, weB,
she was gopd, but not like Sparks. Now there's a horse,
,Sparks, a horse t'be proud of. I ain't seen another like 'im."
Dick looked up into his uncle's eyes. "Y'can't send Sparks
away from the only land he knows, Uncle Ben. He'd come
right back home. 'Sides, y'll never get anythin' near what
Spark's worth, Uncle Ben...."
Martha sighed. "Dick," she said, "how 'bout you? 'Will
y'be comin' back?"
Dick bowed his head, hiding his face in his hands~
There was a tense moment of silent understanding;
then Avery :rm~e, rapping out his pipe against the stove.
"We ain't sellin' Sparks," he said, and slipping on his coat,
he went out.
Martha said, "I'm glad y'was here, Dick."
Dick got up to leave.
"What's troublin' y'r mind, Dick?"
"Nothin'," he said, brushing past her and out into the
yard.
He stopped on his way to lpok over Sparks. The stallion was restless, tearing round in the rectangular corral.
When the animal saw Dick, he came prancing over, hanging
his head out over the wooden fence.. Dick patted Sparks,
talked to him; then he moved off, head bent, into the vineyard.
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All afternoon Dick wOI:ked without talking to his uncle.
The clip clip of the shears swelled in the vast silence, sounding like sharp cries, and at intervals, there rolled out f:roni
the black sky a measured rumbling. The clouds were very
thick now: heavy, purple-black clouds, casting'a pall over·
the farm.
Of a sudden, following a shocking crash, it started
raining, suddenly pouring" thunder drumming out and
crashing.
Avery and Dick ran to the house. They. stood in the
porch and watched the rain p~ppiIfg on the barn, streaming,
dripping down, forming puddles in the yard.
"Throw a blanket on Sparks/' Martha called -from
inside.
"I'll go," Dick said.
"Better feed'im now, Dick :t'save doin' it later," Avery
said. "I'll milk the cow 'fore dinner."
,
Dick hurried out to the barn.
The rain descended in sheets, and the wind caught it
. up and swirled it round and round in a savflge rhythm, a
mad, crashing and cracking rhythm with the rain beating
down like m~rbles and drilling the earth. Through the
blackness 'flashed out swift ribbons of blinding light that
lanced the swollen sky and raged the rain's intensity.
Not until dinner did the storm subsiae, when it slanted
off to a showering steadiness. The wind had shifted from
south to southwest, whip·ping the rain against the kitchen
windows.
Avery was happy. ., "Hope it rains on like this a w~ek'r
more," he chuc~led.
Dick was moody, sitting near the stove.
Martha said, "Y'ain't thinkin' of leavin' in the mornin',
are y' Dick?"
Dick was like stone.'
"Y'can't," Ayery said, "with all this rainY
Dick said, "The rain makes no difference, Uncle Ben."

.
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Martha was angry. "Y're a fool, Dick Avery, f'
talkin'-"
"Will y'leave me alone?"
Martha put down the dishes, came over and faced Dick.
~
"Y'must tell me what happened last night."
Dick did not answer.
"Why'd y'stay out' 'til mornin' ?";
Avery cried, "Martha, what're y'sayin'?"
Martha disregarded her husband's question, her eyes
blading Dick, small black, fearless eyes.
"I want the truth, Dick Avery," Martha 'insisted.
Avery stood up. "Martha, y'd better f'get it."
With~ut turning, Martha said, tDick ain't been up t'no
. good." She accented theJast word: "It~ain't like a Avery
to be runnin' off like a coyote-y'ain't stole, Dick, or killed-"
"I ain't nothin' like that!" Dick exclaimed.
"Y'ain't done nothin' wrong, Dick," Avery said, hesitant and worried, "tell'er so. Tell y'r aunt y'ain't done
nothin' y'd be 'shamed of, Dick."
.
Dick choked. "I have, Uncle Ben . . . 1 just ain't n'
good...."
Avery and Martha stared at him, stunned by his admission. They were like two old trees coming out of a
roaring wind fnto a frightful nothingness. Their faces were
fear-torn, crossed with pain and' dejeotion.
When Dick spoke again, his strained voice seemed to :
boom and rEWerberate round the kitchen':
"I was with Carrie," he said.
Martha asked, fearfully, "Carrie Torrance?"
Dick nodded. "She's with child...."
His words fell, like glass, shattering into a deathly
silence. No one moved, no one uttered a sound-only the
rain dribbling on the roof and stretching the shingles with
hO,llow creaks, pattering down with a rhythmic drone.
Avery finally said, "John Torrance 'n' me, Dick, we
been friends a mighty long time...."
17

)
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Martha sighed
despairingly, pulled out· a\.chair
from
(}
.l
the table and sat down, folding her hands in h~ lap.
HWe're aimin' t'marry in the mornin'," Die, said.
Avery asked, "Does John know?"
UN0, "D'ICk sal·d .
I.'
t4John ain't goin' t'like it none," Avery mujttered.
•
Martha suddenly jumped to her feet. "What's that?"
"What's what?" Avery said.
"That noise," Martha said. "Didn't y,'·hear it?"
HMust be the rain y'neard,". Avery said.
"No," Martha s~id, Hlisten ..."
Dick became interested, turned and stared at his aunt.
"Maybe the porch door-"·
.
Avery did not complete the thought, for above the rain
outswelled a clamorous banging. Almost at orice, it ceased.
"Sounds like somethin' bein' ripped loose," Avery said.
Dick remarked softly, HWind ain't that bad...."
Avery was about to say something when someone
knocked. Avery paused; then
stepped to the door, peering out into the dark porch.
'
"Who's there?" he said.
A weak voice answered, "May I come in ?"
"It's Carrie!" Dick cried, rushing out.
They cam.e in together. Carrie was wet and cold,
trembling. Dick took ner coat, threw it on a chair, made her
sit by the stove" and helped remove: her shoes. A complete
change had come over Dick.
Carrie was breathless. HDick," she stammered, "Dad's
.,...."
... comln
"Here?"
Carrie nodded, crying softly.
"Let 'im come," Martha said. "I'll talk t'him m'self."
Avery said,."There's nothin't'cry'bout, Carrie."
"Here," Martha said, pushing Dick aside, "I'm goin'
t'Pl;lt y't'bed, Carrie. Why;y're as cold as a ",pumphandle.;'
A thundering, splinte~ing roar as of bokrds breaking
and screeching suddenly echoed round t~e farm.

.
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"It come from the barn," Martha said.

Dick slammed out through the porch into the yard.
There he halted, Avery rushing up behind, the same instant
the barnboards cracking. Sparks, neighing madly, crashed
through the barnwall with a wild plunge and pounded in
their direction. Dick grabbed his uncle by the arm and
dove under the fig tree just as Sparks tore dangerously past
them.
Dick ran to the barn for a bridle. "Head'im off, Uncle
Ben!" he yelled. "Run'im in the ThompsQns 1"
The wind and rain and darkness swallov,ved up the
horse, but the galloping fury of Sparks split through the
blackness like thunder. , 4"
.
"Dick !" Avery shou~ed,~'Dick !" .
"Up here!" Dick answered from the Thompsons.
"Send'im up this way!"
"Here he comes I"
Like a black and formless cloud Sparks came charging
and slopping through the mud upon Dick. The young man
appeared determined to capture the snorting animal, crying "Whoa-whoa, Sparks I Whoa there I"
,Sparks drew up short, whinnied, and as quickly he
twisted 'round and disappeared in the Thompsons, going
towards the alfalfa field.
Avery caught up with Dick, panting. "Where'd he

go?"
Dick yelled back over his shoulder, "He's headin' for
the pasture!"
"The barbed-wire fence, Dick!" Avery cried. "y'got
t'stop 'im 1"
I
Avery followed slowly. His shoes were heavy with
mud. The rain pricked his face. When he topped the nump
and started down, he heard a highstrung, jangling noise
and knew that'Sparks was ripping through the barbwire
)
fence.
"Dick 1" he called again and again, "Dick!"
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There was no answer.
He reached the fence, searching
.
for the snapped wires. As he slushed along, he beat the
fence with a Thompson
cane, for the darkness
.
. and rain
blinded him. He found the exact spot. Two heavY stakes
were down, the wires broken; then his foot struck something soft.
It was Sparks' blanket.
For a while he stood there, not knowing which way to
go. He called to Dick, but he knew it was useless, for Dick
was somewhere off beyond hearing. Slowly ,he turned hom'eward, now and again pausing to listen, but there was only
the rain chattering in the vines.
' .
When Avery walked into the house, he was shocked by
. the sight of John Torrance. For a moment he remained in
the doorway, his face wet, clothes muddy, his gaze like ice.
"Hello there, Ben," Torrance $aid. "Did y'catch
,
Sparks?"
"No," Avery said, closing the door. "Dick's still out
there chasin' ..."-pausing, he stared at .;rorrance, knowing
too well what the husky farmer was ~hinking-"y'ain't
layin' no hand on Dick," Avery suddenly arned Torrance.
.
"He's goin'-"
"Just a minute, Ben," Torrance int rrupted, smiling.
"I been talkin' t'Martha . . . I want t'liiave a talk with

II

· k •••• "
DIC

I

Martha silently regarded the men.
Torrance said, "¥'d better change them overalls, Ben."
"Guess I'd better....."
Later, the men smoked and talked, avoiding references
to Dick and Carrie; but Avery was worried, glancing.
towards the door each time he heard R sound.
Martha said, "HopeDick ain't hurt, Ben
"
"Not Dick," Avery said, "not Dick, Martha
" f
"Y'ain't n'cause t'worry 'bout'im," Torrance said.
Avery grew pale. "John," he said in low tones, "Dick
is like m'own son. He was only ~ seven when Matt went on.
We raised 'im ... well, John, he's all we got...."
j ,
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Torrance was uncomfortable. He rubbed his chin,
.
"1 k now, B en. . . ."
sayIng,
Avery began, "It ain't like we was askin'-"
He stopped as he heard footsteps.
Dick entered. He shut the door, crossed his arms and
leaned back, his eyes resting on Torrance.
.
Torrance rose. For a moment the farmer seemed to
weigh the dilemma pressing against ~is mind, glanced back
at Avery, and then approached Dick with a smile, extending
his hand.
"Hello, son," he said.
Dick could not speak. He shook hands with~ Torrance.
"Did y'bring back the stallion?" Torrance asked.
Dick was dazed. "No," he said,looking down.
He added, softly, "Sparks's ... dead...."
"Dead?" Torrance 'said, surprised.
"Went down ip the swamps," Dick explained slowly.
There was a brief silence, a strang:e and aching quiet.
It had stopped raining.
Avery came over to Dick, took him by the arm.
"Everythin's goin' t'be all right, Dick," he said, "everythin' ..."
Dick looked
at Martha, as 'though wondering about·
.
Carrie..
"Carrie's asleep, Dick," Martha said.
Dick smiled weakly; then his eyes filled, and he swal\ lowed hard, unable to restrain himself from crying. A sob
choked him. ~~He pulled open the door and ran out into the
night, rushing towards the corral.
'

It
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You Should See Shettles
By

KATHLEEN~SUTTON
<l>

a

•

bales of a strange looking hay laoelled
Kudzu appeared on displa,y in every bank in north
Alabama, my"" naturally energetic. curiosity was stirred to.
action. Which ultimately brought me to Mr. Pruitt, head
of the soil conservation program in Li~estone Valley.
.
"Kudzu," he, explained
enthusiastIcally, "prevents soil
.
erosion, which is o.pretty bad in this non-porous' red clay
around here,' It also makes good hay. If you like, I'll take
you out and show you our wh.ole program in this section."
Mr. Pruitt is a slight, earnest young man not so lorlg
out of agricultural college at Auburn. We drove out the
highway, soon turning off on the narrow red roads that.-,
wind through endless acres'of corn and cotton interspersed '
with small stretches of timber and pasture land. ' Withottt his mentio:p.ing it, I was impressed that ip some fields the
corn stood about ten feet high, while in others. it was barely
three. Likewise', the cotton in' some instances was thick
with the snowy bolls, while other showed th~' growth gorle
mostly to foliage.
"That's -the difference between the farmers who c~~
operated with us and those who didn't,'" Mr. Pruitt e*, plained. "Notice in those healthy fields how the rows follow
the natural curve of the slope. That's what we call contoqr
plowing. The farmers hate it because it'.s more troubl~;'
they are used to plowing straight."
"Then why-?" I asked, feeling stupid.
"It keeps the rains' from washing straight down. t~e
slope and gullying it out. The water runs along the rows,
the overflow caught by the terracing-'that's those grassty
mounds separating the rows every twelve feet or so-'bqt
the main stream is directed into a natural ravine emptying
into timberland if convenient. Otherwise it goes into tHe
road gullies." ._ ~
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He paused, a brooding expression darkening his face.
"The trouble with emptying it into the road gullies is that
it wears them down' sometimes twelve or fourteen feet.
That puts the road pretty high up. On this slick day.1t's
mighty easy to skid off into the guily-which isn't so good."
I could see that. Even on a dry road, those formidable
gullies on either side were slightly nerve wracking. ractfully I pointed out a field of exceptionally tall cwrn. He
admitted it was a good stand. "But you should see Shettles'
corn! He's been interplanting with crotalaria now for two,
years."
.
"She~tles?" I asked curiously.
"Yeah. Crotalaria is a lagume we s~w between rows.
It reseeds itself and is a soil builder. You see, bacteria store
nitrogen in the roots and-"
"But Shettles," I persisted. "Who is he?"
"A nigger around here. He owns forty acres, and he's
one of the best citizens we have, black or white. If more
farmers were like him this would soon· be the richest land
in the state. ' He's done everything we told him, and the
trouble is to keep him from workin~g. That's unusual you
know-for a nigger."
I inquired if he had difficulty in getting the farmers to
follow his p,rogram. "The worst trouble," he said, "is with
the tenant farmers-the share croppers. They don't own
the land and they don't care what happens to it in the next
twenty years. The landlords co-operate to the extent of
telling us to go ahead, and providing fertilizer and toolsbut they don't show any real interest in the tenants who
go right back to planting cotton when we aren't looking."
We drove on, Mr. Pruitt continuing to point out examples of strip planting, crop rotation, and hills taken out
of cultivation entirely, drilled with seedling slash or loblolly
pine, or graceful black locust. "This is a little no~h t for
slash," he said, "but we find it does all right. We're planting it in anticipation of'the paper industry. Loblolly's for
~
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timber, and black locust is used for fence posts. In thirty
years we should have good forests along here."
He was quiet a moment, a look of sadness again crQss....
ing his face. "Sometimes," he brooded, "we've drilled a
whole hill with slash pine-,.and one of those share croppers
has come along and plowed it all under and sowed cotton."
"But Shettles-he wouldn't do that, would he?"
He brightened instantly. "I wish you ~ould see ·that
Shettles working black locust. He hoes it like it was cotton.
And he's got the best field of kudzu hay around here. Fpr
two years he's done everything"we told him-and, his cotton!
I wish you could see his cotton!"
I was intensely interested in this Shettles. A negro who
. does everything he is told fop two years bears investigation.
I inquired if he lived near enough for us to pay him a ca;ll.
Mr. Pruitt was as delighted as a small boy asked to show eff
his pet dog. We turned off on an even narrower road winding gently upa hill. Half-way up,he pointed. out a deep,
ugly looking red gully. "That's soil erosion at. its worst,"
he said. "Bu~ Shettles has planted kudzu in a place just as
bad as that, and it is nearly healed over already. The
tangled roots spread the water and hold the soil."
All the way up· I heard of the wonders Shettles had
performed under the supervision of Mr. Pruitt. He was
the "workingest" negro in Alabama, and his farm, which "
had been practically ruined by erosion, was now one of tpe
,. most productive in the valley. Shettles, it would seem, didn't
care whether he grew cotton or soy beans, just so long ~s
he kept busy plowing and' sowiJ:lg and working his fields.
Whatever failure or discouragement Mr. Pruitt had met
with elsewhere was obviously more than compensated for'
by Shettles' whole-hearted co-operation.
I could s~arcely restrain my eagerness to meet Shettles,
when at last we drove up before an unpainted shacltwith a
sagging front porch railed by a row of scraggly fern.owing in lard pails. A husky looking young negro sprawled'
on the plank step, asleep.
I

III
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"Where's Shettles?" Mr. Pruitt called to him.
negro yawned widely and sat up. "He inside
sleepin'," he said at last. "Y'all want I should call him?"
Mr. Pruitt looked rather peculiar. "Tell him I want
to see him." .
. It
In a few moments a middle-aged negro, wearing patched
overalls and a grin spread from ear to ear, appeared. "Mr.
Pruitt, I sho' am proud you come by to see me t'day. Howdy,
Mist'ess. I jest about fixin' to leave hyere."
.
"Leave!" I exclaimed incredulously. "Why, Shettles,
Mr. Pruitt has been telling me what a fine worker you are
and how splendid your farm in coming along."
He grinned even more widely. "Yas'm, hit sho'" is.
But Mr. Pruitt, he done fooled me too much. He say whin
I sign Ipy name to dat coperatin' paper, dat I jest leave
hit all to him an' he gits me de bestest farm in Alabama.
He ain't say nothin' about all dat turracin' I gotta do dat
break a man's back twell h"e cain't hardly -move."
"But the terracing saved your cotton' field, didn't it.?"
Mr. Pruitt interrupted hastily. "Haven't you got the biggest yield you've ever had?"
"Yassuh. But I ain't got de strengf to pick hit. An'
Dozie-dat's my wife," he explained to me, "she say she
done wore out plowin' and hoein' all summer on -dat black
locus', an' effen she gonna pick cotton too I gots to cook de'
soup. Soup cookin' ain't no job fo" a' man, an' I fixin' -to
lease de farm to Walter yonder and split on degover'ment
, cash money an 'go up de country to Washin'ton. Dozie, she
got kinfolks dere."
Mr. Pruitt's face was crimson, and he waved his arms
excitedly. "But you can't go way off to Washington, Shettles.
You'd die away from this farm. You'd always be wondering
about your cotton crop and-"
"Yassuh, dat's what de doctor done tol' me. But Dozie,
she gittin de change ob life, an' she cain't wuk like she could.
She say she gits so hot she fall flat in de fiel'. An' dis
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mawnin' she tuk a hard whuppin' whin she step in a waspes'
nest. She in de house now wif her ankle all swoll up."
"But Shettle~, with all this. fine stahd of corn and
cotton-"
"Yassuh, ·Mr. rruitt, but cotton sellin' fo' nine cents, .
an' 1 'clarefo' de awd, hit costes me all 0' dat to grow hit.
An' 1 done broke Y back an' got me a nervous tpisery all
ober my body tur acin' like you tol' me. Wiv Doxie plumb
wore out now, -I r ckon·1 lease de farm like 1 said an' go up
to Washin'ton. ~r. Roosevelt, he don' 'want no turracin' ·
done up dere too,
he?"

1
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T.o Beauty
By

GEORGE ST. CLAIR

1 have seen Beauty in the rainbow's arch,
And felt it iq the sunset's fading rose~'
;Have heard'it in the loud waves' trampling march,
And where still quiet water gently flows:
Color and light and sound have been to me
Wate~ and food to :Qelp sustain this life;
A keen a'nd never-failing ecstasy,
.
A solace in our dreadful rush and strife:
The modest violet's faintly perfumed breath,
The splendor of the summer's full-blown flower,
The pallor of the lily near its death,
.
Colors that shift and change each changing hour:
These may I joy in. till I sink to rest,
Knowing that Beauty gave me of her best.
~'"

'0

"
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Santa Fe and the Tourist
By

JOHN

C. NEFF

FE is small enough, historic enough, individual
enough to attract the attention of outsiders. Hundreds
of tourists swarm thr..ough its narrQw streets each day
during the summer. They rush into the museums and ·the
Old Palace, hurry around the various rooms, sometimes lagging behind for a second, Or sometimes hurrying ahead
to a point of interest so that they will have a few moments
of concentration before the others catch up. But always it
is done in a hurry. And when they leave Santa Fe, they
feel they have seen all, and of course know all, there is to
know and see.
The tourist comes, the tourist sees, the tourist conquers.
He is at once a curse and a savior. His positive knowledge
that his own home town is far superior to the one he visits,
that his own people are better than these strangers-·that is
the curse. His bulging pocket, his .unreasonable willingness to spend money-that is the savior. As in other parts
- of the world, this is true of the tourist in Santa Fe.
The Fourth of July is, however, one day in which .the
tourist is conveniently brushed into the background. The
native citizen comes upon the stag~and stays there. The
arty, the newer cosmopolitan people of the town keep more
to themselves, in the hills. You can see their fireworks
shooting into the warm sky, breaking over the slopes where
the town ends. But the more essential element, the common
Yankee, the dark Mexican, the swarthy Il}dian: all these
come to the Plaza, which has been the true life-centerof,
Santa Fe for hundreds of years. Here is the Old Palace that
has flown so many flag~;' here is ~he fine new Museum; here
are the J.:estaurants and shops and banks; here, at one corner, is one of America's finest hotels. Here, indeed, is the
center of the second most cosmopolitan city in the United
States.

S

ANTA
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All day there have been festivities in the low adobe'
houses that squat so comfortably by the curbless streets."
Meals of tamales and beans and chocolate and wine and beer
and cheese. Humming guitars. Uninhibited laughter. And
the continual odor of burning pinon streams from the'
houses, reaching out into the hills. But when evening
comes, when the sun has dropped in the clouds behind the
Jemez Mountains and the highway to Albuquerque fades
with the light, everyone comes down to the Plaza to watc~
everyone else who has corne down. It is very curious to see
~
how much I?ure enjoyment people can get out of watchingother people.
"
The M.exican men stand in small groups, at the si~es of
the Plaza. In plain dark clothes, often hatless, they look
strange to an eye accustomed. to seeing them only in 'fiction
and films. Hand-rolled ciga.rette~angle from the corners,
of their mouths. They stand together, hardly talking.
Occasionally;; there is an outburst of laughter, and theJ;l silence! again., Their women enjoy walking up and down the '.
four sides of the Plaza, past the Palace, past the shops and
restaurants, the bank, the hotel. With assurance, they: move
along, stepping over familiar ground. So unlike the famous
manner of the nervous, curious, mid-western farmer in his
seems to be
town. of a Saturday night: In their faces there
,
a definite contempt for the rich people who are celebrating
the occasion in the fine homes in the hills. When they walk
by thei~ dark men, they smile, exchanging a word or two..
•The tourists, they igno.re~ ,
.
A few degenerate Indians, bright bands tied tightly'
about their heads, are squatted along the~si~ewalk, trying
desperately to sell, their turquoise or silver or pottery.
Black pottery from Santa Clara, or brilliant pieces from
Tesuque. ' It makes no difference what it is or where it
comes from, the Mexican wo~en pass them by. Only the
bouyant tourist heeds these Indians. Their profession, if.
profession it can be called, is much akin to that of sellers .of

.

..~
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scarlA':d ties and cheap bracelets on Eroadway: it is a
lowly job·, rewarded usually by discontent.
But ito the vigorous tourist, come from the far corners
of the eirth, these Indians sprawled about the Plaza are the
acme of. picturesqueness! The eastern women in' particular
stop amll sputter a few stock Spanish phrases to the dear
little Indian, and then give him a bright fifty cent piece in
exchange for atiny bowl that is, from the very beginning,
quite worthless. It will not hold water. Its shape is imperfeet: and therefore it'" refuses to sit properly on your table
no matter how much you steady it. Of course there are
places in Santa Fe (or at the pueblos themselves)" where
you can buy good, handsome pottery. But the brightly
scarfed, heavily torquoised women, who somehow ha;~:~ri't ~
time for the Pueblos, much prefer to buy something directly
from "that old Indian Cpief." They return home and tell
their friends about the wonderful lines in the old fellow's
face, a~d the gutteral sounds in his voice, and my dear he
must surely have fought quster! Before you· know dt, t~e
women, in their various Eastern communities,' are called
"
upo~ to give a two-hour lecture on "My Rambles Through
the Indian Country," before the assembled members of the
Tuesday Tulip Club. Everyone is enthralled. Such a romantic subject! What a glorious place! All the women teJI
their husbands about the enchantment of the Indian country. Net result: The Indian country is flooded the following
summer. If the truth were really known, it would be amazing to see how much the eC~)Jiomic stability of Santa Fe
depends on Tuesday Tulip Clubs!
But, as we said a while ago, the Fourth in Santa Fe is
a day for Santa Feans. Everyone, you 'might say, goes to
town. The small boys, some dark and some light,' scamper
about the Plaza, setting off firecrackers beneath parked autos
and wagons, or just behind you as you rest for a moment at
the corner of a street, or sometimes they light them and
throw them into the lawn patches of the Plaza where the
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crowd. is thickest. A few policemen chase the boys, and
then the firecracker excitement stops for a \while.
The older' boys are too big for such pranks. There is
something much more important for them to be about. Espe~
cially the dark, handsome Mexican boys stroll elegantly
through the crowd. They take one turn around, and then
get their heads together in <;onsultation. It .is a mighty
serious business. One, dressed conspicuously in a white
shirt, sleeves rolled up, collar opened on an ever so slight
trace of hair; bids his companions adios and effectively begins to follow three young Mexican girls. 'He follows them'
completely around the Plaza,. and wh~n he passes his
friends his head bobs a little and he shoves his hands into
his fine white pants. The rest of the boys giggle and begin
calling after him. In his oWn mind, of course, the boy has
decided which girl he likes best. The one with the white
dress and white ribbon in her hair. She is truly pretty.
Dark eyes, black curly hair.. Her young mouth has soft,
full curyes. But just as the boy is about to speak to her, a
man-walks up, says something to the girls and they promptly
follow him over to a bench.' Their mother is waiting there.\"
- They have, at last, got a bench and are glad to sit down!
The boy returns to his friends, and· decides that maybe it's
better to get a few firecrackers after all
In the meantime, the band is playing on the raised
stand on the north side of the Plaza. The conductor is a
short, moustached fellow, with pince nez. Pompously, he
swings his baton through the warm summer air, and the
strains of "Celito Lindo" tun through the crowd. Later,'
there are other songs. Everyone standing near the band
joins in witli singing. The genuine hilarity spreads, even
catching the silent groups of men at the sides. The tourist
suddenly feels· that perhaps he was correct in. wearing that
ten gallon hat and high heeled boots and bright neck scarf.
It makes him, he assumes, at one with the natives. Oh, won't
this be something to tell when we get home! Wait till I
give my lecture!
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Some of the tourist"women grow more and more courageous and begin mingling with the crowd near the bandstand. Even, they begin to hum the ~exican songs. Others
of them wander in and out o~ the shops (which on other
days are t~eirs), pretending to understand the soft melodious Mexican that is being spoken in them. ~d, finally,
when the band strikes up the National Anthem everyone is
feeling so good that the entire Plaza stands, literally, at
attention-while the .fireworks continue to go off from tIle
homes in th~ hills.
With characterh~tic slowness, the crowd gradually
retires. And the tourist, feeling somewhat elated over the
fact that he was, in a fashion, able to join in with the native
spirit of Santa Fe eveh on the Fourth, retires to his rooJIl
with excited anticipation for tomorrow. Let's see: Breakfast -at 7 :30. Drive to Puye at 8. Choice of Museum or
Palace (or both) at 11 :15. Lunch at 12. Make full notes for
the Tuesday Tulip Club- immediately after lunch!
.
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Rhythm Sunset
By GEORGE MEYER
There is a glowing, magic ;music
In the sunset of New Mexico;
Gold-laced eloud-wisps hung above
The purple-gray volcano's rim
Echo a strange and rhythmic music. '.
Drum-beat and flute-cry sing of a nation
UndYing, eternal, in minor key;
Sing of the brooding mesa-land,
And of the people who danced and sang
Long years ago.
..

The throaty, passionate voices rise
In paso doble and canciQn;
Coronado's sons: the footsteps tread .
Mejico.
The Jarabe of an'cient
.
/

The swinging two-b~t of the bass drum,
The coaxing, soaring 'harmony
Of E-fiat alto s~ and tenor, .
Herald a newcomer to the land
And speak in a quaver of vibrating reeds.
Of the sp'lendid, strong new race to come.

..

Hush-a-hush of gourd maracas;
Navajo rattle, rain-beseeching;
Stacatto three-two clack of claves"~
An echoing, tumultuous fugue
With the swish-swat of wire-brush jazz-sticks.
Brawling, sighing, whispering, screaming;
Insinuating, pulsing, hoping, compelling:
1119] .
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. From far beyond the west horizon
I There comes a glowing, haunted music,
At sunset time a magic music,
Rich in overtones of the -ages,
Ages of the past and ages of the fl~.tur~;
Blending, like dissonant city noises,
To a masterpiece of counterpoint.
From far beyond the west horizon
There comes a gold and scarlet music:
The rhythm of the sunset
In New Mexico.
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Smoke Talk

.

The following is an editorial reprinted from The New
Mexico Lobo of March 26, 1938, with the consent of the
author, Lyle Saunders.
WINGS OVER BARCELONA

Tonight there will be darkness over Barcelona. Between the buildings and the stars a flock of great silver birds
will circle in the dark, still air, swooping down at intervals
to drop their metal excrement on the shuddering town.

* * *

Was it for this that Icarus dared the splendor
of the skies? Was it this Da Vinci dreamed, working alone in his high and lonely tower, covering
the pages of h~s notebook with drawing of wings?
Was it for this that Frank and Orville Wright, toiling at Kittyhawk, gave reality to man's audacious
drea~ of flight. Was this the vision that sustained
Bleriot when with faltering motor he ventured 01,lt
over the blue-green roadway of the" English
channel?

* *

:Ii

Tonight in the cellars of Barcelona, people will huddle
close to the walls, listening to the ominous drone of the glit-,
tering birds. Strange flowers of smoke an~ ~fiame will
blossom unseen in the silent streets. The roar of man-made
thunder and the whistle of steel will drown out the menaci~g hum of the birds.

* * *

I

"

»
II

.

. For many centuries man dreamed of the machine. Working by candlelight in dark cottages,
herding his sheep on windy hillsides, slinking
through the stinking alleys of sprawling cities, he
dreamed of its "'glistening beauty and the freedom

~
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that it would bring. And then the dream was r~al,
and man raised his eyes from the soil as the quiet
humming of the machines sounded over the world.

* * *

r

Tonight the silver machines will drone over Barcelona,
seeking the men who were their masters. Tonight by a
broken wall, man, the dreamer, will crouch in fear, shrinking from the machines that fill the night with their angry
roaring.
There is a vibrant darkness over the ancient cities of
·Spain. Tonight there will be wings in the darkness-wings
in the night ov·er pitiful Barcelona.

1

I
~

I

I

f
i
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Los Paisanos
Saludo a todos los paisanos:
History was made last month when Dr. Zimmerman
placed the first book on the shelves of the new library. Miss
Shelton was there and Mr. Meems the architect was there;
the three congratulated each other; one can't say which was
the proudest, an~d then the colossal job of moving was
turned over to Miss Shelton, who, for months, had been
getting ready for the occasion of a lifetime. Everybody
turned out to carry books; the faculty, the students and all
the "hired help." The band played ~s the book-carrying
procession moved across the campus to the most beautiful
library one could .wish for, and Miss Shelton reminisced
about her first library-moving, "from two~rooms in Hodgin
to a fine new building .with a reading-room." We invite all
"paisanos" to the formal opening in the fall; we know you
. will be just as proud as we are. We especially want you to
see "our own Miss Russell',' in her beautiful periodical room.
FQr four years she has been in a basement piled so high with
magazines and newspapers that one could hardly find Miss
, Russell, but Miss Bussell has Itever been known to misplace
a magazine, or fail to find just exactly the one you wanted.
If you come to Miss Shelton's "at home" you might bring
one of those "rare copies" you have lying around; she would
give you an extra nice welcome..
. . : From Horace Gardner, medical student at Yale,
comes an interesting side-light. "I have been down to the
drama school once or twice and have seen very good plays
both times. They have a definitely professional approach,
but I think the University of New Mexico can very well hold
• up its head under a searching comparison. I went to see
one play-a thing about Maxmillian and Carlotta-a costume play which compared very favorably in my mind with
[ 123 ]
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"Saines" Star of Madrid, both in composition and presentation. The fact that it is :hot undergrad.uates, but graduate
students of the "Drawma" who give the plays ce~tainly give6
me a great appreciation of the things(at home." ... From an
extremely critical "young intellectual" such news is interesting.... All honors go to Dr. Ruth Underhill at this particular time because two very important books have just
been released by her publishers which indicate this author's
ability, and scholarly approach to archaeology, .history and
poetry. . . . First Penthouse Dwellers of A meiica is being
widely reviewed and is considered a distinct contriQution.
Fourteen months in the Papago country were spent inpreparation of her secona book, Singing for Power. The
songs were written down first in the transmuted "song
language," then in spoken Papago, and finally written in.as
accurate a free rendering of English as possible. Dr. Underhill has been working under the auspices of the Council for
Social Research, of Columbia University, 'and all those who
had the opportunity of meeting her during her brief visits
in Albuquerque, to and from reservations, el].joyed her charm
as well as her scholarship.... Covici Friede announce a new
book by Robert Forsythe, author of Redder Than the Rose,
called Reading From Left to Right. According to the publishers, Forsythe "has more than a sense of humor. He is
posses&or of a gift for epithet, a malicious eye for windy
pretense; he is our most exciting commentator on personalities, world events, books, movies, sports, plays, and the
whole American scene." . . . As most people around here
know, Rob.ert Forsythe is Kyle Crichton.... Conrad Richter,
whose very popular Sea of Grass has been translated into
several langua1jfes, is here with Mrs. Richter to attend the .
commenceme~n; exercises of the Univet;sity of New Mexico
be~use their d 'ughter, Harvena, is a member of the graduating class.
arvena is considered the best. poet on the
campus and won the Katherine Mather Simms English
award for outstanding work. . . . Mr. Richter expects to.
spend the summer in Iowa gathering material for a "new
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book. '... Lucille Welch, one of the most prolific and successful pulp writers here, is hard at work on a MSS of "something different." ... Clay Vaden, of Bluewater, industrious
reviewer of Westerns, had a note on New Me?Cico in New
Yorker, recently.... Philip apd Eloise Du :Bois are collab. orating on travel stories. They have sold several, as well as
a number of photographs taken on European trips..' .. D. H.
Lawrence's play, David, was given at Occidental College
recently. Frieda Lawrence was an honored guest for
the occasion.. ~ . Albuquerque is so'proud of Erna Fergusson
that not a friend was missing the other evening when she
closed the La Quinta lecture series at Los .Poblanos. Iler
topic, "Latins From an American Yiewpoint," had a strong
appeal at this particular time'. Many saia that 'her lecture
"was the best of all," and this winter we havebeen lectured,
by none other than: Sinclair Lewis, Carl Sandburg, Stewart
Ii Chase, Madariag~-so-Mi~s Fergusson's book on Venezuela
will be -:ne of the important publications of the late summer.... Santa Feans are very much interested in Thomas
Wood Steven's just-out Westward Under Vega, because Mr.
Stev~ns, formerly professor of-drama at Leland Stanford, is
now living in Santa Fe. The novel is in verse and revolves
around two young people who grow tired of clerical jobs
and turn westward for adventure, guided by the great star
Vega. . . . Eleanor Pesonen, ye'ry nice and accommodating
new owner of the Villagra Bpok Shop, is 'giving a literary.
tea next week in honor of Mr. Stevens, and the distinguished
poet, Haniel Long, whose new book, Whitman and the
Springs of Courage, will be off the Rydal Press py that,
time.... Everyone who goes to Santa F,e should qrop and
see John and Carol Dorman of the Santa Fe.. Art Gallery in
Sena Plaza. There you can puy a Will Shuster,.a Raymond
Jonson, a Gustave Baumann or any of your favorites among
the nationally known Indian painters. If you haven't any
money you can just look and be thrilled by the variety and'
excellence of the pictures in the gallery. The very charming "
Mrs. Dorman may ask you to have a cup a tea, and you will

in
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find yourself hating to leave and wishing you were rich....
Matt Pearce announces that the University of New Mexico
will sponsor a series of summer lecturers: Thomas Wood
Stevens, Erna Fergussoq, lIaniel Long, Frieda Lawrence,
and Reginald Pole will b~ among them, with the possibility
of John Gould Fletcher and Aldons Hux~ey. If you are in
Albuquerque, come up to the campus on Thursday evenings
... poetry and inspiratioI]. "... await you.
Hasta la proxima vez.
JULIA KELEHER.
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Book Reviews
Beyond Dark Hills-Jesse Stuart, E. P. Dutton & Co.--$3.50.
'"

Soil-Kentucky soil, and Kentucky hills, written with
passion and tenderness, and the growth of an individual
who looked beyond the horizon. This is the dual theme of
a
Jesse Stuart's autobiography.
_
Jesse Stuart's physical world-wanderings have not
carried him far: a short jaunt with a carnival troupe, a
blistery-hot period in a s~utliern steel mill, graduation fr~m
a Tennessee agricultural college, and a year at Vanderbilt
University. Then a joyous return to the beloved hill country
and a career as a teacher-poet in his native county.
Always, we are aware of Jesse Stuart, the strong, the
passionate, the earth-poet. Always, the characters are portrayed and projected-not beca~se of theit own significance
-nor because of their influence upon the author's growth,
but only' because they serve to clramatizecertain phases of
his life. The brief glimpses given of these characters are c,
intriguing; one wants to know them better but: 'never gets
the opportunity.
.
.
The best chapters in the book, those deallng with the
religion of the hill folk, his experiences .in the steel mill,
and his fight for the county people during his y~ar· as county .'
school superintendent, never realize their full artistic possibilities because of this tendency on the part of the author.
The writing is often crude and emotionally overladen
but the reader usually finds himself absorbed in the mood
created. The main fault to be remarked upon is the lack of
restraint exercised by the author. Many messages lose their
power over the reader because
of the tiring verbosity.
,
The poetry, interspersed,throughout the book, is much
superior to the prose. I would dare say that the book
should be read, if for nothing else, because of -Mr. Stuart's
fine po~try.
~~

MANUEL BERG.•
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And So to War-Hubert Herring-Yale University Press-193B.

.;~

,j

I

The timely book And So to War, by Hubert Herring, is
thought-provoking and somewhat startling. Well-informed
upon the workings of the State Department and clearly
aware of the power of the chief executive to bring this
country into a state of war, Mr. Herring draws some pertinent parallels between the build-up for war in the years
preceeding the World War and the'events of the recent past.
The difference is one of tempo which has been considerably
speeded up and not a difference of motives. For, says Mr.
Herring, "In the pursuit of peace we keep our gunboats in
a war zOne on the Yangtze, our marines in Chinese ports,
furnish convoys to Standard Oil barges, strengthen our
Asiatic squadron; and send cruis,ers to join in the British"
dedication of the Singapore base."
,
Although officials repeatedly state that we want peace,
they also let it be known that that the American rules are to
be followed and if not-an increased army and navy must
enforce peace. A curious paradox of peace to be maintained
by war. The dangers of p.rotecting American property
where a state of war exists, whether recognized or not, are
quite apparent. Yet the United States has ordered, through
the commander of the American Asiatic squadron, that
assistance to our nationals should be given when needed.
In. another parallel, Mr. Herring: recalls the leaders of
1914-1918 and how their -acts in the cold light of history
furthered the adherence 0;£ the United States to the Allies
until, finally, war was declared, and the policies and positions of the present leaders. Especially to be noted is the
•
similarity in plan and reactions of the late President Woodrow Wilson and the present executive. An analysis of the
international outlook of the President through British
glasses, for, says Mr. Herring, "Franklin D. Roosevelt is
the latest of Gods good gifts to the British Empire," and
an examination of the power of the President to involve the
United States in complicated and non-neutral world relationships ,are well done. It makes one more aware' of the
serious inarticul~tion of the average citizen and the danger
•

I

!
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of becoming entangled in international difficulties pefore
one, ts well apprised of the events that have brought the
situation to pass.
Reciting, most briefly, some historic incidents of AnglOAmerican joint procedure, Mr. Herring states that there are
three chief chapters in which the United States has docilely
followed the English lead. We would be inclined to question
this point, as well as the assertion that Mr. George Canning's
recommendation to Minister Rush brought the Monroe Doctrine. Other st~tements challenge, but to the author of the
book the present situation offers a possible fourth chapter,
in this Anglo-American rel~tionship whereby we have
followed British dictates.
We are also reminded of the American delight in the
noble crus~de, our propensity for slogans for democracy and
our willingness to fight for this idealism, a line of action that
has as yet brought no solution. In 1918, we were allies of
. Italy and Japan, now
we speak with veiled threats against ,
,
- '
fascist states, and war pressure increases, bringing extended armaments, more nationalism, and greater power to
the dictators.
The book is purposeful and timely but <?ne could wish
for less sweeping generalizations or perhaps more justification for such broad statements. We would quarrel with the
implication that Eugene V. Debs' vote in the presidential
eiection of 1920 was' due' to his farsighted anti:'war policy
in 1917, and we grant that the conservative economic view
is not given much weight. Whether the solution offered by
the author is practical or even a solution we are not at all
sure, but it is certain that there.is forcefully brought to mind
the dangerous similarity of events of jingoism and of preparedness in 1917 and 1938. These parallels show the trend
of the times and one can. hope that such clarity o~ presentation will make us all aware' of the danger of the propaganda with which a trusting people can so easily be drugged.

.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N. M.
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FOIY' from Cibola.-Paul Horgan-Harpers, 1938--$1.75.

Paul Horgan,is something of ~ literary hexagon, a fact
self-evident by following the many works which he produces:
He cannot be grooved in style, technique, nor ideology.:
Between The Royal City and The Fault of Ang~ls there is
the width of an entire personality; between Main Line West
and Far from Clbolq there is yet another chasm to cross.
Far from Cibola, his latest published work (if none has been
published in the past few days, for Mr. Horgan is amazingly
prolific), is but an?ther example of his many-sidedness. It
is not the most successful' of his works, due, perha"ps, to the
Horganic dispassionate view of his material. This objectivity is successful in most .cases, but, at, the moment, to
treat the subject of social chaos with anything but an angry
conviction carries the threat of disinterest. And it is obvious
that Mr. Horgan does not have the personal anger in his
theme that seems necessary for its complete acceptance.
His coolness, even' coldness of observation, defeats
what would seem to be 'a crusade against a system that
makes relief a necessity. This may be due in part to the fact
that the characters driving their cars, even if they are bartering for gasoline; living jn their own homes, on their own
farms; eating heartily, if not of delicacies, do not seem to
have the need for relief that their mass reaction to the co~rt.:
house meeting pr~supposes. This II):ay be lack of reader
knowledge but, if so, the ~uthor has not translated his own'
lmowledge of their need into concrete terms.
1
Set beside this flaw, at least it is a flaw to the reviewe~,
is some of the most :powerful writing which Mr. Horgan has
yet accomplished. The chapter, "Cowards," is passionately,
conceived and executed; here the author has anger in its
telling. It could stand alone as a story as could almost every
chapter of the book. This is not meant to convey the idea
that the entirety comes to pieces in your hands; the book
is tightly unified. "
It is difficult to put a finger on Mr. Horgan's creative
power. There is no preciousness in his words yet poetry
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comes from them. ·Wrought together, word on simple word,
there is an impact achieved which seems incredible if analyzed by separate sentences.
There is a vast amount of symbolism in Far from Cibola.
Not onlYI the title, 'but each chapter head, is symbolic. Even
the greater number of character names are symbols, tlle
Rood family, the Larks, Heart, and Fat, and Mrs. Rocker,
each connoting the way of their lives. Ellen Rood slaying
the snake, old Andrew Lark climbing the windmill, Heart's
seduction of the peasant evolved linotype youth-each character further contributes to his own symbolic incident.
The book is dedicated to Philip Stevenson and in its first
half is reminiscent of that,author's social plays.. Not that
Mr. Horgan is imitative of Mr.'Stevenson: He does not need
him. . But Leo has been the protaganist of too many
Stevenson plays not to appear .familiar at his introduetiQn.
It is true that Mr~ Horgan claims him for his own before "'I
the book is complete. But the thesis continues to round as if
it may have been developed after a far into the night talk
with the former Santa Fe novelist and playwright.
.
Mr. Horgan has the revelation for far more important
things than Far from Cibola. The book, in some ways,
appears to be no more th~n t~e ground work, the sketch, of a
greater novel of social consciousness yet to come.

.

-~

DOROTHY BELL HUGHES.

Albuquerque, New Mexil(o.
First Penthouses Dwellers of Ame~Ruth M. Underhill-J: J.
Augustin, New York City, April, 1938-XII, 155, bib., no inde~~~.
'
,
,
T~e charming style "of Doctor Underhill-and sixty ex-

cellent 'photographs by Miss Lilian Reichard combine to
make this little book the best popular account of the Pueblo
Indians to appear since Goddard's Handbook. The author has.
not allowed her training as an anthropologist to obscure the
, expositioti of Pueblo life with the often highly specialized
terminology of the ,ethnologist. In simple words and vivid

\
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phrases the present actual setting, economy, social organization and manifest religion are outlined. The illustrations
are apt and original. It is a pleasing relief to scan the
photographs without encountering the hackneyed outlines
of some copyrighted and overworked landscape or portrait.
The book is organized in six chapters entitled: "The
. First Immigrants," "The Peaceful Hopi," "Zuni the Center," "The Warriors of Keres," "The Catholic 'Tewa," and
"Taos by the Buffalo Country." As these titles indicate,
upon the I;>linth of Pueblo prehistory appear selected pueblos
which epitomize the physical and cultural variations that
obtain in the sweep of country from tl,1e Hopi pueblos to
Taos.
Through a clever selection of data and bits of evidence
-the rOle of maize, potsherds in stratigraphic sequence,
the distribution· of linguistic families, changes, in head form, ,
the tree ring record, architectural features, etc.-the author
skilfully leads the reader to the conclusion that ·th~re has
been no mysterious hiatus betw~e,n "cliff dweller" and
modern Pueblo, but rather that there has been a continuity
of life and slowly changing culture. In connection with
this chapter on prehistory are a number of views of ruins.
in the Chaco Canyon wh\ch will delight the loyal New Mexican, as will the statement "Anyone who ,takes the desert
drive to Chaco Canyon in New Mexico will see the most
amazing ruins in America."
.
,
In a felicitous manner, Mrs. Underhill has delineated
,the outstanding traits of the various groups con~idered. The
1 peaceful
Hopi-outstan4ing for precision and finish in
.group dancing; consummate craftsmen, chief exponents of
the clan-theocracy type of government (the author advisedly stresses the fact that the presence of a 'matrilineal,
matriocal, exogamous group known as a clan does not mean
a rule by women, contrary to popular opinion). Zuni-selfstyled center of the earth, lode-star of SP3:nish explorations
in the American Southw~st, much like the 'Hopi pueblos in
culture but more modified by Spanish influence, due to

I
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geographic position. The' Keres towns-actively antagon-,
istic toward ancient Spaniard and modern ipvestigator,
owners of the best farming land held by Pueblo India~,
most astute of traders. T!J.e. Tewa-most Spanish (along,
wjth certain Tiwa pueblos) of the native Southwesterners,
most visited by tourists throughout the year, famed for" a
renaissance of ceramic art and. the creation of a painti.ng
art (both strongly influenced by White culture) .'Tao~
outpost representative of the Tiwa against the Buffalo Indians of the Great Plains,meeting-place of various Indian
and White cultures.
.
In summary; Doctor Underhill has achieved a descrip. tion and an interpretation of the Southwestern Pueblos that
is remarkably good for a work that is avowedly written for
popular consumption. There has been no attempt to acquire
'''romantic'' 'interest at the expens'e of realitie~. '. Typographical errors ,are few in number t Errors of fact or interpretation are present but not disturbingly numerous. One might
mention: that Jemez and Pecos are not Tew~, and Zia d~
serves listing (p. XII); the s10th and camel came from
South America into the Southwest, and not across the B~r/!!l
ing Strait from ,Asia (p.- 2) ; the. Uto-Aztecan family extended far south of Mexico City .(p.5) ; the dendrochronologic record extends back nearly two thousand years instead
of just to 700 A. D. (p. 9); it.. would be difficult to find
"thirty large apartment houses" along any ten miles of the
Chaco Canyon (pp. 10-11) ; Pueblo Bonito and Chetro Ketl
are far from "almost completely unearthed" (p. 12); the
Pueblos learned to raise kidney beans before the coming of
the Spaniards (p. 17); one might question the, dogmatic
assertion that Oraibi is an older town than Acoma (p. 26) ;
the individual' quoted as saying that the Hopi and the
. English were the only "peoples who found out independently
that black rocks' would burn" is 'egregiously wrong, since
'" Theophrastus, more than 300 y'ears before Christ, records
the use·of coal as fuel among the' Greeks (p. 30) ; Ft. Sumner is not in Texas (p. 33) ; the Aztec Indians, uninfluenced,
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took time to raise flowers (p. 68) ; there certain.Iy were settlements on the Rio Grande long before 1300 'A. D. (p. 89) ;
one wonders who is authority for the statement that Tanoan
speaking peoples extended down the Rio Grande'into what
is now Texas as early, as the fourteenth century (p. 111) ;
"Spanish Americans" do.es not contrast with "citizens of
the United States" (p. 121) ; the directions of Apache and
Navajo attack on Taos are reversed (p~ 136). None of
these criticisms affects the validity of Doctor Underhill's
discussion of the Pueblo Indians.-J
D. D. BRAND.
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Ballad Operlfr-Edmond M. Gagey: From. Richardson to Pinero, by
Frederick S. Boas; William Blake's Circle of Destiny, by Milton _
O. Percival-Columbia University Press.

In these three volumes, Colum'bia University Press has
performed three diff~rent functions in the service of letters.
The first is a scientific record of the appearance and wane of
a literary genre. The, second preserves the random es~ays of
'. a well-known professor of English literature. The third
book is a much-ne,eded interpretation and clarification of
Blake's prophetic works.
Modern scientific scholarsbjp has set forth to clear up
,every patch of every field in English litera~ure. It has taken
literally th'e injunction of Horace : Noli negligendi minores.
And modern science itself has decreed that all phenoIl)ena,
both of Man and Nature must be'investigated in the spirit
of totalitarian democracy. Mr.. Gagey has made his contribution in what seems to be a definitive work on the ballad
opera, from its inauguration in 1728, by J ohI! Gay with his
"incomparable Beggar's Opera," 'to the decline of the ballad opera in the middle of the century. In addition to art
account of ,eac~ text, Mr. Gagey has, in many places, interwoven his narrative with some details of stage history. The
book is a pedestrian tour tlirough a confusing region of theatrical history, and the author 'guides hi~ irea.der over a
carefully chosen and well defined trail. B~i lIo':amount of
patient effort in collecting and classifying the plays of the
"sing-song" tradition 'will yield a "theatre ~f id:eas." These
semi-librettos in' every case except The Beggar's Opera are
\'qtterly ruthless in sacrificing sense to sound. Mr. Gagey,
~herefore, shows both his modesty "as a man and his judgment as a scholar by omitting, at the conclusion of, his',
exposition, any chapter of critical appraisal of his findings.
In looking over his uncollected essays which extend
" from Richardson to Pinero, Professor Boas is pleas,ed to find
[ 135]
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that all tr.eat of innovators and idealists. Certainly some of
- his subjects have little else in common: "Richardson's Novels
and their Influence"; "Wordsworth's Patriotic Poems anQ
their Significance Today"; "Edmund Kean in his Heroic
Parts"; "Robers Browning's Paracelsus, 1835-1935"; "Tennyson and the Arthurian Legend"; "Matthew Arnold in his
Lyric Verse"; and finally "Sir Arthur Pinero: Dramatist
and Stage-Chronicler." Obviously, the book is a means of
bringing together single essays which Professor Boas has
written at differenftimes on various figures of the last two
'f'

centuries~

The clear style and graceful selectivity which mark the
work of this widely known authority on English literatur~
makes hiin truly "a specialjst in historic delight." The collec- .
tion recommends itself to the casual but discriminating
reader who likes a short siesta on the higher slopes of Parnassus, and also to the more serious student of letters who
wishes a pleasant review of certain portions of a familiar
field.
William Blake is a prince of the mind. This "mad
dreamer," whose prophetic books were formerly regarded
as confused and unintelligible, is not a wild, eccentric
thinker at all, but one who has a very definite and very'
logical system. This schematism of his is an explanation of
the forces of the universe, an interpretation of the problem
of evil, and a philosophy of universal history.
Professor Milton O. Percival arrives ~t this estimate of
Blake as a thinker by collating his prophetic writings with
his paintings and his drawings. Surprisingly enough, when
these elements, literary and pictorial, are brought together,
the result is not a collecti5 of brilli~nt fragments or a
phantasmagoria of a frenzied genius, but a traditional system. Blake, in his prophetic visions, is the culmination of
the great tradition of heterodoxy "extending over nearly
twentY'-five hundred years."
Blake first became a master of the strangest of all
strange lore. Into his mind went the Orphic and Pythagorean tradition, Neo-platonism, and the Hermetic, Gnostic,
W"'-..
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and alchemicaLwritings, and finally the doctrines of Paracelsus, Boehme, and Swedenborg. Blake applied what had
become for him a unified system of thinking to the Bible.
The result is a uniform cosmography, a cycle of hum::J.n
destiny. The past, the present, ~he future are not three
points in a straigh,t line. Oil the contrary, Existence consists of various cycles which start with the good, go into a
moral decline, ;swing down and around to depravity, and
then upward to a point where a nobler cycle of humanity
may begin. History repeats itself, but tb,.e new orbit may
-. be upward or downward according to whether or not mankind's thought is right.
This book by Professor Percival is scholarly, philosophical, and stimulating. It leaves the reader pondering
over some of Blake's thoughts which seem applicable and mentally useful today:
'lI

God only acts' and is in· existing beings or men.
The good life must be built, by faith or experience, upon the qualities of imagination. To attempt
to build it on the qualities of reason and sense is
to reduce god-like man to a handful of dust.
The teacher who is working to emancipate·his charges
from the debasing forces of naturalistic fatalism and
economic determinism-the two types of thinking which
-have started our cycle of civilization today on a downward
and disastrous course-finds tha.t he and this eighteenthcentury prophet have a common cause:
. . . I rest not from my great task,
To open the Eternal WOt:lds, to open the immortal
Eyes
Of Man inwards into the WQrlds of Thought, into
Eternity
.
Ever expanding in the Bosom of'God, the Human
Imagination.
DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH.

..
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Personally Speaking
sandy-haired, and growing bald in front; a big man
with a bull-like rumbling voice known to have quelled
freshmen into trembling: stammers before he retired from
teaching;
who never uses a small word .where a big one will
I
fit better; offensively impatient with what he considers the
inanities and damned stupidijies of men; and he oc~asionally
writes' me long, heated letters by virtue of our form~r
acquaintance in a mid-western university.
He swears a lot, in arid ol}t of his letters, as if boili~g
lava of temper demanded eruption, but his profanity arises
from what he hotly believes to be the willful odiousness of
mankind and its deliberately odious actions. I am afraid
he has not a very high opinion of you and me.
"Damn books!" his last letter begins. "Damn them up
and down the Wabash river; they're liars, 'everyone of
them, and blanked deceiving liars as well. I hold a brief
against 'em. I was never warned as a young man, and- so
I read them-like a fatuous Little Red Riding Hood-believing generally everything I read. And what was the result?
"1'11 tell you the result. I have been misled, trickedso tricked by those books that I almost feel like a little public
burning myself. You know what I read, for you're fat:'
headed enough yourself to read too much-I read every time
of intelligent, emancipated people-people free from superstitions-free from pettiness-people alert to life, yeah,
and people cultured and educated. ~uts. There was never
a warning in the books I read that in this intelligent, cultured, lovely century of ours swarmed myriads of swank,
well-read, highly bred men and women who were crammed
with every sort of mad fanaticism and ugliness. Yea, even
in the very boudoir of the lah-de-dah cultured and intelligent
and lovely was and is a cancer of barbarism and smug
st Upl·d·t
1 y..."

H

E IS
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I think .his letter shows, even in its first paragraph, the
hasty nature of the man. Whispers about the campus insisted that he was the son of a Scottish laird. ¥yself, I dontt
doubt it. It must take centuries of family br~eding to pro,
vide for such open speech.
"Mankind is barbarian, caveman," his letter says. "The
one adjective that life teaches us about its'elf is 'brutal.' Or
maybe dumb. It shows itseii; on one level, in a hot-eyed
belief and vicjous trust in phrenology, or astrology, in any .
. number of perve~'sions of m!nd. It shows itself, on a~other
level, in sneakin hates for those who contest the primitive
mind-sets about t em. Palmists: phrenologists, astrologists,
race maniacs,bla herers of every sort !-death and damnation, I'm surrounqed by them! And where-in every upper~
crust home I go~. to!
.
"No ·book I ever read warned me of this horrifying
state, that ever here ill this civilization' of Descartes an~
Newton and Ma! n and Einstein crowd men ~nd women
viciously advising murder of the unemployed, or fervently
promoting a barbarism of mind, or fanatically and 'culturally' promoting palmistries, or machine-gun glorious, or
dirtily anti-intellectual in a. dozen' hundr.ed ways. It's·'.
enough to make a man swear, if I knew th~ words.
"Yes, I know what you'll say-you always' had a neat
response better left unsaid. It's the books I read, and don't
read, is that it? Hell! I'm not so innocerlt as that. I've
read the proletarian Conrdys and Cantwells as much· as'
and (thank God) more than the epicene Paters and Ruskins.
And, what do you find in these so-called grimy, realistic
books-the same' sort of hypocrisy and blindness spelled
different. Everybody talks like a Demosthenes, everybody
is intelligent, everybody is modern, everybody is washed
. clean in the dew of a new world.... Where in any of all these
books is the stab at the mind and its real achievements that·
the world shows us-where is the thrust of the crude mental
reality?
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"I've concluded that all print is a liar. It copulates with
itself and produces a monster which it calls Life, and
People, and Speech. It's not what man is, but what man
would be, every book cries with Browning, and so each one
avoids the dreadful core 01 the barbaric within modern life..
We are men now, not beasts, not even superstitious savages.
(
.
Misleading lies I"
He has been reading some recent books, he writes me
a little later. "I suppose the only sane one among them,"
he writes, "is Somerset Maugham's The S.umming Up. If
you have any sense, you'll read it; if you haven't any sense,
you'll need to read it. I've also read a handful of pages
called Courage by a Mary Lindsey, not a' bad book at all,
telling how she reared a crippled daughter and herself both
at once; and the life'of Barney Barnato, the stooge of that .
South African highbinder, Cecil Rhodes, written by Richard
Lewinsohn in a naive style; and, so help me, another book
. about the Civil War, Three Women, by Hazel Hawthorne.
Why is it women all write well and say nothing? I can't
quite get it straight why the only good women writers are
tho~e that write like a man, though those that write like
the women they are, write very well.
"Oh, damn. Life is very dreary these days, isn't it.
Am I growing old? I've goot a paunch since you saw me
last, and my brain too has grown wrinkled. But honest to
Pete, and I swear it. by the smelly old Wabash, the more I
read the more sure I am that when you see a certain statement prefixed to a book, you may be blamed sure it is right!
And that statement should be stuck on to every book: 'The
persons herein are not to be identified with any persons
living or dead.' Hellishly. right I I wonder if I shall ever
read in a book of a person who could honestly be identified
with the ignorant mass that bumps me in the street and
invites me to cold tea.
"Write. to me. But if you contradict anything I say
.I'll tear your leg out by the root and beat you over the head
with its bloody stump. So there."

<

WILLIS JACOBS.
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The N. M. (i!uflrterly
lor August ...
Will be a Fiction Number and edited by Curtis Martin.
CONTENTS

Pages from tlle unpublished "Lady Chatterly's Lover;"
by D. H. Lawrence.
"Vision in the Sea"-by Ronald Caldwell-"a South Sea
whaling vessel exerts its spell :!ll)0n two companions.
"Peter and the Martins"-By 'Elizabeth Knapp-the
Martins have to dispence with the gardener, but q,ld Peter
never wavers 'in his loyalty to the Martins.
"Bless Me, Father"-by Hal Ellison-a dead thrush
brings a soul-cleansing penitence to Finnegan.
Also stories by Curtis ·Martin and other outstanding
writers of the Southwest.
THE NOVEMBER QUARTERLY will present another unpublished poem by D. H. Lawrence, "Eagle in New Mexico,"
and an article "On the Celtic Revival" by Julia M. Keleher.

-,

Mail subscriptions to THE QUARTERLY, University
Press, Albuquerque, New Mexico. One dollar
per year.
,
Date
-=_
I enclose
-.:_ for
subscription to THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY.
Name
~

Mailing. Address
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O! Americans!
By D. H. LAWRENCE

.
,
AmerIcans
.

\'
The word $tands""'for something, carries its own patent, and
.
its 0 n obligation:

t'

Amer cans 'are the people of America.
The d tiny of America is in tlleir hands.
The living Amer,ica is in the hearts of Americans.

. '"

What the America of the futul,"e will be, we don't know.
What we know is, that the future America is a germ lying
in the hearts of Americans, there and nowhere else.
,

a

Not in dollars, nor in banks, nor in syndicates, \:por in Washington,'
.
But a germ in the hearts of men and women, Americans.
"
We can't know what the future of America
will be.
But the germ of th~t future
, is inside the- American people, in
.their hearts.
It is their responsibility, their Point of honour.
Politicians may be b~d, industrial magnates may be' at fault,
Scandals may destroy man's faith in maJ.1:
~

And yet, there is a speck, a germ of American future in the
heart of every intelligent American, whether he is politician '
or magnate or plere individual.
' ..
,
.
And for the sake of this nascent, unborn, as-yet-unknowable
.
American future
There is, I believe, ~carcely one intellig~nt American who
~ . _ , /-"(
will shirk, or fail in point of honour.
The old countries have a past, to be faithful to.
America still has only an unrevealed future.
[ 75]
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And it is much more difficult to be true to: an Ujllborn future,
than to a~ accomplished ilpast.
:.
Tradition, tradition, tradition, it is easy enough to be faithful
to a ~raditiQn,
But to be faithful to something that has not yet come to pass,
that does not yet exist, save as a subtle, struggling germ in
individual hearts,
.
Not a mob thing, -nor a mass thing, nor a class thing, nor"
a hundred-per-cent thing
But a subtle, struggling little germ struggling half-unrealised
in individual hearts, and nowhere else,
That is a difficult thing to be faithful to.
Yet it is a'point of honour.
And so, when the outside world calls upon America to, act in
certain ways, perform certain sacrifices,
Why should Americans immediately acquiesce?
America will have to find her. own way into the future,
the old ligpts won't show the way.
But if, taken at its very best, the title,American is a
patent of nobility,
As it must be, taken at its very best,
Then noblesse oblige.
It is a point of honour..

And at the moment, there is an obligation...
It is the obligation of the citizens of'this colllntry
towards the
.J
aborigines of their country.
The American Indian lingers here, ward of the American
govern~ent.
,
Now make up your mind about him, he is not a& we are.
He lingers on from an old, savage world, that still has its
treasures of consciousness, its subtle barbaric forms of .
civilization·r
"
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He is, basically, a savage: it is a term of repJ;:oach, but also, it
is not a term of reproach.
,.
The American' Indian is, basically, a savage.
But be careful how you destroy him.
Because he is so absolutely in your power, that, before God,
. you must be careful.
Noblesse oblige/'
~Be careful, before you destroy him.
Be careful how you turn him into a hundred-per-cent
f
American.
He is the one thing that is aboriginally American.
Don't sentimentalize about him.
Realize.
j

Strlctly-don't forget it-he is a savage who has, for the m~t '
part, long ago entered the Roman Catholic Church.
But strictly, he is a savage.
,

~

'

.

is a. savage with his own peculiar consciousness, his own
peculiar customs ~nd observances.
.
Don't sentimel.ltalize his savage consciousness, customs and
obser~ances.·
.
But be careful how you utterly quash them.
He is absolutely at your mercy.
He is the last of the originally American race.
You are Americansll
And noblesse oblige.

~,He

Turn the Poles, the Germans, the ~nglish, the Italians, the
Russians,
.Turn them into hundred-pe;r-cent Americans.
What else have they come to this country for?
. '"
But the Indian never came.
It was you who came, Americans.
And before you put 'out the old savage light for ever, hesitate.
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The Indian does no harm.
He is far too few to cause any apprehension in any direetion~
Well then!
.

J'

The Indian question has, worse luek, become a politi
question.
It has been made a cause for strife, a Ca8US b'elli.
On your honour, Americans, what are you doing?
The Indian should never have been made a casus belli,
between conflicting political parties, and contending interests.
. Yet the clash has been started, the India:p is about to be
finished off.
-'

Today is Easter Sunday: Christ Risen! Two days ago was
Good Friday: Christ Crucified!
On Goo~ _~riday the big white men of the Indian Bureau,
and big ~te men from Washington drov~ out to tpe pueblo,
summoned the old Indian men, and hel<J a meeting behind
closed doors.
Then the big men of the White America~s told the old
American ~borigines that. it would be well if these· old
fathers abandoned their foolish, heathen· dances and ceremonies, and tilled. their land better, instead of wastingtime:
That the boys must stay at school, not be kept away at seasons to prepare themselves and to partake in these usless
practices ·of ceremonial:
That it would be far, far better for the Indian youth to
grow up true, hundred-per-cent American, than to remain
a dancing savage:
That the old dark fathers should not trust these artists and
long-haired people who pretend to espouse their cause,
because they, the artists and long-haired people, want to .
keep the Indian back, want to prevent his becom~g 11~
hundred-per-cent American; because they live
hiril:
Artists and long-haired people, rpainting the Indian and·

I

.

or
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.

c

writing about the Indian, make their living off him, 80
naturally they wan~ to keep him back, down, poor. If he
~ere a hundred-per.,eent Ameri~an citizen, he would go out
Into the world and become as rIch as anybody else, on the
same terms with thelwhite men, his brothers.
Furthermore the white big-men' said to the 'old Indians
,That the Indians ~othplained of being poor, of having short
~o~;
.
That the Indians wanted the White Man's Government to
supply them with. ~arm-implements, so they could have
'mor.e food.

•

so!
The White Man's Government was under no obligation to
give the'
Indians one single thin~, not one cent.
The Indians of the pueblos have land. ' - .
Let them lease their land to the Ame~ican Government,
as the Oklahoma .Indians have done;
,
And in return' the Government would supply them with
'
excellent farm-machinery.
But~why

-

So, the'speech in th~ pueblo,. on Good Friday, behind
'~
closed d o o r s . '
And when the doors were opened, the White Men drover"
;,
away.
And the old dark-faced men came out heavily, with a
greater gloom than for many years,
Though their souls have been growing heavy for centuries.
What does it mean, they say!
,That our boys must stay at school till they are eighteen, and
not be allowed to absent themselves for ceremonies and
ceremonial preparations?
Then our life is finished, our day is over completely.
Consummatum est!
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,
"

"

Consummatum est! Oh:J..
' d on Good Friday!
"It is finished!"
That we lease our lands and g t reapers
and binders in exchange? '
So, it is finished.
No, Americans, what about it?
,
The bit of land in question is a flea-bite, to this great nation.
Even' if there were oil, copper, gold upon these bits of
reserved land, it were a flea-bite, to this great nation. '
,

-

To make this bit of land, and water-rights, or oil or copper
or gold a cause for political action,
,This is going beyond the bounds of present honour.
It is your test;'Americans.
Can you leave the remanants of the old race on their own
ground,
To live their own life, fulfil their own 'ends in their own way?
.Can you? Can you?

Decide whether you can, because it is a test before the everlasting witnesses.
If you can, submit to it.
Submit to it, and let your American noblesse compel you
To draw a line around the Indians, beyond which line you
abstain from further interference.
That is all.
And that is a test of you.
J>

Solve t~r lndian question, finally.
Make it~ease to be a political question fGr ever.
Remove the Indians forever from the hands of the
politicians.
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Either make' the Indian Bureau into a permanent office,
endowed with a sufficient endowment, and ,controlled by
men of science, competent anthropologists, historians, and
. men of letters; :
Or transfer the control to the American Institute of
Ethnology;
,
Do anything, but do something .to draw this one delicate
line of non-interference.
.¥~~""''''~-

~

It is a test, Americans.
1

•

==But if you cannot keep politic~l, domineering hands off the
Indians,
Then destroy them, throw them out into the cities among the
negroes
.
¢
As hundred-per-cent Americans, well-educated.l<P
po it.
i ,!
i

•

i

Only know that, doing it,.you fail in point of honour.
And damage once more the frail quick of the future Ameri~,
that is in yoq.
(,

.,
i.

...

..
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Folklore and Fascism
By T. M. PEARCE

Lewis Browne, author of This Believing World,
spoke in Albuquerque in the spring of 1936, he called )
modern folklore movements the work of poets and dreamers; .
he said that such movements added picturesqueness and
preserved tourist values, but were sentimental and romantic .
attitudes. The forces of standardization are too great, he
said; the Russians no longer wear their long coats and the
characteristic hats but search the second hand shops for
- cheap American hats. Browne quoted someone"s smart
phrase when he explained that in a folk culture the sin was
mental incest because too mind reproduced itself on the
past, ' whereas a civilization like our own polyglot mixture
committed mental adultery. Folk movem~nts, in his judgment, were either idle but amusing pastimes or definitely
regressive social tendencies and one accompanim{fnt to
fascism.
It was the first linking of the two activities I had ever
heard-folklore and fascism. It set "me thinking. I sup-_
posed he had in mind Die F~ehr.er Hitler's c,onjuring with.
the racial Aryan folk myth 6r other out-croppi~gs of myth
about a "chosen people" familiar to Mr.~ Browne, wpen they
work hardship on minorities under their control. I couldn't see any connection with ordinary folklore
societies and their innocent but valuable interest in anecdote
and ballacis and vocabula~y of unusual peoples free from
standardized contemporary culture. Then a peculiar'light .
dawned while I was at work on a book about Mary Austin.
Mrs. Austin, in her book Everyman's Genius, distinguishes .,
between what she calls the "deep self" of an individual and
his "immediate self." Mrs. Austin's terms are sometimes .
a little obscure, but what she has in mind here is definite.'
The first or deep' self she calls the repository in each of us .
[ 82]
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•

of racial experience; the second or immediate self she calls
- the repository of our psychic experience from birth or before
birth as sense consciousness develops. She believed -that
genius flows in everyone as, below the chance recognition
of our "talents and their haphazard training, there flows the
experience of the race, a deep bosomed
stream which surges
.
upward when we find the mean§ of giving it release.
As folklorists, .when we look back at- older records of
, the group life we belong to, or at arrested stages of this folk. •
life in the contemporary scehe, aren't we searching for the· ,i
racial pattern, identifying ourselves with tbe deep stream
of racial experience rather than with our own immediate
activities, except as the folklore hunt may be an interlude in ,_~
.what
normally do? We don't consider ourselves folklore!
That is, o,ur immediate selves! We hunt out other groups as
they may explain our ancestral pattern or tl!e ancestral way
of some other folk.
It is partly curiosity with us, partly literary and artisti~ interest. We like the strangeness, the dash, and color of
unusual ,expressions.. When Mary Austin went -into the
•
California'desert and began to know Indians she realized
that she was in the Stone Age. She says, '~If a remnant of
. Europe's stone age were discovered, say In the Pyrenees,
they would all go there, ex-economists an social philoso- phers alike, with note-books and acu
". sity. But I was
there, in California, U. S. A., n nobody even wanted to
hear about it. Eighteen years followed that trail with
avidity, saw institutionalized marriage rise out of natuItal
monogamous ma~ing; the rise of capital, not out of' greed
and oppression, but out of the tehdency of goods to accuumulate around dominant personalities. Watched develop"ment of the city-state, and the inevitable evolution of republicanism into communism, and saw communism die of its
own inhib,itions."1
.
Here was a folklorist 'among the Indians, watching
them as a smalllaooratory of social experiment. They were
'

~

we

"I

1. "How.I Found the Thing Worth Waiting For," Survey, 61 :434. January, 1929. '
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a long seminar for Mary Austin in American culture, and
what she saw of them, with an under~writing of her interpretations of wh t she didn't see, she tried to fit in to American life as the Arne ·can way. The Indian concept of colp.munity life and res nsibility, community allocations of
land and water, com nity festival, and dance, the matriarchal right to prop y in the house and domestic goods,
the male role in religion and poetry-these" were good
models for us-good medicine for the American tribe.
Isn't Herr Hitler trying to find good'medicine for 'the
German tribe when he pronounces "Often men come from
other countries to ask for my 'recipe,' hut I tell them.1 have
no recipe, because myI movement is distinctly adapted to'
the German people.. :} There are certain basic ideas which,
I believe, are penetrating b~yond Italy and beyond Germany ... The basic idea which I'think will spread is that of
what I choose to call authoritary government, uninfluenced
by the fluctuatioh of parliamentary whims . . <s. For us in
Germany, especially, parliamentary democracy is a foreign
body.. It is not native to us, and does not' belong to our
tr~dition. The system has failed <here :"2
.
Here is the new folk symbol: Herr Siegfried Hitler in
, search of the RhIne gold if not the Rhine maidens; the Die
Fuehrer Lohengrin guided by an Aryan swa~. III the inv0cation of a fol~ destiny, he condones the most u~mitigated
inhum~nity.
,
And Signor Mussolini, what a master he is of folklore
as, standing beneath the Arch of Constantine, he glorifies
the "thousands-of-years-old civilizing mission of Italy" in
'Africa and reviews troops "guided by the sign of the Lictors'
Rods," and christens boys "Sons of the Wolf."
.
Thurman W. Arnold has recently given us a book .called
The Folklore of Capitalism where we find patterns for economics and industry as much of the deep stream of "social
, action as any racial prejudice or expression of temperame~t
in song and dance. The mythology of American Big Busi2.

,

Associated Press, Berlin, February 3, 1933.
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.ness is the theme of Mr. Arnold; he speaks of ,the folklore
of 1937 in the literature of law and economics and the fight
over the Supreme Court. Here is a spread of the folklorist
search for culture patterns from archaeology and .literature
and music to money and investment and the stock exchange.
In the case of Mr.. Arnold, the analysis he makes of economic
myths is an antidote to fascism and conservative pattern
thinking. rather than an aid to it.
.
So it can be with other falklorists. If folklore can provide the patterns of the fascist, it can also provide the patterns of other traditions.
"I had a pattern hungry mind" said Mary Austin ~n her
. autobiography.3 Doesn't every folklorist? Didn't the-folklorist Plato, when he sought for the perfect Ideas or Forms
of thought and behavior? These patterns of our civilization
need not be stati.c forms; they can'.t be in a world of constant change. And the scientific or, honest folklorist's world
isn't static. 'No op.e knows better the variety ~of patterns
than one who works in folklore. Nor, I think, is there a
group more tolerant of variety in expression than folklor.ists, honest ones. Hitler doesn't' express the true folklorist,
nor Mussolini. They simply employ a narrdw direction of
.folk interpretation to their phrticular ends, yet one can meet
them at their. own practice. .
"
Fray Benavides wrote of New Mexico in 1630: ~
has always been a people of government and a republic; the.
old men coming together with the chief captain to confer
and judge the things that were suitable. And when these
had been determined, the capita,n mayor went forth in person proclaiming through the pueblo that which was ordered.
And this is, even today, an action of great authority, this
proclaiming by the chief captains what has to. be done in the
pueblo.'~ How modern for America it sounds" this Indian
folklore: "the old men coming together with the chief cap-.
tain to confer and judge the things that were suitable. And
when these had' been determined, Franklin D. Roosevelt
$

3.

·r·

Earth HorizO'n. 349.

.
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spoke in a fireside chat proclaiming through the pueblo that
which. was ordered ... "
We have our precedents for democracy in the lor.e of
the- Aerind 'folk on this continent. But they
..,. run also tn
.
the Anglo-Sa~wn blood 'stream, the racial self which we can
instruct and tap, as Mary Austin believes, by a ritual of
suggestion. Aren't we practicing auto-suggestion when we
recite a pledg~ to Americanism or the Constitution? Don't'
we do s0mething like that to the "American deep self," when
we hoJd..patrio.tic meetings, sing the national anthem, try to
build a national consciousness? '-If Mary Austin had been a witch, she would have bewitched the progress of Boulder Dam, for she opposed t~e
isposalof so much .power and water, the rightful Property
, of the Upper Basin States, to Los Angeles,. the city which
ad already robbed Owens Valley of the Owens River and
Ie t the orchards ~f Inyo, Bishop, and Lone Pine to the
mercy df wind and sun. Mary Austin was conjuring 'with
a'myth that nature tal\es its revenge oil the hand that mistreats it. She was .arguing from her conviction th~t people
take their character from the land they live on, that the true
self of ·America lies in the character of its land and that its
people
will
be blessed by fruitfulness and ha:rmony when
.
.
they heed the ~igns of nature, an~ cursed by erosion, drouth,
and want whan they rob or abuse nature's resources. Of
Germany she, predicted such a course as Hitlerism; her
prophecy was made in 1918, seven years before Hitler's rise
to power. Ina book called The Young Woman Citizen sh,e
said: "r.Dhe whoie principle of nationalization among Germans has been a denial of the mother-right of the land. It
is
attempt to found states on the male principle only, to
oppose the natural modification of lands and peoples they
happen to live 'among, ang. remain determinedl~ German
Germans~.. Germany may. become a democracy, but if her
people c'" inue to resist the modificatio:qs of environment
in favor 0 a Teutonic ideal of life, she would be qui¥- as
much a ,menace to th~ world... It is pr?bable that we made
I

) ~

'

an
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too much of the imperialistic form of governmeIit in Ger-.
many. Without"a Kaiser, and with this primitive maleness
of mind unaltered, we COUld. not~ see Ger~s going into any
country in large numbers without knowing that it would
mean death to whatever contribution to civilization we have
a right to e~ect from that soil."4
Who' would not exchange Hitler for. the Kaiser? Concentration camps were unknown ih the Kaiser's ~ay. The'
Kaiser was a family man who used the firing squad for exe-'
cptions and not the chopping block. It may pave been Mary
Austin's famous psychic huncqi !ather than reasoning frolp
culture patterns, but she gave a good folklorist's prediction
when she forecast troubles for German democracy.
If folklorists are invoking the soul .pf~ -race, the
deep self of lour racial stream, what patterns that are best
do we call up in the Southwest?
From the individual Indian-'his sense of community
loyalty and 'group spirit and responsibility for the general
welfare.
From the individual Spaniard his grace and courtesy of
manner and his hardihood in adversity.
From the Anglo-American-his aggressiveness in both'
physical and intellectual spheres and his capacity for investigation and organiza~ion of nature and human experience.
. Of social patterns, what have we from "the racial
streams?
From Amerind S'ociety-a reverence for nature and a
planned economy.
From Hjspanic Society-'loyalty to personal leaders and
fine values in family life.
From Anglo-American Society-industry in enlarging "
the resources of material living an an evolving sense of
social justice.
Mary Austin asks the q.u~stfon, after reading '\\7aldo
Frank's Our America, "Isn't an Indian as authentic an int~rpreter, of Americanism as a Jew? Would there be a
~ .

'

I

4. The Young Woman Citizen, 156. The Woman's Press, New York, 1918.
,b
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difference in the emphasis upon values ? Wouldn't the deep
stream of race' here make its mark ?"5 I tl\!nk tl1~ answer
is' "Yes.'l ,Yet we cannot avoid, patterns, the patterns of
th~ immediate self and the patterns of the deep self, the life
activity pattern and the deep-set tradition patterns. But
with a mixed people w~ have to put them together, and ~o, .
'elements of the many
d~signs
must run, through the w ole.
'
.
. "to b~nd i~ to a q~y':a com~unity.·.·
. . '
....
LeWIs Browne IS as much a folklorIst as anyone, for he .
is engross'ed in culture patterns, as' his books show; but ~e .
seems today to b~ riding the crest of the progTe~s' wave 'as it
rolls toward some unseen shere. Behind the outer wave.Iies
.
the great stream Of, th~man race, its substance the labo1,
_st,ruggle, pathos, hum6'r, and wisdom of the masses of me~.
Two groups of folfIorists are at work upQn it, engineeripg
its torrential power. One consists of the stream-lined brittle
minds at play with the standardized little tools of international agression and class war;; the other consists of conL
structive minds employed upon the creative materials' in
any great national tradition. .
\.
.
If ;lny control of plass mil\d' an~ass prejudice can
be exercised, it will begin deeper ,in the stream than the
outer wave which rolls on avid 6f the pla~e in front· of it
and oblivious of the water behind. Folklorists are deeper
in the stream than Lewis Browne at the moment, and for
better or Worse will do' more to direct the curre~ts of our
'time. The author of This Believing World can see that folk
dreams an~ folk sentiment are .not so unrealistic when, employed by a Hitler or a Mussolini. He should s~e, too, that
good medicine can result from a folklore of human values
and ,social demo~cy.'
,
'
.
.
?

.

,

,

\

)';.

.

5.
1920.

I

"New York Dictator of Americfln Criticism," The Na,tion. 111. 129. July 31,
( ' .
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Manby's Death in Taos
"-

~

~y,~ORM~N M~~~
The skY' was a bowl turned 'upsIde down

"
.
.A:.oove the'earth reflector to the sun: .
,Ih the- heat of noon the-fndians walked
In winding blankets of haze locked
.Through canyons where scrub cedar foughta"he fringe of rock. Beneath that' sun
Manby died of an axe struck,
"
pleavinglUs throat, and the clot .
Of his 'blood 'Y~. ·~dark. on the rock.
But his death was prQtected.\
As his life had;been. Manby was born
In silence" and his death see~
The slow pulse of the earth beneath
Residual bone ;»ver the glazed
Socket passed ~he hollow blaze
Of the sun. And ~he Indians moved
As the earth tur,ned to the night, .
Dark in the bowl of the sky
!
And"black in ManbY's face and mind.

(

.

..
,J>

~
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Inventory at 'Thirt~
By CARLESS ~S

/1.

1

FORbed approximately
a year wore nothing but pajamas and lay
twen,ty hours a day. Twenty hours a
NEARLY

I

day, at least three of them spent in reflection and meditation
.on my thirty .years of existence ~ and as I now review those
meditations, I find that the subject whi~h stands out above
all the others and which occupied my thoughts almost con-';=
stantly was thi~: very few thing's in. life really matt~r... ~
fact, I can coun but. seven .
. J .
Some men ave the faculty of solving life's prottre~ s
they are met, promptly and decisively. An accurate sna
judgment of values-gives them confidence and verve, an~ if
they often h~ve difficulty explaining why they made p~r
ticular decisions; they are noticeably free from momen\s,
hours of the harassing uncertainty that puts so many silv~r
threads a oqg the gold. Medjiation'" for such men ,is :~
waste of t' e~and action is their .world and .their salvation.
I .
I belong to he other group-the men who want to knO~'hy ,
before they c and to whom first impulses or first ap earances mean If e or nothing. Meditation for us is 0 r only
ruse de gue~re, and it is ?ul\ wo~ld __a nd our ·salvation. . ""
I know It has been mIne. And If those months of I1lne~
had not given me time from t~e crowding activities of my
normal world, I should never have caught up with.myself;
and I should have gone floundering on toward fruitless and
, undefined goals that I now know I could never have enjoyed
had I attained them. A chance to think has spared me-this
fate. My cognitive faculty has suppressed the appetitive,
and I can reason objective~ once again..
....
There is nothing new
startling about this chang~.
The thirtieth year in nearly every man's life is one of some reflection, just as the sixteenth year: is oile of marked reaction to pubescence and as the twenty-first is one of' gen[ 90]
1

•

0\
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eral awakening and first doubts. What follows isrily own
order of preference concern.ing the values that ha~.I come
to mean most, to me, individually, and if the com 'nt Qn
them . i~ sometimes platitudinous or if the values re illchosen or i~-rl'l"ectlY rated, it is. because .1 ha,ve not l,ived
long enough or fully enough to recognIze these faults.
Those who are older than I may possibly, find my observa- .
tions amusing. Those who are youn.ger may find 'them a
. stimulus to thought; ·and perhaps they will be led to analyze
• Jhemselv;s and face facts, as I have t·ri~a.,--to do."'.,
1. Love (companionship). I include companionship
because that is what engenders love: Love doesn't just -4
happen; it grows warm,~.d it grows cold, depending upon
\the quality of the compan nship that fosters it. There can
be a kind of love without ctual- companionship, which may
be based on adoration, which is too' sanctified to be of mortal
~e, sex, which is not spiritual or intellectual enough, or
filial devotion, which is not sexual enough. The most desirable form is· that which is earned from an unrelated member of the. opposite sex through an association that has an
intellectual, a spiritual, and a physical character. Exist,ence
is not justified'unless one has a companion in whose welfare
he has a sincere and passionate interest. Wlithout
.. this interest life ~ecomes empty and meaningless, even for the hardshelled misa~thropes who pretend otherwise. Culture- and h .
civilization notwithStanding, man must mate, conventiontUy ~
or not, and until he does so successfully his world, is incom- .
plete regardless of his other accomplishments.
'
The oplf(,tragedy in a person's life that can not be
patched over and' largely forgotten is the realization tliat
\...
love has passed him by.
'.
2. Faith. .This is a mental 'activity whereas love is
sensuous as "well. I can base my existence ~m love and com\
panion~hip only, but. faith in other men or in God makes a
better man of me. I am still better if 1 can have faith in.
myself-and in a. work. Sincere, truthful sacrifice to a work
. 1 enjoy can ~ven sUbst~e for love for a time; ~nd when
I'

J

,
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I aJ}l at peace with myself I am at peace with all things.'
Many men rely upon God to give' them the peace of mind
they need, and for th!ls~ who find in, Him 'protection, stimulation!-Jlnd relief, religion is alive and meaningful. But
reljiiOri is synonymous with fajth, both of which represent
merely the union 'of belief and trpst. The object bf this
union may be either practical or abstract, natural or supernatural. I may find strength in the conviction that God will .
and does help me, but.the strength so gained can never '
compensate for the weakness caused by a lack of fait in
myself and in my work.
~
3. Health. Someone to work for (and with) and a
work to do provide the foundation for a good life, but good"
health makes it a pleasant one. A satisfactory, sex adjustment is of first importance and is, as we all know but sometimes blush to admit, the most ecstatic of our physical experiences. Only two values transcend sex harmony, and'
those are faith and love.
While it is true that the sex relation sometimes makes
and breaks love, it needn't, for where the companionship .
is strong enough in other ties, sex urges unanswered or'only
partly relieved therein may be satisfied elsewhere. In such
an arrangements a disruption of the companionship is not
likely, for the spasmodic gratifications of physical relationships leave gaps which only the lasting qualities of a'deeper
devotion can fill. IJence, we have marriages which are
apparently successful even though the romance in them has
long since ceased to be spontaneous.
.,
On the other hand we' have marriages whieh are 'de;.
cidedly not successful because)the loss of spontaneous romance has been allowed to sour the spiritual and intellectual
aspects. This souring is often due to an -adherence to outmoded Victorian morals and manners more modernly classified under the term "emotional matu~ity," in which normal
impulses are suppres~hroughfea~ of overstepping certain moral limits. E!tnOtional maturity is attained by some'
persons, but .almost never via the suppressing of normal
;

"
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impulses. Even .sublimatIon is not always a solution, as the .
energy sublimated does npt always follow healthful lines.
Sometimes sublimation is the shortest 'way to a neurosis.
, .' Sex health and ~dY physiqu~ are complemented by ,
mental health, and \their equation makes the normal man. '
The mind 'is aworId~itself. In the beginJ;ling'it is ne~tral
and colorless, and the Images
imprinted upon it are of our
"
own design. The ~ecur~y of perception that we'maintain
between our mind. and t~ objective world deter~ines the
clarity with which we view life. Needless to say, 'WE\ should ·
give our time and thought to those qualities that ass1}me the,
greatest importance in the outside world. Three ,of them
have already been mentioned-love, faith, health.
4. Money. Those who say that money is not important
either have plenty of it or are in poor mental health. It is
important, but only on three counts. Beyond that it is a
luxury and either a help or a hindrance, dep~nding upon
him who has it.
It is important, first, because it cal) supply the necessities of life; second, because it can provide the r,ecreations
,that quiet taut nerves and chase 'away. cares; and third,
because it .provides for unexpected illness and for helpless
old age. Conceptions of necessity, recreation, and security
vary, of course, but as a rule two people in a small town need
no more than twelve hundred dollars a year. . With this
amount ffe can be satisfying. There will be no trips to
Europe, ut trips to Europe really do not matter, regardless
of what e ads say.
' \,
"
,'"' 5.
home. All p,ersons, especially men, are egoists to
. a certain degree. Some are advanced cases, and to gratify
the ego they, do a number of silly things. The ownership of .
a home promdes fpr this same gratification, ~t least in large
·part. No matter
how I may be buffeted by my boss or' by
.
other men, when I reach home '~it may be ~ manor, a cottage,
or an apartment) I take on a new importance. I am always
welcome there.. The ones....\Vho; care for me and for whom I
work are there '; and to it I may anchor my entire being.
,

-

.

~

I
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Here I 'may find a blend of love, faith, and health. Without
a horne I mus1: enjoy them separately.'
•
6. A gemJine respect for others. Without this attribute
I may lead a usefiIllife, and I may be so constituted as never
to miss the lack of it. But without it I live in a personal
-world-a world in which I am the hub rather than just a
spoke-and no man is that import~nt. I don't want to be
the neighborhood nurse, and my tenlperament doesn't a:llow
me to join in another's sorrow and like it. But I do want
to give th6; other fellow a break, as it were, and help him to
happiness in any little way that I can:
I want to judge people, not only by what they are, but
by what they are in the light of the advantages they have
had. Two men may be fifty-fifty partners in a large successful firm, but one may have coasted in on a college education
and a fat wallet; the other may have ended his schooling
with the eighth grade and fought his way up. To look super- '
ciliously upon those whose social graces aren't well cultivated
is only self aggrandizement. Most social graces are merely
"dogmatic formularies" that anyone with a flair for histrion~cs can master. If f' am always considerate and sincere, all the graces that I require will come automatically~
7. An understanding of ability and capacity. If I
know what I can do well and what I cannot, and how much
of anything I can stand without strain, I shall save myself
much disappointment. I must first know what my endowments are, and I must then take stock of the advantages
that I can expect from my environment The balance
between the two will result in what kind of man I am to be
-my character. Next, I, must realize that the level of
society upon which I can exist most happily may not be as
high as I would wish it tf!) be. Unless I am a genius, I must
resign myself to the fact that there will be men above me
and, if I am normal, men below me; and that my own level
is best for me if it enables me to .have
love, faith in myself,
.
health, a reasonable income, a home, and an interest in my
fellow men.

,./

,
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." This basis for judgment is not confining. Individual
initiative is i?:ot curtailed in the slightest; it is only guided.
So long as my desires can be fQlfilled I shall keep on climbing
as high as I can go,; and all of the material, intellectual, and
spiritual properties that I find attractive and useful I shall
strive to possess. But if, in the effort to attain a particular
end, I endanger tbe balance of any of the things that really
matter, I shall realize that I am straining beyond my capacity, and I ~shall retreat.
The inventory forced by my illness has given me a new
standard of values, and with' its help I am looking forward'
to a new life-to ,a satisfaction and contentment that I have
never known.

.

,

~

Song of a Tray ctrier
In San Francisco Chinatown
By

VIRGINIA WILHELMSON

Before I saw her leaning
from her red balcony in the
Alley of Ten Thousand Fish
" I had a hundred sorrows in my heart.. '
Indifferently I bore dinners and banquets
throug~ the .narrow streets of Chinatown
and came for dishes at the dawn.
But now that I have seen the steel blue butterflies
upon her little slippers I ask for nothing more
I
.".
.
than the moon for a tray on whIch to carlJTher
Pekin duck and jasmine tea ..at dusk.
.,
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Balm of Nature.
By ALICE GILL BENTON

"'/,

I cannot nurse an ancient grief,
When overhead a bird is calling;
When, down the wind, a golden leaf
Is gaily fluttering and falling.
Pale wraiths of buried wrongs slip by,
Lost in the ,shadows of the past,
When great cloud ships are riding highFlame sails aglow from every mast.
I cannot stay where love lies riven
And hate his score is reckoning, .
When, high against a turquoise heaven, .
Enchanting hills are beckoning.

Credo
By GLEN BAKER

. Seasonal change is on the land
The trees stand bare of leaves,
And crows fly over the brownjields
Where once we bound the sheaves;
Yet you will find no change in me
The man that 'once you knewExcepting I am surer of
Thos,e things I thought werel true!
t
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The Stallion
By

MARDIE JAY BAKJIAN

broke clean. A crisp wind was dancing in
t~e vineyard. Dead leaves drifted lightly around like
birds in car.eless flight,circling wearily earthward and shuffling together in sad heaps on the slumbering soil. Driblets
of dew hugged the naked vines like rain, and glistened in the
early sun. Twisted, curving canes, the close-cut peduncles
,dryly sharp like thorns, weakly drooped, fingering the
c:rusty ground. Softly the vineyard murmured in the morning silence.
From the farmhouse the vineyard gracefully slurred
down and swept up a high hump to hide the low ~lfalfa field ;'
on ,the west end of the forty-acre .farm. Beyond the knoll
the distant pasture fields rose -abruptly intooview, the yellow
stubble shining in the cold sun.' But the swamps farther
out were not visible. Between·· the grazing ground and the
farm ran a rigid barbed-wire fence.
A figure suddenly emerged over the hump. It was Dick
Avery, a slim young man with a face li;ke leather. He was
hatless, wore overalls, and the collar of his shirt was unbuttoned. He had' on a light-blue work jacket with thin,
brass buttons. His' hair was thick and iull over the ears,
combed straight back, long,black hair that puffed out at
the sides.
He hurried towards the farmhouse in great haste, running through the Thompsons, ~arting across t~e Muscats,
zigzaging, sprinting, leaping oyer the murmuring skeletons
of the Muscat vines. As he neared the house he slowed down
to a light tro,t. He cut' off to the screened porch'in the back
and quietly disappeared into the house.
But his aunt, Mrs. Avery, was awake and heard him
come in. She rose at once, mumbling to herself, pulling on
a denim dress that dropped down to her ankles. When 'she
[ 97]
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stepped into her heavy clodhopper shoes, her husband
awoke. He ~moved, stretched, yawned indolently. "Up already?" he said. She grunted, going out into the kitchen.
She was a small woman, slightly gray, but not old. Her
hands moved with a positive strength. She started the fire
with dry vinebrush and then threwl1iin a-few pieces of peachwood. A few minutes she worked the water pump, playing "
the handle until the water came up, fresh and cold. She
wp.she~ out the coffeepot, filled it half full, carefully measlued off the coffee, and placed the .pot on the stove. When
the coffee gurgled she' called to her husband. "Coffee's
ready, Ben." Then she tiptoed to Dick's bedroom door,
listening.
"Martha," Benjamin Avery said, "how_'bout breakfast."
"Comin'," she answered, rushing back.
"Dick up yet?" he asked.
She paused, :made a laughing sound.
"Y'r nephew ain't feelin' s' good t'day."
"What?" he cried, wrinkling his brow.
Mactha
went about her
-,
. work.
"Hey Dick!" Benjamin called, "Dick! Get up!"
"Let 'im be," she said.
"Dick!" he repeated. "Why," he said, turning to his
wife. "Dick ain't had a bad day long's I know of."
Dick appeared, pale and morose. "G'morning'," he said.
"There," Avery said, "look't 'im."
Martha was silent. She was frying eggs.
"How y' feelin', Dick?"
Dick said, "Fine~"
Martha brought out a plate. for Dick.
"Never mind the eggs, Aunt Martha. Coffee'll be
'nough f'me."
"Say," Benjamin said, "y'got t'eat t'work."
"I'm not hungry."
"You fry them eggs, Martha."
For a moment Dick stared at his uncle; then he threw
back his chair.
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"Damn it!" he bawled out, "leave me alone!"
He ~tamped out of the kitchen.
Avery looked at his wife, perplexed, as though expecting her to offer him some explanation for his nephew's outburst. He finished his breakfast in silence, deeply thoughtful.
Outside, he found DIck in the corral, petting Spar~s, a large
black stallion.
Dick sa"id, "I'm sorry, Uncle Ben."
"Anythin' the matter, Dick?"
Dick shook his head. "Nothin'," he mumbled.
Avery sighE!d, looked out over the vineyard. After a,
while, ~e said, "Guess we'll start prunin' them Muscats this
mornin'."
.
Dick stroked Sparks' head.
"We'll not prune s'heavy this year," Avery went on,
as though to himself.
"Uncle Ben," Dick said,~ pausing, "there's somethin' ...
somethin~ I want . . . y'see, Uncle Ben, I'm old 'nough
now... "
..
Avery's eyes were on Dick.
.~
"Uncle Ben, I;m goin' t'leave the farm."
"What's that y're sayin', Dick?"
Dick said, "No use m'stayjtl' ~n ..."
"But the farm, Dick, where y'grew up, th~ only place
Y'know ... y'can't leave the farm, Dick." He drew closer
to the young rn:an. "Ain't nothin' -I won't do f'you, Dick,
the way y'been helpin' me like y'was m'own boy."
"I want t'be by rn'self, Uncle Ben."
,
Avery rested againsl the corral fence. "I see,' he said.
"Guess y'll be needin' so~ cash t'spend f'clothes :'~' things."
"A li~le," Dick said, running his hand down Sparks'
mane.
.
"When're y'aimin' t'leave?" ~.
Dick's voice was low.)'Mornin'," he said.
".
Avery walked slowly awa1 towards the toolshed.
"Dick," Martha called, "here's y'coat."
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As Dick came up to his "aunt, Martha said, "Where
y'been all night, Dick?"
"Town," Dick said, wearing his coat.
"Sure," he said, but his voice was shaky. "I had t'walk.
Y'know y'self it ain's no lessn' fifteen miles."
'. "Y'ain't no business leavirt' Monmouth'n trampin' t'
town."
Dick said, "I'm leavin' Monmouth f' good in the
mornin'."
"Y're talkin' like a tool," she cried, changing color.
She shook her head emphatically. "There'll be no leavin'
the farm f'you, Dick Avery."
He left her talking to herself. He spotted his uncle in
the Muscat patch.
"Y'll find y'r prunin' shears over by the stake there,"
Avery called out, pointing.
.Dick pic~ed up .the··shears. ·He started working, now
, and 'then looking up towards his uncle. All morning long
the two men pruned in silence, clipping the long canes, cutting off "the old ones, selecting the best branches. Clip,
clip, clip, in silence they worked, casting the brush in the
middle of the rows. Later, the brush would be dragged out
iJ;l piles and burned.
The vines were neatly pruned, each vine like an abnormal hand extending lo~g, crooked fingers. Each '.Q.nger
or stubby cane had from three to six nodes, depending on
the vine. The trunk of each vine was covered with dry, '
peeling bark. While the men trimmed the vines, working
without -rest, backs bent, pruning without a word between
them, the' clouds steadily gathered and gradually darkened
"
the sun.
Gray shapes crawled over the vineyard as the sun
slipped away behind ugly clouds. Everything was dreary
and dry, tightly still, for a storm was in the air.
By noo'n the sky was black. The men dropped their
shears and walked single file to the farmhouse for l~nch.
Unlike his uncle who was short and muscular, Dick was tall
~

.
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and thin, trud·ging slowly behind the old farmer, his long
arms swinging, his eyes fiXed to-the trail.
During lunch, nothing was. said about Dick leaving
the farm. Dick was unusually taciturn and strangely sad..
However, he ate ravenously. Not for a moment did his eyes
leave the table.
"y'd think some people'd talk 'n' act proper," Martha
grumbled to herself at the sink.
.Avery drew away from the table, settling down with a
sigh on the low padded bench near the stove. He took out
his pipe, filled it frill, lit it with a brand from the stove, and
silently smoked.
$
,
Martha said, "Ben, there's somethin' the matter withSparks."
Avery put down his pipe. "HoW d'y'mean, Martha 1"
"Ain't actin' natural like," she said.
Avery was thinking. "That's odd;" he said.
"Ain't odd t'me," Martha said. "Sellin' his mate is
, what's the trouble with Sparks." Her voice sank lower,
-assuming a grumbling tone. "Goin' round breakin' up the
best team we ever did have."
"I ought've sold'im 'long with Whitey," Avery said.
Martha spun round.. ."y'ain't thinkin' of sellin' Sparks, .
are y' Ben 1"
,"No use keepin~ a horse, l\1artha."
"Why, any farmer who'd sell a horse like Sparks is
plum' crazy," Martha cried. . "Spark's the best breedin'
horse in all the Valley .. -. I'm sayin' y'ain't sellin' Sparks."
Avery muttered, "With tractors 'n' trucks runniri'
cheaper'n horses' it's doin' somethin' wrong side round
.
keepin' a horse, Martha."
"Y'ain't sellin' Sparks," Martha said belligerently..
A silence fell upon them.
"Dick," Avery said, later,' "d'y'see what I mean about
keepin' a horse 1"
.
Dick moved back his chair. He crossed his legs, leaning forward and cupping his chin with a, hand.

•

't
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"Uncle Ben," he said, low, "Spark's somethin' like an
01' friend."
Avery scratched his head; a sigh escaped Martha.
"I used t'ride Sparks," Dick added slowly, "like I was
a knight'r somethin'." He stared at the floor, lost deep in
reflection, as though remembering his boyhood days as a
whole and suddenly feeling old. "Remember, Uncle Ben,"
he tried to laugh, "remember the day we hitched Sparks
t'the buggy-that 01' one we had with the red wheels-and ,
he tore off'n'away with us like the wind ?"
Avery listened, saying nothing, smoking, thoughtfully.
"It'd be like tearin' up the farm, Uncle.Ben, t'sell
.Sparks. Y'should never've sold Whitey-but Whitey, weB,
she was gopd, but not like Sparks. Now there's a horse,
,Sparks, a horse t'be proud of. I ain't seen another like 'im."
Dick looked up into his uncle's eyes. "Y'can't send Sparks
away from the only land he knows, Uncle Ben. He'd come
right back home. 'Sides, y'll never get anythin' near what
Spark's worth, Uncle Ben...."
Martha sighed. "Dick," she said, "how 'bout you? 'Will
y'be comin' back?"
Dick bowed his head, hiding his face in his hands~
There was a tense moment of silent understanding;
then Avery :rm~e, rapping out his pipe against the stove.
"We ain't sellin' Sparks," he said, and slipping on his coat,
he went out.
Martha said, "I'm glad y'was here, Dick."
Dick got up to leave.
"What's troublin' y'r mind, Dick?"
"Nothin'," he said, brushing past her and out into the
yard.
He stopped on his way to lpok over Sparks. The stallion was restless, tearing round in the rectangular corral.
When the animal saw Dick, he came prancing over, hanging
his head out over the wooden fence.. Dick patted Sparks,
talked to him; then he moved off, head bent, into the vineyard.
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All afternoon Dick wOI:ked without talking to his uncle.
The clip clip of the shears swelled in the vast silence, sounding like sharp cries, and at intervals, there rolled out f:roni
the black sky a measured rumbling. The clouds were very
thick now: heavy, purple-black clouds, casting'a pall over·
the farm.
Of a sudden, following a shocking crash, it started
raining, suddenly pouring" thunder drumming out and
crashing.
Avery and Dick ran to the house. They. stood in the
porch and watched the rain p~ppiIfg on the barn, streaming,
dripping down, forming puddles in the yard.
"Throw a blanket on Sparks/' Martha called -from
inside.
"I'll go," Dick said.
"Better feed'im now, Dick :t'save doin' it later," Avery
said. "I'll milk the cow 'fore dinner."
,
Dick hurried out to the barn.
The rain descended in sheets, and the wind caught it
. up and swirled it round and round in a savflge rhythm, a
mad, crashing and cracking rhythm with the rain beating
down like m~rbles and drilling the earth. Through the
blackness 'flashed out swift ribbons of blinding light that
lanced the swollen sky and raged the rain's intensity.
Not until dinner did the storm subsiae, when it slanted
off to a showering steadiness. The wind had shifted from
south to southwest, whip·ping the rain against the kitchen
windows.
Avery was happy. ., "Hope it rains on like this a w~ek'r
more," he chuc~led.
Dick was moody, sitting near the stove.
Martha said, "Y'ain't thinkin' of leavin' in the mornin',
are y' Dick?"
Dick was like stone.'
"Y'can't," Ayery said, "with all this rainY
Dick said, "The rain makes no difference, Uncle Ben."

.
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Martha was angry. "Y're a fool, Dick Avery, f'
talkin'-"
"Will y'leave me alone?"
Martha put down the dishes, came over and faced Dick.
~
"Y'must tell me what happened last night."
Dick did not answer.
"Why'd y'stay out' 'til mornin' ?";
Avery cried, "Martha, what're y'sayin'?"
Martha disregarded her husband's question, her eyes
blading Dick, small black, fearless eyes.
"I want the truth, Dick Avery," Martha 'insisted.
Avery stood up. "Martha, y'd better f'get it."
With~ut turning, Martha said, tDick ain't been up t'no
. good." She accented theJast word: "It~ain't like a Avery
to be runnin' off like a coyote-y'ain't stole, Dick, or killed-"
"I ain't nothin' like that!" Dick exclaimed.
"Y'ain't done nothin' wrong, Dick," Avery said, hesitant and worried, "tell'er so. Tell y'r aunt y'ain't done
nothin' y'd be 'shamed of, Dick."
.
Dick choked. "I have, Uncle Ben . . . 1 just ain't n'
good...."
Avery and Martha stared at him, stunned by his admission. They were like two old trees coming out of a
roaring wind fnto a frightful nothingness. Their faces were
fear-torn, crossed with pain and' dejeotion.
When Dick spoke again, his strained voice seemed to :
boom and rEWerberate round the kitchen':
"I was with Carrie," he said.
Martha asked, fearfully, "Carrie Torrance?"
Dick nodded. "She's with child...."
His words fell, like glass, shattering into a deathly
silence. No one moved, no one uttered a sound-only the
rain dribbling on the roof and stretching the shingles with
hO,llow creaks, pattering down with a rhythmic drone.
Avery finally said, "John Torrance 'n' me, Dick, we
been friends a mighty long time...."
17
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Martha sighed
despairingly, pulled out· a\.chair
from
(}
.l
the table and sat down, folding her hands in h~ lap.
HWe're aimin' t'marry in the mornin'," Die, said.
Avery asked, "Does John know?"
UN0, "D'ICk sal·d .
I.'
t4John ain't goin' t'like it none," Avery mujttered.
•
Martha suddenly jumped to her feet. "What's that?"
"What's what?" Avery said.
"That noise," Martha said. "Didn't y,'·hear it?"
HMust be the rain y'neard,". Avery said.
"No," Martha s~id, Hlisten ..."
Dick became interested, turned and stared at his aunt.
"Maybe the porch door-"·
.
Avery did not complete the thought, for above the rain
outswelled a clamorous banging. Almost at orice, it ceased.
"Sounds like somethin' bein' ripped loose," Avery said.
Dick remarked softly, HWind ain't that bad...."
Avery was about to say something when someone
knocked. Avery paused; then
stepped to the door, peering out into the dark porch.
'
"Who's there?" he said.
A weak voice answered, "May I come in ?"
"It's Carrie!" Dick cried, rushing out.
They cam.e in together. Carrie was wet and cold,
trembling. Dick took ner coat, threw it on a chair, made her
sit by the stove) and helped remove: her shoes. A complete
change had come over Dick.
Carrie was breathless. HDick," she stammered, "Dad's
.,...."
... comln
"Here?"
Carrie nodded, crying softly.
"Let 'im come," Martha said. "I'll talk t'him m'self."
Avery said,."There's nothin't'cry'bout, Carrie."
"Here," Martha said, pushiilgDick aside, "I'm goin'
t'Pl;lt y't'bed, Carrie. Why;y're as cold as a ",pumphandle.;'
A thundering, splinte~ing roar as of bokrds breaking
and screeching suddenly echoed round t~e farm.

.
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"It come from the barn," Martha said.

Dick slammed out through the porch into the yard.
There he halted, Avery rushing up behind, the same instant
the barnboards cracking. Sparks, neighing madly, crashed
through the barnwall with a wild plunge and pounded in
their direction. Dick grabbed his uncle by the arm and
dove under the fig tree just as Sparks tore dangerously past
them.
Dick ran to the barn for a bridle. "Head'im off, Uncle
Ben!" he yelled. "Run'im in the ThompsQns 1"
The wind and rain and darkness swallov,ved up the
horse, but the galloping fury of Sparks split through the
blackness like thunder. , 4"
.
"Dick !" Avery shou~ed,~'Dick !" .
"Up here!" Dick answered from the Thompsons.
"Send'im up this way!"
"Here he comes I"
Like a black and formless cloud Sparks came charging
and slopping through the mud upon Dick. The young man
appeared determined to capture the snorting animal, crying "Whoa-whoa, Sparks I Whoa there I"
,Sparks drew up short, whinnied, and as quickly he
twisted 'round and disappeared in the Thompsons, going
towards the alfalfa field.
Avery caught up with Dick, panting. "Where'd he

go?"
Dick yelled back over his shoulder, "He's headin' for
the pasture!"
"The barbed-wire fence, Dick!" Avery cried. "y'got
t'stop 'im 1"
I
Avery followed slowly. His shoes were heavy with
mud. The rain pricked his face. When he topped the nump
and started down, he heard a highstrung, jangling noise
and knew that'Sparks was ripping through the barbwire
)
fence.
"Dick 1" he called again and again, "Dick!"
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There was no answer.
He reached the fence, searching
.
for the snapped wires. As he slushed along, he beat the
fence with a Thompson
cane, for the darkness
.
. and rain
blinded him. He found the exact spot. Two heavY stakes
were down, the wires broken; then his foot struck something soft.
It was Sparks' blanket.
For a while he stood there, not knowing which way to
go. He called to Dick, but he knew it was useless, for Dick
was somewhere off beyond hearing. Slowly ,he turned hom'eward, now and again pausing to listen, but there was only
the rain chattering in the vines.
' .
When Avery walked into the house, he was shocked by
. the sight of John Torrance. For a moment he remained in
the doorway, his face wet, clothes muddy, his gaze like ice.
"Hello there, Ben," Torrance $aid. "Did y'catch
,
Sparks?"
"No," Avery said, closing the door. "Dick's still out
there chasin' ..."-pausing, he stared at .;rorrance, knowing
too well what the husky farmer was ~hinking-"y'ain't
layin' no hand on Dick," Avery suddenly arned Torrance.
.
"He's goin'-"
"Just a minute, Ben," Torrance int rrupted, smiling.
"I been talkin' t'Martha . . . I want t'liiave a talk with

II

· k •••• "
DIC

I

Martha silently regarded the men.
Torrance said, "¥'d better change them overalls, Ben."
"Guess I'd better....."
Later, the men smoked and talked, avoiding references
to Dick and Carrie; but Avery was worried, glancing.
towards the door each time he heard R sound.
Martha said, "HopeDick ain't hurt, Ben
"
"Not Dick," Avery said, "not Dick, Martha
" f
"Y'ain't n'cause t'worry 'bout'im," Torrance said.
Avery grew pale. "John," he said in low tones, "Dick
is like m'own son. He was only ~ seven when Matt went on.
We raised 'im ... well, John, he's all we got...."
j ,
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Torrance was uncomfortable. He rubbed his chin,
.
"1 k now, B en. . . ."
sayIng,
Avery began, "It ain't like we was askin'-"
He stopped as he heard footsteps.
Dick entered. He shut the door, crossed his arms and
leaned back, his eyes resting on Torrance.
.
Torrance rose. For a moment the farmer seemed to
weigh the dilemma pressing against ~is mind, glanced back
at Avery, and then approached Dick with a smile, extending
his hand.
"Hello, son," he said.
Dick could not speak. He shook hands with~ Torrance.
"Did y'bring back the stallion?" Torrance asked.
Dick was dazed. "No," he said,looking down.
He added, softly, "Sparks's ... dead...."
"Dead?" Torrance 'said, surprised.
"Went down ip the swamps," Dick explained slowly.
There was a brief silence, a strang:e and aching quiet.
It had stopped raining.
Avery came over to Dick, took him by the arm.
"Everythin's goin' t'be all right, Dick," he said, "everythin' ..."
Dick looked
at Martha, as 'though wondering about·
.
Carrie..
"Carrie's asleep, Dick," Martha said.
Dick smiled weakly; then his eyes filled, and he swal\ lowed hard, unable to restrain himself from crying. A sob
choked him. ~~He pulled open the door and ran out into the
night, rushing towards the corral.
'

It
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You Should See Shettles
By

KATHLEEN~SUTTON
<l>

a

•

bales of a strange looking hay laoelled
Kudzu appeared on displa,y in every bank in north
Alabama, my"" naturally energetic. curiosity was stirred to.
action. Which ultimately brought me to Mr. Pruitt, head
of the soil conservation program in Li~estone Valley.
.
"Kudzu," he, explained
enthusiastIcally, "prevents soil
.
erosion, which is o.pretty bad in this non-porous' red clay
around here,' It also makes good hay. If you like, I'll take
you out and show you our wh.ole program in this section."
Mr. Pruitt is a slight, earnest young man not so lorlg
out of agricultural college at Auburn. We drove out the
highway, soon turning off on the narrow red roads that.-,
wind through endless acres'of corn and cotton interspersed '
with small stretches of timber and pasture land. ' Withottt his mentio:p.ing it, I was impressed that ip some fields the
corn stood about ten feet high, while in others. it was barely
three. Likewise', the cotton in' some instances was thick
with the snowy bolls, while other showed th~' growth gorle
mostly to foliage.
"That's -the difference between the farmers who c~~
operated with us and those who didn't,'" Mr. Pruitt e*, plained. "Notice in those healthy fields how the rows follow
the natural curve of the slope. That's what we call contoqr
plowing. The farmers hate it because it'.s more troubl~;'
they are used to plowing straight."
"Then why-?" I asked, feeling stupid.
"It keeps the rains' from washing straight down. t~e
slope and gullying it out. The water runs along the rows,
the overflow caught by the terracing-'that's those grassty
mounds separating the rows every twelve feet or so-'bqt
the main stream is directed into a natural ravine emptying
into timberland if convenient. Otherwise it goes into tHe
road gullies." ._ ~
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He paused, a brooding expression darkening his face.
"The trouble with emptying it into the road gullies is that
it wears them down' sometimes twelve or fourteen feet.
That puts the road pretty high up. On this slick day.1t's
mighty easy to skid off into the guily-which isn't so good."
I could see that. Even on a dry road, those formidable
gullies on either side were slightly nerve wracking. ractfully I pointed out a field of exceptionally tall cwrn. He
admitted it was a good stand. "But you should see Shettles'
corn! He's been interplanting with crotalaria now for two,
years."
.
"She~tles?" I asked curiously.
"Yeah. Crotalaria is a lagume we s~w between rows.
It reseeds itself and is a soil builder. You see, bacteria store
nitrogen in the roots and-"
"But Shettles," I persisted. "Who is he?"
"A nigger around here. He owns forty acres, and he's
one of the best citizens we have, black or white. If more
farmers were like him this would soon· be the richest land
in the state. ' He's done everything we told him, and the
trouble is to keep him from workin~g. That's unusual you
know-for a nigger."
I inquired if he had difficulty in getting the farmers to
follow his p,rogram. "The worst trouble," he said, "is with
the tenant farmers-the share croppers. They don't own
the land and they don't care what happens to it in the next
twenty years. The landlords co-operate to the extent of
telling us to go ahead, and providing fertilizer and toolsbut they don't show any real interest in the tenants who
go right back to planting cotton when we aren't looking."
We drove on, Mr. Pruitt continuing to point out examples of strip planting, crop rotation, and hills taken out
of cultivation entirely, drilled with seedling slash or loblolly
pine, or graceful black locust. "This is a little no~h t for
slash," he said, "but we find it does all right. We're planting it in anticipation of'the paper industry. Loblolly's for
~
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timber, and black locust is used for fence posts. In thirty
years we should have good forests along here."
He was quiet a moment, a look of sadness again crQss....
ing his face. "Sometimes," he brooded, "we've drilled a
whole hill with slash pine-,.and one of those share croppers
has come along and plowed it all under and sowed cotton."
"But Shettles-he wouldn't do that, would he?"
He brightened instantly. "I wish you ~ould see ·that
Shettles working black locust. He hoes it like it was cotton.
And he's got the best field of kudzu hay around here. Fpr
two years he's done everything"we told him-and, his cotton!
I wish you could see his cotton!"
I was intensely interested in this Shettles. A negro who
. does everything he is told fop two years bears investigation.
I inquired if he lived near enough for us to pay him a ca;ll.
Mr. Pruitt was as delighted as a small boy asked to show eff
his pet dog. We turned off on an even narrower road winding gently upa hill. Half-way up,he pointed. out a deep,
ugly looking red gully. "That's soil erosion at. its worst,"
he said. "Bu~ Shettles has planted kudzu in a place just as
bad as that, and it is nearly healed over already. The
tangled roots spread the water and hold the soil."
All the way up· I heard of the wonders Shettles had
performed under the supervision of Mr. Pruitt. He was
the "workingest" negro in Alabama, and his farm, which "
had been practically ruined by erosion, was now one of tpe
,. most productive in the valley. Shettles, it would seem, didn't
care whether he grew cotton or soy beans, just so long ~s
he kept busy plowing and' sowiJ:lg and working his fields.
Whatever failure or discouragement Mr. Pruitt had met
with elsewhere was obviously more than compensated for'
by Shettles' whole-hearted co-operation.
I could s~arcely restrain my eagerness to meet Shettles,
when at last we drove up before an unpainted shacltwith a
sagging front porch railed by a row of scraggly fern.owing in lard pails. A husky looking young negro sprawled'
on the plank step, asleep.
I

III

'
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"Where's Shettles?" Mr. Pruitt called to him.
negro yawned widely and sat up. "He inside
sleepin'," he said at last. "Y'all want I should call him?"
Mr. Pruitt looked rather peculiar. "Tell him I want
to see him." .
. It
In a few moments a middle-aged negro, wearing patched
overalls and a grin spread from ear to ear, appeared. "Mr.
Pruitt, I sho' am proud you come by to see me t'day. Howdy,
Mist'ess. I jest about fixin' to leave hyere."
.
"Leave!" I exclaimed incredulously. "Why, Shettles,
Mr. Pruitt has been telling me what a fine worker you are
and how splendid your farm in coming along."
He grinned even more widely. "Yas'm, hit sho'" is.
But Mr. Pruitt, he done fooled me too much. He say whin
I sign Ipy name to dat coperatin' paper, dat I jest leave
hit all to him an' he gits me de bestest farm in Alabama.
He ain't say nothin' about all dat turracin' I gotta do dat
break a man's back twell h"e cain't hardly -move."
"But the terracing saved your cotton' field, didn't it.?"
Mr. Pruitt interrupted hastily. "Haven't you got the biggest yield you've ever had?"
"Yassuh. But I ain't got de strengf to pick hit. An'
Dozie-dat's my wife," he explained to me, "she say she
done wore out plowin' and hoein' all summer on -dat black
locus', an' effen she gonna pick cotton too I gots to cook de'
soup. Soup cookin' ain't no job fo" a' man, an' I fixin' -to
lease de farm to Walter yonder and split on degover'ment
, cash money an 'go up de country to Washin'ton. Dozie, she
got kinfolks dere."
Mr. Pruitt's face was crimson, and he waved his arms
excitedly. "But you can't go way off to Washington, Shettles.
You'd die away from this farm. You'd always be wondering
about your cotton crop and-"
"Yassuh, dat's what de doctor done tol' me. But Dozie,
she gittin de change ob life, an' she cain't wuk like she could.
She say she gits so hot she fall flat in de fiel'. An' dis
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mawnin' she tuk a hard whuppin' whin she step in a waspes'
nest. She in de house now wif her ankle all swoll up."
"But Shettle~, with all this. fine stahd of corn and
cotton-"
"Yassuh, ·Mr. rruitt, but cotton sellin' fo' nine cents, .
an' 1 'clarefo' de awd, hit costes me all 0' dat to grow hit.
An' 1 done broke Y back an' got me a nervous tpisery all
ober my body tur acin' like you tol' me. Wiv Doxie plumb
wore out now, -I r ckon·1 lease de farm like 1 said an' go up
to Washin'ton. ~r. Roosevelt, he don' 'want no turracin' ·
done up dere too,
he?"

1

'.'
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T.o Beauty
By

GEORGE ST. CLAIR

1 have seen Beauty in the rainbow's arch,
And felt it iq the sunset's fading rose~'
;Have heard'it in the loud waves' trampling march,
And where still quiet water gently flows:
Color and light and sound have been to me
Wate~ and food to :Qelp sustain this life;
A keen a'nd never-failing ecstasy,
.
A solace in our dreadful rush and strife:
The modest violet's faintly perfumed breath,
The splendor of the summer's full-blown flower,
The pallor of the lily near its death,
.
Colors that shift and change each changing hour:
These may I joy in. till I sink to rest,
Knowing that Beauty gave me of her best.
~'"
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Santa Fe and the Tourist
By

JOHN

C. NEFF

FE is small enough, historic enough, individual
enough to attract the attention of outsiders. Hundreds
of tourists swarm thr..ough its narrQw streets each day
during the summer. They rush into the museums and ·the
Old Palace, hurry around the various rooms, sometimes lagging behind for a second, Or sometimes hurrying ahead
to a point of interest so that they will have a few moments
of concentration before the others catch up. But always it
is done in a hurry. And when they leave Santa Fe, they
feel they have seen all, and of course know all, there is to
know and see.
The tourist comes, the tourist sees, the tourist conquers.
He is at once a curse and a savior. His positive knowledge
that his own home town is far superior to the one he visits,
that his own people are better than these strangers-·that is
the curse. His bulging pocket, his .unreasonable willingness to spend money-that is the savior. As in other parts
- of the world, this is true of the tourist in Santa Fe.
The Fourth of July is, however, one day in which .the
tourist is conveniently brushed into the background. The
native citizen comes upon the stag~and stays there. The
arty, the newer cosmopolitan people of the town keep more
to themselves, in the hills. You can see their fireworks
shooting into the warm sky, breaking over the slopes where
the town ends. But the more essential element, the common
Yankee, the dark Mexican, the swarthy Il}dian: all these
come to the Plaza, which has been the true life-centerof,
Santa Fe for hundreds of years. Here is the Old Palace that
has flown so many flag~;' here is ~he fine new Museum; here
are the J.:estaurants and shops and banks; here, at one corner, is one of America's finest hotels. Here, indeed, is the
center of the second most cosmopolitan city in the United
States.
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All day there have been festivities in the low adobe'
houses that squat so comfortably by the curbless streets."
Meals of tamales and beans and chocolate and wine and beer
and cheese. Humming guitars. Uninhibited laughter. And
the continual odor of burning pinon streams from the'
houses, reaching out into the hills. But when evening
comes, when the sun has dropped in the clouds behind the
Jemez Mountains and the highway to Albuquerque fades
with the light, everyone comes down to the Plaza to watc~
everyone else who has corne down. It is very curious to see
~
how much I?ure enjoyment people can get out of watchingother people.
"
The M.exican men stand in small groups, at the si~es of
the Plaza. In plain dark clothes, often hatless, they look
strange to an eye accustomed. to seeing them only in 'fiction
and films. Hand-rolled ciga.rette~angle from the corners,
of their mouths. They stand together, hardly talking.
Occasionally;; there is an outburst of laughter, and theJ;l silence! again., Their women enjoy walking up and down the '.
four sides of the Plaza, past the Palace, past the shops and
restaurants, the bank, the hotel. With assurance, they: move
along, stepping over familiar ground. So unlike the famous
manner of the nervous, curious, mid-western farmer in his
seems to be
town. of a Saturday night: In their faces there
,
a definite contempt for the rich people who are celebrating
the occasion in the fine homes in the hills. When they walk
by thei~ dark men, they smile, exchanging a word or two..
•The tourists, they igno.re~ ,
.
A few degenerate Indians, bright bands tied tightly'
about their heads, are squatted along the~si~ewalk, trying
desperately to sell, their turquoise or silver or pottery.
Black pottery from Santa Clara, or brilliant pieces from
Tesuque. ' It makes no difference what it is or where it
comes from, the Mexican wo~en pass them by. Only the
bouyant tourist heeds these Indians. Their profession, if.
profession it can be called, is much akin to that of sellers .of

.
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scarlA':d ties and cheap bracelets on Eroadway: it is a
lowly job·, rewarded usually by discontent.
But ito the vigorous tourist, come from the far corners
of the eirth, these Indians sprawled about the Plaza are the
acme of. picturesqueness! The eastern women in' particular
stop amll sputter a few stock Spanish phrases to the dear
little Indian, and then give him a bright fifty cent piece in
exchange for atiny bowl that is, from the very beginning,
quite worthless. It will not hold water. Its shape is imperfeet: and therefore it'" refuses to sit properly on your table
no matter how much you steady it. Of course there are
places in Santa Fe (or at the pueblos themselves)" where
you can buy good, handsome pottery. But the brightly
scarfed, heavily torquoised women, who somehow ha;~:~ri't ~
time for the Pueblos, much prefer to buy something directly
from "that old Indian Cpief." They return home and tell
their friends about the wonderful lines in the old fellow's
face, a~d the gutteral sounds in his voice, and my dear he
must surely have fought quster! Before you· know dt, t~e
women, in their various Eastern communities,' are called
"
upo~ to give a two-hour lecture on "My Rambles Through
the Indian Country," before the assembled members of the
Tuesday Tulip Club. Everyone is enthralled. Such a romantic subject! What a glorious place! All the women teJI
their husbands about the enchantment of the Indian country. Net result: The Indian country is flooded the following
summer. If the truth were really known, it would be amazing to see how much the eC~)Jiomic stability of Santa Fe
depends on Tuesday Tulip Clubs!
But, as we said a while ago, the Fourth in Santa Fe is
a day for Santa Feans. Everyone, you 'might say, goes to
town. The small boys, some dark and some light,' scamper
about the Plaza, setting off firecrackers beneath parked autos
and wagons, or just behind you as you rest for a moment at
the corner of a street, or sometimes they light them and
throw them into the lawn patches of the Plaza where the
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crowd- is thickest. A few policemen chase the boys, and
then the firecracker excitement stops for a \while.
The older' boys are too big for such pranks. There is
something much more important for them to be about. Espe~
cially the dark, handsome Mexican boys stroll elegantly
through the crowd. They take one turn around, and then
get their heads together in <;onsultation. It .is a mighty
serious business. One, dressed conspicuously in a white
shirt, sleeves rolled up, collar opened on an ever so slight
trace of hair; bids his companions adios and effectively begins to follow three young Mexican girls. 'He follows them'
completely around the Plaza,. and wh~n he passes his
friends his head bobs a little and he shoves his hands into
his fine white pants. The rest of the boys giggle and begin
calling after him. In his oWn mind, of course, the boy has
decided which girl he likes best. The one with the white
dress and white ribbon in her hair. She is truly pretty.
Dark' eyes, black curly hair.. Her young mouth has soft,
full curyes. But just as the boy is about to speak to her, a
man-walks up, says something to the girls and they promptly
follow him over to a bench.' Their mother is waiting there.\"
- They have, at last, got a bench and are glad to sit down!
The boy returns to his friends, and· decides that maybe it's
better to get a few firecrackers after all
In the meantime, the band is playing on the raised
stand on the north side of the Plaza. The conductor is a
short, moustached fellow, with pince nez. Pompously, he
swings his baton through the warm summer air, and the
strains of "Celito Lindo" tun through the crowd. Later,there are other songs. Everyone standing near the band
joins in witli singing. The genuine hilarity spreads, even
catching the silent groups of men at the sides. The tourist
suddenly feels· that perhaps he was correct in. wearing that
ten gallon hat and high heeled boots and bright neck scarf.
It makes him, he assumes, at one with the natives. Oh, won't
this be something to tell when we get home! Wait till I
give my lecture!
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Some of the tourist"women grow more and more courageous and begin mingling with the crowd near the bandstand. Even, they begin to hum the ~exican songs. Others
of them wander in and out o~ the shops (which on other
days are t~eirs), pretending to understand the soft melodious Mexican that is being spoken in them. ~d, finally,
when the band strikes up the National Anthem everyone is
feeling so good that the entire Plaza stands, literally, at
attention-while the .fireworks continue to go off from tIle
homes in th~ hills.
With characterh~tic slowness, the crowd gradually
retires. And the tourist, feeling somewhat elated over the
fact that he was, in a fashion, able to join in with the native
spirit of Santa Fe eveh on the Fourth, retires to his rooJIl
with excited anticipation for tomorrow. Let's see: Breakfast -at 7 :30. Drive to Puye at 8. Choice of Museum or
Palace (or both) at 11 :15. Lunch at 12. Make full notes for
the Tuesday Tulip Club- immediately after lunch!
.
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Rhythm Sunset
By GEORGE MEYER
There is a glowing, magic ;music
In the sunset of New Mexico;
Gold-laced eloud-wisps hung above
The purple-gray volcano's rim
Echo a strange and rhythmic music. '.
Drum-beat and flute-cry sing of a nation
UndYing, eternal, in minor key;
Sing of the brooding mesa-land,
And of the people who danced and sang
Long years ago.
..

The throaty, passionate voices rise
In paso doble and canciQn;
Coronado's sons: the footsteps tread .
Mejico.
The Jarabe of an'cient
.
/

The swinging two-b~t of the bass drum,
The coaxing, soaring 'harmony
Of E-fiat alto s~ and tenor, .
Herald a newcomer to the land
And speak in a quaver of vibrating reeds.
Of the sp'lendid, strong new race to come.

..

Hush-a-hush of gourd maracas;
Navajo rattle, rain-beseeching;
Stacatto three-two clack of claves"~
An echoing, tumultuous fugue
With the swish-swat of wire-brush jazz-sticks.
Brawling, sighing, whispering, screaming;
Insinuating, pulsing, hoping, compelling:
1119] .
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. From far beyond the west horizon
I There comes a glowing, haunted music,
At sunset time a magic music,
Rich in overtones of the -ages,
Ages of the past and ages of the fl~.tur~;
Blending, like dissonant city noises,
To a masterpiece of counterpoint.
From far beyond the west horizon
There comes a gold and scarlet music:
The rhythm of the sunset
In New Mexico.
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Smoke Talk

.

The following is an editorial reprinted from The New
Mexico Lobo of March 26, 1938, with the consent of the
author, Lyle Saunders.
WINGS OVER BARCELONA

Tonight there will be darkness over Barcelona. Between the buildings and the stars a flock of great silver birds
will circle in the dark, still air, swooping down at intervals
to drop their metal excrement on the shuddering town.

* * *

Was it for this that Icarus dared the splendor
of the skies? Was it this Da Vinci dreamed, working alone in his high and lonely tower, covering
the pages of h~s notebook with drawing of wings?
Was it for this that Frank and Orville Wright, toiling at Kittyhawk, gave reality to man's audacious
drea~ of flight. Was this the vision that sustained
Bleriot when with faltering motor he ventured 01,lt
over the blue-green roadway of the" English
channel?

* *

:Ii

Tonight in the cellars of Barcelona, people will huddle
close to the walls, listening to the ominous drone of the glit-,
tering birds. Strange flowers of smoke an~ ~fiame will
blossom unseen in the silent streets. The roar of man-made
thunder and the whistle of steel will drown out the menaci~g hum of the birds.

* * *

I

"

»
II

.

. For many centuries man dreamed of the machine. Working by candlelight in dark cottages,
herding his sheep on windy hillsides, slinking
through the stinking alleys of sprawling cities, he
dreamed of its "'glistening beauty and the freedom

~
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that it would bring. And then the dream was r~al,
and man raised his eyes from the soil as the quiet
humming of the machines sounded over the world.

* * *

r

Tonight the silver machines will drone over Barcelona,
seeking the men who were their masters. Tonight by a
broken wall, man, the dreamer, will crouch in fear, shrinking from the machines that fill the night with their angry
roaring.
There is a vibrant darkness over the ancient cities of
·Spain. Tonight there will be wings in the darkness-wings
in the night ov·er pitiful Barcelona.

1

I
~

I

I

f
i
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Los Paisanos
Saludo a todos los paisanos:
History was made last month when Dr. Zimmerman
placed the first book on the shelves of the new library. Miss
Shelton was there and Mr. Meems the architect was there;
the three congratulated each other; one can't say which was
the proudest, an~d then the colossal job of moving was
turned over to Miss Shelton, who, for months, had been
getting ready for the occasion of a lifetime. Everybody
turned out to carry books; the faculty, the students and all
the "hired help." The band played ~s the book-carrying
procession moved across the campus to the most beautiful
library one could .wish for, and Miss Shelton reminisced
about her first library-moving, "from two~rooms in Hodgin
to a fine new building .with a reading-room." We invite all
"paisanos" to the formal opening in the fall; we know you
. will be just as proud as we are. We especially want you to
see "our own Miss Russell',' in her beautiful periodical room.
FQr four years she has been in a basement piled so high with
magazines and newspapers that one could hardly find Miss
, Russell, but Miss Bussell has Itever been known to misplace
a magazine, or fail to find just exactly the one you wanted.
If you come to Miss Shelton's "at home" you might bring
one of those "rare copies" you have lying around; she would
give you an extra nice welcome..
. . : From Horace Gardner, medical student at Yale,
comes an interesting side-light. "I have been down to the
drama school once or twice and have seen very good plays
both times. They have a definitely professional approach,
but I think the University of New Mexico can very well hold
• up its head under a searching comparison. I went to see
one play-a thing about Maxmillian and Carlotta-a costume play which compared very favorably in my mind with
[ 123 ]
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"Saines" Star of Madrid, both in composition and presentation. The fact that it is :hot undergrad.uates, but graduate
students of the "Drawma" who give the plays ce~tainly give6
me a great appreciation of the things(at home." ... From an
extremely critical "young intellectual" such news is interesting.... All honors go to Dr. Ruth Underhill at this particular time because two very important books have just
been released by her publishers which indicate this author's
ability, and scholarly approach to archaeology, .history and
poetry. . . . First Penthouse Dwellers of A meiica is being
widely reviewed and is considered a distinct contriQution.
Fourteen months in the Papago country were spent inpreparation of her secona book, Singing for Power. The
songs were written down first in the transmuted "song
language," then in spoken Papago, and finally written in.as
accurate a free rendering of English as possible. Dr. Underhill has been working under the auspices of the Council for
Social Research, of Columbia University, 'and all those who
had the opportunity of meeting her during her brief visits
in Albuquerque, to and from reservations, el].joyed her charm
as well as her scholarship.... Covici Friede announce a new
book by Robert Forsythe, author of Redder Than the Rose,
called Reading From Left to Right. According to the publishers, Forsythe "has more than a sense of humor. He is
posses&or of a gift for epithet, a malicious eye for windy
pretense; he is our most exciting commentator on personalities, world events, books, movies, sports, plays, and the
whole American scene." . . . As most people around here
know, Rob.ert Forsythe is Kyle Crichton.... Conrad Richter,
whose very popular Sea of Grass has been translated into
several langua1jfes, is here with Mrs. Richter to attend the .
commenceme~n; exercises of the Univet;sity of New Mexico
be~use their d 'ughter, Harvena, is a member of the graduating class.
arvena is considered the best. poet on the
campus and won the Katherine Mather Simms English
award for outstanding work. . . . Mr. Richter expects to.
spend the summer in Iowa gathering material for a "new
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book. '... Lucille Welch, one of the most prolific and successful pulp writers here, is hard at work on a MSS of "something different." ... Clay Vaden, of Bluewater, industrious
reviewer of Westerns, had a note on New Me?Cico in New
Yorker, recently.... Philip apd Eloise Du :Bois are collab. orating on travel stories. They have sold several, as well as
a number of photographs taken on European trips..' .. D. H.
Lawrence's play, David, was given at Occidental College
recently. Frieda Lawrence was an honored guest for
the occasion.. ~ . Albuquerque is so'proud of Erna Fergusson
that not a friend was missing the other evening when she
closed the La Quinta lecture series at Los .Poblanos. Iler
topic, "Latins From an American Yiewpoint," had a strong
appeal at this particular time'. Many saia that 'her lecture
"was the best of all," and this winter we havebeen lectured,
by none other than: Sinclair Lewis, Carl Sandburg, Stewart
Ii Chase, Madariag~-so-Mi~s Fergusson's book on Venezuela
will be -:ne of the important publications of the late summer.... Santa Feans are very much interested in Thomas
Wood Steven's just-out Westward Under Vega, because Mr.
Stev~ns, formerly professor of-drama at Leland Stanford, is
now living in Santa Fe. The novel is in verse and revolves
around two young people who grow tired of clerical jobs
and turn westward for adventure, guided by the great star
Vega. . . . Eleanor Pesonen, ye'ry nice and accommodating
new owner of the Villagra Bpok Shop, is 'giving a literary.
tea next week in honor of Mr. Stevens, and the distinguished
poet, Haniel Long, whose new book, Whitman and the
Springs of Courage, will be off the Rydal Press py that,
time.... Everyone who goes to Santa F,e should qrop and
see John and Carol Dorman of the Santa Fe.. Art Gallery in
Sena Plaza. There you can puy a Will Shuster,.a Raymond
Jonson, a Gustave Baumann or any of your favorites among
the nationally known Indian painters. If you haven't any
money you can just look and be thrilled by the variety and'
excellence of the pictures in the gallery. The very charming "
Mrs. Dorman may ask you to have a cup a tea, and you will

in

r-
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find yourself hating to leave and wishing you were rich....
Matt Pearce announces that the University of New Mexico
will sponsor a series of summer lecturers: Thomas Wood
Stevens, Erna Fergussoq, lIaniel Long, Frieda Lawrence,
and Reginald Pole will b~ among them, with the possibility
of John Gould Fletcher and Aldons Hux~ey. If you are in
Albuquerque, come up to the campus on Thursday evenings
... poetry and inspiratioI]. "... await you.
Hasta la proxima vez.
JULIA KELEHER.
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Book Reviews
Beyond Dark Hills-Jesse Stuart, E. P. Dutton & Co.--$3.50.
'"

Soil-Kentucky soil, and Kentucky hills, written with
passion and tenderness, and the growth of an individual
who looked beyond the horizon. This is the dual theme of
a
Jesse Stuart's autobiography.
_
Jesse Stuart's physical world-wanderings have not
carried him far: a short jaunt with a carnival troupe, a
blistery-hot period in a s~utliern steel mill, graduation fr~m
a Tennessee agricultural college, and a year at Vanderbilt
University. Then a joyous return to the beloved hill country
and a career as a teacher-poet in his native county.
Always, we are aware of Jesse Stuart, the strong, the
passionate, the earth-poet. Always, the characters are portrayed and projected-not beca~se of theit own significance
-nor because of their influence upon the author's growth,
but only' because they serve to clramatizecertain phases of
his life. The brief glimpses given of these characters are c,
intriguing; one wants to know them better but: 'never gets
the opportunity.
.
.
The best chapters in the book, those deallng with the
religion of the hill folk, his experiences .in the steel mill,
and his fight for the county people during his y~ar· as county .'
school superintendent, never realize their full artistic possibilities because of this tendency on the part of the author.
The writing is often crude and emotionally overladen
but the reader usually finds himself absorbed in the mood
created. The main fault to be remarked upon is the lack of
restraint exercised by the author. Many messages lose their
power over the reader because
of the tiring verbosity.
,
The poetry, interspersed,throughout the book, is much
superior to the prose. I would dare say that the book
should be read, if for nothing else, because of -Mr. Stuart's
fine po~try.
~~

MANUEL BERG.•
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And So to War-Hubert Herring-Yale University Press-193B.

.;~

,j

I

The timely book And So to War, by Hubert Herring, is
thought-provoking and somewhat startling. Well-informed
upon the workings of the State Department and clearly
aware of the power of the chief executive to bring this
country into a state of war, Mr. Herring draws some pertinent parallels between the build-up for war in the years
preceeding the World War and the'events of the recent past.
The difference is one of tempo which has been considerably
speeded up and not a difference of motives. For, says Mr.
Herring, "In the pursuit of peace we keep our gunboats in
a war zOne on the Yangtze, our marines in Chinese ports,
furnish convoys to Standard Oil barges, strengthen our
Asiatic squadron; and send cruis,ers to join in the British"
dedication of the Singapore base."
,
Although officials repeatedly state that we want peace,
they also let it be known that that the American rules are to
be followed and if not-an increased army and navy must
enforce peace. A curious paradox of peace to be maintained
by war. The dangers of p.rotecting American property
where a state of war exists, whether recognized or not, are
quite apparent. Yet the United States has ordered, through
the commander of the American Asiatic squadron, that
assistance to our nationals should be given when needed.
In. another parallel, Mr. Herring: recalls the leaders of
1914-1918 and how their -acts in the cold light of history
furthered the adherence 0;£ the United States to the Allies
until, finally, war was declared, and the policies and positions of the present leaders. Especially to be noted is the
•
similarity in plan and reactions of the late President Woodrow Wilson and the present executive. An analysis of the
international outlook of the President through British
glasses, for, says Mr. Herring, "Franklin D. Roosevelt is
the latest of Gods good gifts to the British Empire," and
an examination of the power of the President to involve the
United States in complicated and non-neutral world relationships ,are well done. It makes one more aware' of the
serious inarticul~tion of the average citizen and the danger
•

I

!
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of becoming entangled in international difficulties pefore
one, ts well apprised of the events that have brought the
situation to pass.
Reciting, most briefly, some historic incidents of AnglOAmerican joint procedure, Mr. Herring states that there are
three chief chapters in which the United States has docilely
followed the English lead. We would be inclined to question
this point, as well as the assertion that Mr. George Canning's
recommendation to Minister Rush brought the Monroe Doctrine. Other st~tements challenge, but to the author of the
book the present situation offers a possible fourth chapter,
in this Anglo-American rel~tionship whereby we have
followed British dictates.
We are also reminded of the American delight in the
noble crus~de, our propensity for slogans for democracy and
our willingness to fight for this idealism, a line of action that
has as yet brought no solution. In 1918, we were allies of
. Italy and Japan, now
we speak with veiled threats against ,
,
- '
fascist states, and war pressure increases, bringing extended armaments, more nationalism, and greater power to
the dictators.
The book is purposeful and timely but <?ne could wish
for less sweeping generalizations or perhaps more justification for such broad statements. We would quarrel with the
implication that Eugene V. Debs' vote in the presidential
eiection of 1920 was' due' to his farsighted anti:'war policy
in 1917, and we grant that the conservative economic view
is not given much weight. Whether the solution offered by
the author is practical or even a solution we are not at all
sure, but it is certain that there.is forcefully brought to mind
the dangerous similarity of events of jingoism and of preparedness in 1917 and 1938. These parallels show the trend
of the times and one can. hope that such clarity o~ presentation will make us all aware' of the danger of the propaganda with which a trusting people can so easily be drugged.

.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N. M.
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FOIY' from Cibola.-Paul Horgan-Harpers, 1938--$1.75.

Paul Horgan,is something of ~ literary hexagon, a fact
self-evident by following the many works which he produces:
He cannot be grooved in style, technique, nor ideology.:
Between The Royal City and The Fault of Ang~ls there is
the width of an entire personality; between Main Line West
and Far from Clbolq there is yet another chasm to cross.
Far from Cibola, his latest published work (if none has been
published in the past few days, for Mr. Horgan is amazingly
prolific), is but an?ther example of his many-sidedness. It
is not the most successful' of his works, due, perha"ps, to the
Horganic dispassionate view of his material. This objectivity is successful in most .cases, but, at' the moment, to
treat the subject of social chaos with anything but an angry
conviction carries the threat of disinterest. And it is obvious
that Mr. Horgan does not have the personal anger in his
theme that seems necessary for its complete acceptance.
His coolness, even' coldness of observation, defeats
what would seem to be 'a crusade against a system that
makes relief a necessity. This may be due in part to the fact
that the characters driving their cars, even if they are bartering for gasoline; living jn their own homes, on their own
farms; eating heartily, if not of delicacies, do not seem to
have the need for relief that their mass reaction to the co~rt.:
house meeting pr~supposes. This II):ay be lack of reader
knowledge but, if so, the ~uthor has not translated his own'
knowledge of their need into concrete terms.
1
Set beside this flaw, at least it is a flaw to the reviewe~,
is some of the most :powerful writing which Mr. Horgan has
yet accomplished. The chapter, "Cowards," is passionately,
conceived and executed; here the author has anger in its
telling. It could stand alone as a story as could almost every
chapter of the book. This is not meant to convey the idea
that the entirety comes to pieces in your hands; the book
is tightly unified. "
It is difficult to put a finger on Mr. Horgan's creative
power. There is no preciousness in his words yet poetry
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comes from them. ·Wrought together, word on simple word,
there is an impact achieved which seems incredible if analyzed by separate sentences.
There is a vast amount of symbolism in Far from Cibola.
Not onlYI the title, 'but each chapter head, is symbolic. Even
the greater number of character names are symbols, tlle
Rood family, the Larks, Heart, and Fat, and Mrs. Rocker,
each connoting the way of their lives. Ellen Rood slaying
the snake, old Andrew Lark climbing the windmill, Heart's
seduction of the peasant evolved linotype youth-each character further contributes to his own symbolic incident.
The book is dedicated to Philip Stevenson and in its first
half is reminiscent of that,author's social plays.. Not that
Mr. Horgan is imitative of Mr.'Stevenson: He does not need
him. . But Leo has been the protaganist of too many
Stevenson plays not to appear .familiar at his introduetiQn.
It is true that Mr~ Horgan claims him for his own before "'I
the book is complete. But the thesis continues to round as if
it may have been developed after a far into the night talk
with the former Santa Fe novelist and playwright.
.
Mr. Horgan has the revelation for far more important
things than Far from Cibola. The book, in some ways,
appears to be no more th~n t~e ground work, the sketch, of a
greater novel of social consciousness yet to come.

.

-~

DOROTHY BELL HUGHES.

Albuquerque, New Mexil(o.
First Penthouses Dwellers of Ame~Ruth M. Underhill-J: J.
Augustin, New York City, April, 1938-XII, 155, bib., no inde~~~.
'
,
,
T~e charming style "of Doctor Underhill-and sixty ex-

cellent 'photographs by Miss Lilian Reichard combine to
make this little book the best popular account of the Pueblo
Indians to appear since Goddard's Handbook. The author has.
not allowed her training as an anthropologist to obscure the
, expositioti of Pueblo life with the often highly specialized
terminology of the ,ethnologist. In simple words and vivid

\
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phrases the present actual setting, economy, social organization and manifest religion are outlined. The illustrations
are apt and original. It is a pleasing relief to scan the
photographs without encountering the hackneyed outlines
of some copyrighted and overworked landscape or portrait.
The book is organized in six chapters entitled: "The
. First Immigrants," "The Peaceful Hopi," "Zuni the Center," "The Warriors of Keres," "The Catholic 'Tewa," and
"Taos by the Buffalo Country." As these titles indicate,
upon the I;>linth of Pueblo prehistory appear selected pueblos
which epitomize the physical and cultural variations that
obtain in the sweep of country from tl,1e Hopi pueblos to
Taos.
Through a clever selection of data and bits of evidence
-the rOle of maize, potsherds in stratigraphic sequence,
the distribution· of linguistic families, changes, in head form, ,
the tree ring record, architectural features, etc.-the author
skilfully leads the reader to the conclusion that ·th~re has
been no mysterious hiatus betw~e,n "cliff dweller" and
modern Pueblo, but rather that there has been a continuity
of life and slowly changing culture. In connection with
this chapter on prehistory are a number of views of ruins.
in the Chaco Canyon wh\ch will delight the loyal New Mexican, as will the statement "Anyone who ,takes the desert
drive to Chaco Canyon in New Mexico will see the most
amazing ruins in America."
.
,
In a felicitous manner, Mrs. Underhill has delineated
,the outstanding traits of the various groups con~idered. The
1 peaceful
Hopi-outstan4ing for precision and finish in
.group dancing; consummate craftsmen, chief exponents of
the clan-theocracy type of government (the author advisedly stresses the fact that the presence of a 'matrilineal,
matriocal, exogamous group known as a clan does not mean
a rule by women, contrary to popular opinion). Zuni-selfstyled center of the earth, lode-star of SP3:nish explorations
in the American Southw~st, much like the 'Hopi pueblos in
culture but more modified by Spanish influence, due to

I
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geographic position. The' Keres towns-actively antagon-,
istic toward ancient Spaniard and modern ipvestigator,
owners of the best farming land held by Pueblo India~,
most astute of traders. T!J.e. Tewa-most Spanish (along,
wjth certain Tiwa pueblos) of the native Southwesterners,
most visited by tourists throughout the year, famed for" a
renaissance of ceramic art and. the creation of a painti.ng
art (both strongly influenced by White culture) .'Tao~
outpost representative of the Tiwa against the Buffalo Indians of the Great Plains,meeting-place of various Indian
and White cultures.
.
In summary; Doctor Underhill has achieved a descrip. tion and an interpretation of the Southwestern Pueblos that
is remarkably good for a work that is avowedly written for
popular consumption. There has been no attempt to acquire
'''romantic'' 'interest at the expens'e of realitie~. '. Typographical errors ,are few in number t Errors of fact or interpretation are present but not disturbingly numerous. One might
mention: that Jemez and Pecos are not Tew~, and Zia d~
serves listing (p. XII); the s10th and camel came from
South America into the Southwest, and not across the B~r/!!l
ing Strait from ,Asia (p.- 2) ; the. Uto-Aztecan family extended far south of Mexico City .(p.5) ; the dendrochronologic record extends back nearly two thousand years instead
of just to 700 A. D. (p. 9); it.. would be difficult to find
"thirty large apartment houses" along any ten miles of the
Chaco Canyon (pp. 10-11) ; Pueblo Bonito and Chetro Ketl
are far from "almost completely unearthed" (p. 12); the
Pueblos learned to raise kidney beans before the coming of
the Spaniards (p. 17); one might question the, dogmatic
assertion that Oraibi is an older town than Acoma (p. 26) ;
the individual' quoted as saying that the Hopi and the
. English were the only "peoples who found out independently
that black rocks' would burn" is 'egregiously wrong, since
'" Theophrastus, more than 300 y'ears before Christ, records
the use·of coal as fuel among the' Greeks (p. 30) ; Ft. Sumner is not in Texas (p. 33) ; the Aztec Indians, uninfluenced,
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took time to raise flowers (p. 68) ; there certain.Iy were settlements on the Rio Grande long before 1300 'A. D. (p. 89) ;
one wonders who is authority for the statement that Tanoan
speaking peoples extended down the Rio Grande'into what
is now Texas as early, as the fourteenth century (p. 111) ;
"Spanish Americans" do.es not contrast with "citizens of
the United States" (p. 121) ; the directions of Apache and
Navajo attack on Taos are reversed (p~ 136). None of
these criticisms affects the validity of Doctor Underhill's
discussion of the Pueblo Indians.-J
D. D. BRAND.
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COLLEGE BOOKS
Ballad Operlfr-Edmond M. Gagey: From. Richardson to Pinero, by
Frederick S. Boas; William Blake's Circle 0/ Destiny, by Milton _
O. Percival-Columbia University Press.

In these three volumes, Colum'bia University Press has
performed three diff~rent functions in the service of letters.
The first is a scientific record of the appearance and wane of
a literary genre. The, second preserves the random es~ays of
'. a well-known professor of English literature. The third
book is a much-ne,eded interpretation and clarification of
Blake's prophetic works.
Modern scientific scholarshJp has set forth to clear up
,every patch of every field in English litera~ure. It has taken
literally th'e injunction of Horace : Noli negligendi minores.
And modern science itself has decreed that all phenoIl)ena,
both of Man and Nature must be'investigated in the spirit
of totalitarian democracy. Mr.. Gagey has made his contribution in what seems to be a definitive work on the ballad
opera, from its inauguration in 1728, by J ohI! Gay with his
"incomparable Beggar's Opera," 'to the decline of the ballad opera in the middle of the century. In addition to art
account of ,eac~ text, Mr. Gagey has, in many places, interwoven his narrative with some details of stage history. The
book is a pedestrian tour through a confusing region of theatrical history, and the author 'guides hi~ irea.der over a
carefully chosen and well defined trail. B~i lIo':amount of
patient effort in collecting and classifying the plays of the
"sing-song" tradition 'will yield a "theatre ~f id:eas." These
semi-librettos in' every case except The Beggar's Opera are
\'qtterly ruthless in sacrificing sense to sound. Mr. Gagey,
~herefore, shows both his modesty "as a man and his judgment as a scholar by omitting, at the conclusion of, his',
exposition, any chapter of critical appraisal of his findings.
In looking over his uncollected essays which extend
" from Richardson to Pinero, Professor Boas is pleas,ed to find
[ 135]
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that all tr.eat of innovators and idealists. Certainly some of
- his subjects have little else in common: "Richardson's Novels
and their Influence"; "Wordsworth's Patriotic Poems anQ
their Significance Today"; "Edmund Kean in his Heroic
Parts"; "Robers Browning's Paracelsus, 1835-1935"; "Tennyson and the Arthurian Legend"; "Matthew Arnold in his
Lyric Verse"; and finally "Sir Arthur Pinero: Dramatist
and Stage-Chronicler." Obviously, the book is a means of
bringing together single essays which Professor Boas has
written at differenftimes on various figures of the last two
'f'

centuries~

The clear style and graceful selectivity which mark the
work of this widely known authority on English literatur~
makes hiin truly "a specialjst in historic delight." The collec- .
tion recommends itself to the casual but discriminating
reader who likes a short siesta on the higher slopes of Parnassus, and also to the more serious student of letters who
wishes a pleasant review of certain portions of a familiar
field.
William Blake is a prince of the mind. This "mad
dreamer," whose prophetic books were formerly regarded
as confused and unintelligible, is not a wild, eccentric
thinker at all, but one who has a very definite and very'
logical system. This schematism of his is an explanation of
the forces of the universe, an interpretation of the problem
of evil, and a philosophy of universal history.
Professor Milton O. Percival arrives ~t this estimate of
Blake as a thinker by collating his prophetic writings with
his paintings and his drawings. Surprisingly enough, when
these elements, literary and pictorial, are brought together,
the result is not a collecti5 of brilli~nt fragments or a
phantasmagoria of a frenzied genius, but a traditional system. Blake, in his prophetic visions, is the culmination of
the great tradition of heterodoxy "extending over nearly
twentY'-five hundred years."
Blake first became a master of the strangest of all
strange lore. Into his mind went the Orphic and Pythagorean tradition, Neo-platonism, and the Hermetic, Gnostic,
W"'-..
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and alchemicaLwritings, and finally the doctrines of Paracelsus, Boehme, and Swedenborg. Blake applied what had
become for him a unified system of thinking to the Bible.
The result is a uniform cosmography, a cycle of hum::J.n
destiny. The past, the present, ~he future are not three
points in a straigh,t line. Oil the contrary, Existence consists of various cycles which start with the good, go into a
moral decline, ;swing down and around to depravity, and
then upward to a point where a nobler cycle of humanity
may begin. History repeats itself, but tb,.e new orbit may
-. be upward or downward according to whether or not mankind's thought is right.
This book by Professor Percival is scholarly, philosophical, and stimulating. It leaves the reader pondering
over some of Blake's thoughts which seem applicable and mentally useful today:
'lI

God only acts' and is in· existing beings or men.
The good life must be built, by faith or experience, upon the qualities of imagination. To attempt
to build it on the qualities of reason and sense is
to reduce god-like man to a handful of dust.
The teacher who is working to emancipate·his charges
from the debasing forces of naturalistic fatalism and
economic determinism-the two types of thinking which
-have started our cycle of civilization today on a downward
and disastrous course-finds tha.t he and this eighteenthcentury prophet have a common cause:
. . . I rest not from my great task,
To open the Eternal WOt:lds, to open the immortal
Eyes
Of Man inwards into the WQrlds of Thought, into
Eternity
.
Ever expanding in the Bosom of'God, the Human
Imagination.
DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH.

..
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sandy-haired, and growing bald in front; a big man
with a bull-like rumbling voice known to have quelled
freshmen into trembling: stammers before he retired from
teaching;
who never uses a small word .where a big one will
I
fit better; offensively impatient with what he considers the
inanities and damned stupidijies of men; and he oc~asionally
writes' me long, heated letters by virtue of our form~r
acquaintance in a mid-western university.
He swears a lot, in arid ol}t of his letters, as if boili~g
lava of temper demanded eruption, but his profanity arises
from what he hotly believes to be the willful odiousness of
mankind and its deliberately odious actions. I am afraid
he has not a very high opinion of you and me.
"Damn books!" his last letter begins. "Damn them up
and down the Wabash river; they're liars, 'everyone of
them, and blanked deceiving liars as well. I hold a brief
against 'em. I was never warned as a young man, and- so
I read them-like a fatuous Little Red Riding Hood-believing generally everything I read. And what was the result?
"1'11 tell you the result. I have been misled, trickedso tricked by those books that I almost feel like a little public
burning myself. You know what I read, for you're fat:'
headed enough yourself to read too much-I read every time
of intelligent, emancipated people-people free from superstitions-free from pettiness-people alert to life, yeah,
and people cultured and educated. ~uts. There was never
a warning in the books I read that in this intelligent, cultured, lovely century of ours swarmed myriads of swank,
well-read, highly bred men and women who were crammed
with every sort of mad fanaticism and ugliness. Yea, even
in the very boudoir of the lah-de-dah cultured and intelligent
and lovely was and is a cancer of barbarism and smug
st Upl·d·t
1 y..."

H

E IS
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I think .his letter shows, even in its first paragraph, the
hasty nature of the man. Whispers about the campus insisted that he was the son of a Scottish laird. ¥yself, I dontt
doubt it. It must take centuries of family br~eding to pro,
vide for such open speech.
"Mankind is barbarian, caveman," his letter says. "The
one adjective that life teaches us about its'elf is 'brutal.' Or
maybe dumb. It shows itseii; on one level, in a hot-eyed
belief and vicjous trust in phrenology, or astrology, in any .
. number of perve~'sions of m!nd. It shows itself, on a~other
level, in sneakin hates for those who contest the primitive
mind-sets about t em. Palmists: phrenologists, astrologists,
race maniacs,bla herers of every sort !-death and damnation, I'm surrounqed by them! And where-in every upper~
crust home I go~. to!
.
"No ·book I ever read warned me of this horrifying
state, that ever here ill this civilization' of Descartes an~
Newton and Ma! n and Einstein crowd men ~nd women
viciously advising murder of the unemployed, or fervently
promoting a barbarism of mind, or fanatically and 'culturally' promoting palmistries, or machine-gun glorious, or
dirtily anti-intellectual in a. dozen' hundr.ed ways. It's·'.
enough to make a man swear, if I knew th~ words.
"Yes, I know what you'll say-you always' had a neat
response better left unsaid. It's the books I read, and don't
read, is that it? Hell! I'm not so innocerlt as that. I've
read the proletarian Conrdys and Cantwells as much· as'
and (thank God) more than the epicene Paters and Ruskins.
And, what do you find in these so-called grimy, realistic
books-the same' sort of hypocrisy and blindness spelled
different. Everybody talks like a Demosthenes, everybody
is intelligent, everybody is modern, everybody is washed
. clean in the dew of a new world.... Where in any of all these
books is the stab at the mind and its real achievements that·
the world shows us-where is the thrust of the crude mental
reality?
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"I've concluded that all print is a liar. It copulates with
itself and produces a monster which it calls Life, and
People, and Speech. It's not what man is, but what man
would be, every book cries with Browning, and so each one
avoids the dreadful core 01 the barbaric within modern life..
We are men now, not beasts, not even superstitious savages.
(
.
Misleading lies I"
He has been reading some recent books, he writes me
a little later. "I suppose the only sane one among them,"
he writes, "is Somerset Maugham's The S.umming Up. If
you have any sense, you'll read it; if you haven't any sense,
you'll need to read it. I've also read a handful of pages
called Courage by a Mary Lindsey, not a' bad book at all,
telling how she reared a crippled daughter and herself both
at once; and the life'of Barney Barnato, the stooge of that .
South African highbinder, Cecil Rhodes, written by Richard
Lewinsohn in a naive style; and, so help me, another book
. about the Civil War, Three Women, by Hazel Hawthorne.
Why is it women all write well and say nothing? I can't
quite get it straight why the only good women writers are
tho~e that write like a man, though those that write like
the women they are, write very well.
"Oh, damn. Life is very dreary these days, isn't it.
Am I growing old? I've goot a paunch since you saw me
last, and my brain too has grown wrinkled. But honest to
Pete, and I swear it. by the smelly old Wabash, the more I
read the more sure I am that when you see a certain statement prefixed to a book, you may be blamed sure it is right!
And that statement should be stuck on to every book: 'The
persons herein are not to be identified with any persons
living or dead.' Hellishly. right I I wonder if I shall ever
read in a book of a person who could honestly be identified
with the ignorant mass that bumps me in the street and
invites me to cold tea.
"Write. to me. But if you contradict anything I say
.I'll tear your leg out by the root and beat you over the head
with its bloody stump. So there."

<

WILLIS JACOBS.
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for August ...
Will be a Fiction Number and edited by Curtis Martin.
CONTENTS

Pages from tlle unpublished "Lady Chatterly's Lover;"
by D. H. Lawrence.
"Vision in the Sea"-by Ronald Caldwell-"a South Sea
whaling vessel exerts its spell :!ll)0n two companions.
"Peter and the Martins"-By 'Elizabeth Knapp-the
Martins have to dispence with the gardener, but q,ld Peter
never wavers 'in his loyalty to the Martins.
"Bless Me, Father"-by Hal Ellison-a dead thrush
brings a soul-cleansing penitence to Finnegan.
Also stories by Curtis ·Martin and other outstanding
writers of the Southwest.
THE NOVEMBER QUARTERLY will present another unpublished poem by D. H. Lawrence, "Eagle in New Mexico,"
and an article "On the Celtic Revival" by Julia M. Keleher.
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